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Big data analytics is the process of examining large data
sets to uncover hidden patterns and previously unknown
correlations. Big data analytics has been widely used in
businesses to find market trends, customer preferences, and
other useful business information. The research community
is also beginning to embrace this exciting and powerful
technology. Considering the huge amount of data produced
in scientific fields such as biology, medicine, physics, and
material science, big data analytics can be a powerful means
of making new scientific discoveries. Efficient and effective
big data analytics requires the development of programming
tools and models.

This special issue attracted 20 high quality submissions.
After a rigorous review process, 13 papers were accepted in
this issue. The research presented in these papers can be
roughly categorized into three areas: (1) platform for big
data analytics (3 papers), (2) machine learning algorithms
for big data (6 papers), and (3) big data analytics for various
applications (4 papers).

Platform for Big Data Analytics. B. R. Chang et al. reported
their work on how to integrate popular big data platforms
such as Hadoop and Spark to perform high performance
big data analytics. They focused on the optimization of
job scheduling based on computing features to improve
system throughout. L. Zhang and J. Gao introduced a novel
incremental graph pattern matching algorithm for big graph
data. By batching insert operations together by considering
matching states, they were able to demonstrate higher effi-
ciency of the proposed algorithm. L. Yang et al. proposed
several optimization algorithms based on node compression
to help solve the shortest path problem in the context of
routing big data.

Machine Learning Algorithms for Big Data. H.-F. Ke et al.
proposed a new optimal weight learning machine that is
capable of incremental learning while the network grows in
terms of the number of hidden nodes. L.Wang et al. presented
an adaptive ensemble method for classification with imbal-
anced data. They rely on self-adaption based on the average
Euclidean distance between test data and training data, which
is obtained by the 𝑘-nearest neighbors algorithm. W. Aziguli
et al. introduced a new algorithm designed specifically for
text classification, which could be useful for analyzing text-
based big data.The algorithm is based on the use of denoising
autoencoder and restricted Boltzmann machine, which has
the advantage of better performance in antinoise and feature
extraction. Z. Yuan et al. proposed a new matching pursuit
method to overcome the singularity problem and improve the
stability of extreme learning machine (ELM).

X. Fan et al. reported a new hybrid similarity calcula-
tion model, which is essential in many machine learning
algorithms. The model was designed specifically for recom-
mendation algorithms by addressing the user interest drift
issue. This model uses the function fitting to reflect users’
rating behaviors and their rating preferences and employs the
Random Forest algorithm for the user attribute features. X.
Pu et al. proposed a hybrid biogeography-based optimization
algorithm for big data analytics. The algorithm is used
with a feedforward neural network model called multilayer
perceptron.

Big Data Analytics for Various Applications. Y. Zhu et al.
reviewed the latest development on big data management in
the field geological information services. They proposed a
system architecture and outlined requirements for big data
management for this application domain.D. Li et al. proposed
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a loss aversion cooperation model for behavioral economics
in crowd-sensing. They showed that their model encourages
higher cooperation rate with lower pay rate.

S. Zhang et al. introduced a new algorithm to make pre-
diction on advertisement click-through rate. The algorithm
is based on the weighted extreme learning machine and the
Adaboost algorithm. A more accurate predication on click-
through rate would increase advertising performance, which
could lead to the improvement of an advertising company’s
reputation and revenue.

X. Xia et al. reported their work on developing a moni-
toring and prewarning system for accidents in the coal mines
using data collected by a network of wireless sensors. They
proposed a new data aggregation strategy and fuzzy compre-
hensive assessment model to derive useful information based
on the collected data.
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The existing incentive mechanisms of crowdsourcing construct the expected utility function based on the assumption of rational
people in traditional economics. A large number of studies in behavioral economics have demonstrated the defects of the traditional
utility function and introduced a new parameter called loss aversion coefficient to calculate individual utility when it suffers a loss.
In this paper, combination of behavioral economics and a payment algorithm based on the loss aversion is proposed. Compared
with usual incentivemechanisms, the node utility function is redefined by the loss aversion characteristic of the node. Experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm can get a higher rate of cooperation with a lower payment price and has good scalability
compared with the traditional incentive mechanism.

1. Introduction

Crowdsensing, which can be described as people/human-
centric sensing, has gradually become the ideal method for
large-scale data collection [1]. The collection of sensed data
relies on every single node that participates in the perception.
Each node is a natural person holding smart devices such as
smart phones or computers. Crowdsensing systems usually
require support from a large amount of sensed data [2–5],
while it would cost smart devices a certain amount of price to
participate in crowdsensing (such as spatial movements and
consumption of memory and power). Nodes do not perceive
selflessly, as they need a certain amount of compensation to
be motivated; on the other hand, the requester of the sensing
tasks would measure the reward of publishing the value of
data. A sensing task usually offers limited reward, so it would
be better to get more valuable sensed data with less reward.

At present, there are a series of incentive mechanisms,
which seek benefit maximization mainly based on utility
function, which is based on the expected function theory
of traditional economics. However, the development of eco-
nomics itself has gradually revised this theory.The behavioral

economics shows that individual decision-making must con-
sider the influence of psychological factors. The traditional
expected utility function is no longer completely reasonable
when psychological-related parameters are involved.

The loss aversion is an important branch of the prospect
theory of behavioral economics. What it describes is loss is
more unbearable than gain that has the same amount of value.
Therefore, individuals are more willing to voluntarily prevent
possible losses. In order to motivate the nodes, this paper,
from the point of view of the nodes, analyzes the decision-
making process of the nodes, models them, introduces the
loss aversion coefficient into the utility function of them,
adjusts the payment mode in the traditional incentive mech-
anisms, effectively stimulates nodes to participate in per-
ception, and enhances the performance of the crowdsensing
system.

The main innovations of this paper are as follows:

(i) The paper uses the loss aversion to build the incentive
mechanism, which revises the cooperative behavior
researches based on traditional economics, so as to
make up for the basic assumption insufficiency in the
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traditional economics about human rationality, self-
interest, complete information, utility maximization,
and preference consistent.

(ii) By using the influence of the loss aversion psychology
on decision-making, a compensation payment algo-
rithm based on the loss aversion is proposed in the
crowdsensing.

2. Related Work

2.1. The Incentive Mechanisms of Crowdsensing. In order to
increase the number of participants in sensing tasks and
ensure the data quality, a series of incentive mechanisms
have been put forward, including monetary incentive, enter-
tainment and gamification incentive, and social connections
incentive [6]. References [7, 8] pointed out that the attributes
of human beings are diversified and individuals’ decision-
making behaviors are influenced not only by their own
cognitive, thinking, preferences, and other factors, but also
by the surrounding environment at the same time. According
to the motivation mechanism, this subject makes use of
the individual’s individuality and sociality and divides the
common incentive mechanisms into individual incentive
mechanisms and social incentive mechanisms.

(1) Individual Incentive Mechanisms. The individual incentive
mechanismsmainly utilize the inherent pursuit of interests of
the nodes, including the desire for money, the motivation to
maintain and manage its own reputation, the pursuit of more
virtual points, and a better entertainment experience.

(i) Mechanisms Based on Monetary Payment. The incentive
mechanisms based on the monetary payment are that the
platform motivates potential participants to join the sensing
task and provides the required sensed data by giving workers
a certain monetary reward. This kind of incentive mecha-
nisms is usually the combination of economics and computer
science. The most common auction mechanisms include
reverse auctions [9–12], portfolio auctions [13],multiattribute
auctions [14], all pay auctions [15], double auctions [16],
and VCG (Vickrey-Clarke-Groves) auctions [17]. In mon-
etary incentive mechanisms, game-theoretic mechanisms
provide good mathematical models to resolve server-to-
player conflicts and determine problems, while providing
sufficient theoretical data to analyze participants’ behavior.
The monetary incentive mechanism can effectively stimulate
the enthusiasm of participants [18] and has a good theoretical
basis. However, it also has obvious shortcomings.The system
usually can hardly establish a suitable price architecture.Most
importantly, the current pricing scheme cannot solve the
dilemma between the requesters and the workers: If paid in
advance, the workers can get the reward without working,
which is called free-riding; if paid afterwards, the requesters
can refuse to pay after getting the required information,
which is called false-reporting [19].

(ii) Mechanisms Based on Entertainment and Gamification.
The incentive mechanisms based on entertainment and
gamification change the sensing tasks to sensing games, so

as to allow workers to contribute to the sensing tasks in
the game process. The mechanisms usually motivate workers
to complete the sensing tasks by generating rankings in
the game, task points and their intrinsic fun, and so on.
The authors in [20] used a ranking scheme and a badge
scheme to motivate workers to participate in. The authors
in [21] designed a collection game called Treasure to collect
information in the gaming area to draw a Wi-Fi coverage
map. The author in [22] used a player’s text or photo tag in
the play area to generate a series of recognizable geographic
information that supports route navigation.

Individual motivation mechanisms neglect the environ-
ment in which the nodes are located. In the crowdsensing,
individual nodes have the ability to interact with other nodes,
and their behaviors and connections are mutually influential.
Some researchers found that, in the incentive mechanisms of
crowdsensing, the position of the workers’ social structure
will affect their resources and access to information, as well as
the degree of completion of the sensing tasks and the amount
of needed compensation [23]. Therefore, a series of social
incentive mechanisms for nodes are proposed.

(2) Social IncentiveMechanisms. Social incentivemechanisms
consider the social aspects of nodes. Crowdsensing is made
up of a large number of nodes, so the choices and behaviors
among nodes are not completely isolated. Nodes adjust self-
cognition at any time by the influence of other nodes and they
draw up their behavioral strategy based on the information in
social networks.

(i) Mechanisms Based on Social Connections. The incentives
mechanisms based on social connections focus on the inter-
actions and relationships among individuals. The authors in
[24] established the social network among the participants
based on Stackelberg, in order to maximize the participants’
utility. Based on social networks, the authors in [25] use a
penaltymechanism to detect dishonest participants and build
a trust system to improve existing incentive mechanisms.
The authors in [26] improve the choice of participants
and payment of remuneration, to enhance the integrity of
the individual by supervision and reporting in nepotism.
Incentive mechanisms based on social connections motivate
the participants to a certain extent, but because of the impact
of network relations itself, the reliability and credibility of
social networks are in bad need of [18].

(ii) Mechanisms Based on Service. The incentive mechanisms
based on service are designed by using the principle ofmutual
benefits. In the crowdsensing, service consumers can also be
considered as service providers. That is, if the nodes want
to get the services provided by the system, the nodes must
also contribute to the system. For example, in the Parking
Information System designed by [27], nodes play the roles of
both consumers and contributors. The authors in [28] have
designed two incentive mechanisms under this framework:
Incentive with Demand Fairness (IDF) and Iterative Tank
Filling (ITF). They are used separately to maximize the
fairness of nodes and the social welfare of the system. Some
researchers consider service incentives from a group level.
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The authors in [29] illustrate the inspiration from blood
donation that contributors are driven not only by their own
utility but also by the effects of their relatives and friends. And
this group incentive has proved to be effective in practice.

The above incentive mechanisms based on the utility are
put forward to maximize utilities of both the platform and
the participants. The model of those incentive mechanisms
can be expressed as the following formula [30]:

𝐼 : 𝑀 → max (𝑈 (𝑆) , 𝑈 (𝑃)) . (1)

That is reflected in the classic monetary incentive mech-
anisms [9–17]: each node makes its decisions to maximize
its payment with the lowest cost. All the nodes, during the
bidding between the server and them, would maintain their
rationality for more benefits. In entertainment and gamifica-
tion incentive mechanisms [20–22], virtual credits and ranks
take the place of money, so that nodes would make decisions
that maximize their interests. Moreover, considering the
interactions within the nodes, social incentive mechanisms
aim at maximizing utilities of groups instead of individuals
[18, 24–29].

All in all, as shown in formula (2), most of incentive
mechanisms still use the traditional expected utility function
to describe the decision-making of the individuals:

𝑈 (𝑆) = max𝐸 [𝑈] = ∑
𝑖

𝑝𝑖𝑈 (𝑥𝑖) . (2)

Formula (2) is used to describe the utility 𝑈 of a node 𝑆,
taking 𝑝𝑖 as the probability for choosing event 𝑥𝑖 and𝑈(𝑥𝑖) as
the utility of event 𝑥𝑖 (the value of 𝑈(𝑥𝑖) could be positive or
negative). Each individual would calculate its expected utility
according to formula (2) and use the result for its decision-
making.

Formula (2) is based on the two hypotheses from tradi-
tional economics: source independence and the invariance of
risk preference [31].

Source independence means the fungibility of wealth.
In traditional economics theory, the values of wealth do
not depend on how it is acquired, nor are they labeled
[32]. That is, nodes measure their gains and losses in a
similar way.The differences between benefits and costs could
be circulated, which is obvious in the mechanisms which
evolved punishment [25, 26]: the cost of punishment and the
benefit of cooperation could be superimposed without any
differences.

The invariance of risk preference means that the risk
preference of the individuals is constant, objective, and
consistent, which has been called process invariance in
traditional economics [33]. In this situation, individuals in
crowdsensing would never change their risk preference, no
matter how the information environment in the system
changes. In the mechanisms of social networks, individuals
attitudes towards risk of pursuing benefits or avoiding losses
are constant, although they would change their decisions
according to their opponents.

However, incentive mechanisms apart from monetary
incentive mechanisms [9–17] (e.g., entertainment and gam-
ification incentive mechanisms [20–22] and social incentive

mechanisms [18, 24–26]) consider not only the economic
gains and losses, but also the psychological factors of the
individuals. So it is not reasonable to calculate individuals’
utilities with the methods from monetary incentive mech-
anisms. Even in the monetary incentive mechanisms, the
impacts of some factors (such as the values of money, the
sources of money, and the risk tendencies of money) on
decision-making cannot be ignored. In addition, the two
hypotheses including the independence of sources and the
invariance of risk preference have been questioned [34].
A number of studies have demonstrated that individuals’
irrational behaviors may be refracted into the program and
that will lead to the occurrence of the irrational decisions
[35].

2.2. Incentive Mechanism from the Perspective of Behavioral
Economics. Behavioral economics put forward a well-known
theory called loss aversion, which states that losses are even
more unbearable when people face the same amount of
benefits and losses [36]. The loss aversion has been proved
to be a common feature embodied in individual decisions.

The loss aversion has changed the expected utility func-
tion in traditional economics and introduced an unprece-
dented loss aversion coefficient 𝜆 to describe the loss aversion
characteristics of individuals, which is used to calculate the
utility of individuals when they suffer losses as the following
formula [37]:

𝑈 (𝑥) = {{{
𝑥, 𝑥 ≫ 0
𝜆𝑥, 𝑥 < 0 𝜆 > 1. (3)

Formula (3) is a simplified form of the loss-aversion-
typed value function, with 0 as the reference point to express
the individual gains and losses. After introducing the loss
aversion coefficient, this function overthrows the traditional
expected utility function and can be used to explain a series of
phenomena that cannot be explained by the expected utility
function, such as Allais paradox [38], reflex effect [39], and
preference reversal [40].

Therefore, the actual individual decision-making must
consider the utility function after the loss aversion coefficient
is considered.

𝑈 (𝑥𝑖) = {{{
𝑈(𝑥𝑖) , 𝑈 (𝑥𝑖) ≫ 0
𝜆𝑈 (𝑥𝑖) , 𝑈 (𝑥𝑖) < 0 𝜆 > 1

𝑈 (𝑆) = ∑
𝑖

𝑝𝑖𝑈(𝑥𝑖) ̸= max𝐸 [𝑈] .
(4)

Formula (4) adds that when the utility𝑈(𝑥𝑖) correspond-
ing to event 𝑥𝑖 is negative, its value changes under the
influence of the loss aversion coefficient, which will affect the
overall utility function.

Besides, the loss aversion also overturns the view of
source independence and the invariance of risk preference
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Figure 1: The value curve of traditional economics versus behavioral economics.

in traditional economics and considers that money has
nonfungibility and individual risk preference is variable [41].

(1) Nonfungibility. Being different from the view of source
independence, behavioral economics holds that when exter-
nal information enters the individual cognitive mental
accounting, it can effectively reflect the trade-off between
expected return and possible loss and confirm whether the
threshold value boundary has been reached [42]. Because
of this effective boundary, money cannot flow freely among
subaccounts. In other words, due to the existence of the loss
aversion, when individuals make decision, the value of funds
is different and irreplaceable according to different sources
and expenditures.The value curve of traditional economics is
like Figure 1(a), and the actual value function should be like
Figure 1(b).

(2) The Variability of Risk Preference. Individual’s risk prefer-
ence plays an important guiding role in individual decision-
making. Behavioral economics considers that the loss aver-
sion leads to the change of individuals’ risk preference.
Individuals are risk-averse when faced to defined returns,
while they tend to seek risks when faced to established losses
[43].Whenmaking economic decisions, individuals aremore
worried about losing money than expecting to gain profits,
which in turn encourages them to have more motivation to
stop the loss. This is also a sign of the loss aversion. The
crowdsensing system is fuzzy and uncertain for nodes. In
addition to considering the proceeds, the nodes in the system
are more worried about their loss than other nodes, which
will greatly affect the decision-making behavior of the nodes.

To sum up, the crowdsensing system is an environment
with unequal information, uncertainty, and ambiguity. Nodes
are inevitably affected by this environment and cannot main-
tain individual rationality, and utility function is bound to be
influenced by psychological factors. Because the loss aversion
theory has been well applied in the fields of economics [44],
game theory [45], biology [46], environmental ecology [47],
and so on, it has proved its feasibility. However, according to
our study, the loss aversion has not been used in the field of

crowdsensing, so we believe that the incentive mechanism
of the past crowdsensing system did not make full use of
the characteristics of the node and target the incentives.
After the loss aversion is introduced, the structure of the
incentive mechanism can be extended to formula (5), where𝐸(𝑆) represents the psychological factors of the nodes:

𝐼 : 𝑀 → max (𝑈 (𝑆) , 𝑈 (𝑃) , 𝐸 (𝑆)) . (5)

3. Our Mechanism

There is a famous grape experiment [48] to verify the loss
aversion, which clearly shows how the loss aversion works in
the psychological aspects. We have established the mapping
of the experiment and the crowdsensing system. We propose
a different payment algorithm by the reasonable analysis
and construction of the model. In this algorithm, the nodes’
loss aversion is aroused, so as to be more proactive in the
perception to improve system efficiency.

3.1.The Introduction of the Loss Aversion. Monkeys were used
as subjects in the grape experiment, and the experimenter
designed two game schemes for monkeys:

(i) Option 1: the experimenter first puts a grape in front
of the a monkey and does a coin toss. The coins face
down, allowing themonkey to only get that one grape;
the coins face up, then allowing the monkey to get an
extra grape.The expectation that eachmonkey can get
grapes is 1 + 50%.

(ii) Option 2: the experimenter places two grapes in front
of a monkey and then does a coin toss. The coins face
down; then the experimenter takes one of the grapes;
the coins face up; then the monkey can get both the
two grapes.The expectation that eachmonkey can get
grapes is 2–50%.

For the sake of reason, the expected benefits of both
experiments are 1.5 grapes. The difference is that, in the first
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Table 1: Mapping of the grape experiment and incentive mechanisms.

Participants Step one Step two Regulation
Grape
experiment
option 1

Monkeys Put one grape in front
of the monkeys Do a coin toss Coins face up; add 1 grape

Grape
experiment
option 2

Monkeys put two grapes in
front of the monkeys Do a coin toss Coins face down; take away

1 grape

Traditional
incentive
mechanism

Network
nodes

The node chooses
whether to participate

The node chooses
whether to participate

Increase the node
contribution 𝑐2 only if the

node cooperates
New incentive
mechanism
based on the
loss aversion

Network
nodes

Increase the node
contribution 𝑐1 + 𝑐2 to
the capable nodes

The node chooses
whether to participate

Decrease the node
contribution 𝑐2 only if the
node does not cooperate

Common

Having a
certain

understand-
ing to

determine
their own
interests

Encourage monkeys
to participate in
experiment;

encourage nodes to
join in system

Although the coin
toss is a probability
event, the choice of
cooperation is the

node’s own decision;
they are for the

subsequent results
and monkeys/nodes
know how it works

Additional gained
contribution (grape) and
feeling happy, or loss of
contribution (grape) and

feeling pain

option, each monkey has 50% chance to get an extra grape
in the case of ensuring a grape is obtained, while the second
option is 50% chance to lose one of the grapes on the premise
that two grapes may be obtained.

If the monkey is a completely rational individual, then
its preference for these two experiments should be the
same. However, the experimental results show that when the
monkeys finally understand they may lose one of the two
grapes in option 2, they all tend to choose option 1. This
experiment shows that the pain brought by the loss of a grape
to the monkeys is heavier than the happiness brought by
getting a grape.

We simulate the grape experiment and propose a new
mechanism for enhanced cooperation based on the loss
aversion, which is different from the traditional incentive
mechanisms, as shown in Table 1.

Theorem 1. The individual’s pain of loss is often greater than
the value of the actual loss whenmeasuring the gains and losses,
expressed as follows:

𝑐2lost > 𝑐2gain . (6)

Proof. Traditional economics argues that the resulting 𝑐2 is
equal in value to the lost 𝑐2, expressed as follows:

𝑐2gain = 𝑐2lost = 𝑐2 . (7)

However, due to the impact of loss of aversion on the value
curve, the individual really perceived that loss part of the
value should be adjusted as follows:

𝑐2lost = 𝜆 𝑐2𝛽 . (8)

Since

𝑐2lost − 𝑐2gain = 𝜆 𝑐2𝛽 − 𝑐2 = (𝜆 − 𝑐21/𝛽) 𝑐2𝛽 (9)

|𝑐2|𝛽 > 0, so when 𝜆 > |𝑐2|1/𝛽, which is |𝑐2| > log𝛽(1/𝜆), we
can get 𝑐2|lost > 𝑐2|gain. That is,

𝑐2lost > 𝑐2gain when 𝑐2 > log𝛽
1𝜆 . (10)

Based on the above analysis, the new mechanism of the
loss aversion is to enlarge the value of 𝑐2 in the psychological
level, so that limited rational nodes tend to choose the coop-
erationwithout losing the contribution value, thus promoting
the enthusiasm of the node.

3.2. SystemModeling. We use the classic crowdsensing archi-
tecture to build the system.The typical system architecture is
shown in Figure 2. The system includes the server platform
and task participants (data providers). The server in the
cloud receives a service request from the data requesters (the
data requester can be the data providers; they are the same
group), assigns the sensing task to the participants, processes
the collected sensed data, and performs other administrative
functions. After a participant receives the sensing task, the
participant senses the required data and then uploads the data
to the server.The server returns the data to the data requesters
after processing.

(i) The finite set of 𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3, . . . , 𝑡𝑛} represents
the service requests from the data users, that is, the
sensing tasks that need to be completed in the system.
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Figure 2: Typical system architecture of crowdsensing.

(ii) 𝑁 = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛} represents the number of workers
of the system; these workers are handheld intelligent
devices in practical applications. A worker can only
join one sensing process at a time.

3.2.1. Platform. Each of the sensing tasks 𝑡𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ 𝑁) has its
own attributes. We extract the main attributes needed in this
paper, denoted as ⟨𝑃(𝑡𝑖), 𝐵(𝑡𝑖),Con(𝑡𝑖), 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑇⟩, 𝑃(𝑡𝑖) means
its payoff, 𝐵(𝑡𝑖) means its budget, and Con(𝑡𝑖) means its
congestion level, respectively, and congestion level indicates
the current degree of participation of the task.

There are various reward pricing schemes in the crowd-
sensing system. A budget-limited perception task has a rated
total remuneration. In order to obtain plenty of high-quality
sensed data in a defined amount, this paper defines that each
sensing task is paid to each worker with a reward of 𝑃(𝑡𝑖) =𝐵(𝑡𝑖)/Con(𝑡𝑖),Con(𝑡𝑖) = |{𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 : 𝑠𝑛 = 𝑡𝑖}|, where 𝑠𝑛
represents the current strategy of a worker𝑁.

In some cases, aworkermay refuse to provide sensed data,
and we define this behavior as sleeping in which the node
does not have to pay any perceived costs and will not receive
any remuneration. We manually introduce 𝑡0 to describe it;𝑡0’s reward and the degree of congestion are always zero. The
expanded task set isT = {𝑡0, 𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3, . . . , 𝑡𝑛}.
3.2.2. Worker. We describe each worker as a quaternion⟨𝐺𝑡𝑛, 𝐶𝑡𝑛, 𝐴𝑡𝑛, 𝐴𝐼𝑡𝑛, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁⟩. Knowing that each worker has
his own selfish threshold, and when the external condition
reaches the threshold, the worker will have the power to
engage in labor; we define the variable 𝐺𝑡𝑛 to represent the
intrinsic property of the worker. 𝐶𝑡𝑛 means the objective cost
of the behavior of participation in a task 𝑡 for a node 𝑛.

In addition, we have learned in the second section that the
worker is not entirely rational and less likely to remain ratio-
nal in every decision stage. Due to the cognition, experience,
reference, and other psychological factors, the worker gets
the conclusion that does not exactly match the objective fact
when he analyzes and judges an external condition. So we
define two functions 𝐴𝑡𝑛 and 𝐴𝐼𝑡𝑛. The former indicates the
objective reward that a worker𝑁 can actually obtain when he
participates in a perceived task 𝑇; the latter means his gains
in his cognition. When a worker makes a decision, his actual
reward in his cognition is the latter.

We define that each worker has two kinds of behaviors
within the system: (a) choosing a sensing task and partici-
pating in perception and (b) sleeping. The main reason for
preventing worker from participating in a sensing task is that
there is the cost that must be paid in the process. Obviously,
only when the worker thinks the reward he can get meets
his own selfish threshold will he choose to participate in this
perception task; otherwise he would rather sleep to prevent
the loss of meaningless cost.

The worker maintains a real-time connection with the
server in order to receive the task pushing at any time
and chooses a satisfying task to perform according to his
own conditions. The worker node sends its current decision
information to the server platform, and the server platform
updates the overall policy information in real time, then
updates the participation of task, and gets the latest overall
strategy and the information of task congestion.

3.3. The Construction of Loss Aversion in Crowdsensing

3.3.1. Basic Definitions. This paper needs to use the following
concepts.
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Definition 2 (the benefits of user nodes). Theobjective benefit
of a user’s involvement 𝑢𝑡𝑛 in a sensing task is the difference
between the reward he receives for his sensing task 𝑃(𝑡𝑛) and
the cost of his participation in perception 𝑐𝑡𝑛, as follows:

𝑢𝑡𝑛 = 𝑃 (𝑡𝑛) − 𝑐𝑡𝑛, ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇. (11)

Definition 3 (the congestion degree of a task). The sum of
all nodes’ contributions to a task is its congestion degree
Con(𝑡𝑖) as formula (12).The congestion degree represents the
situation in which a task is currently executed by nodes.

Con (𝑡𝑖) = 𝑛∑
𝑛=1

𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑛 ,

where 𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑛 = {{{
1, 𝑠𝑛 = 𝑡𝑖
0, 𝑠𝑛 ̸= 𝑡𝑖, ∀𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁.

(12)

We artificially define 𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑛 in formulas (12)–(15) as the
contribution of a node to a task; its value is 0 or 1. Its value
being 1 indicates that the node completes the task, and its
value being 0 indicates that the node does not complete the
task.

Definition 4 (social welfare). The social welfare 𝑈 in crowd-
sensing is the sum of the benefits of all workers as follows:

𝑈 = ∑
𝑡𝑖∈𝑇

∑
𝑛∈𝑁

(𝑃 (𝑡𝑗) − 𝑐𝑡𝑗𝑛 ) 𝜑𝑡𝑗𝑛 . (13)

Definition 5 (the average value of each data). The average
value of each data 𝐸(𝑆) is the ratio of the total reward for all
tasks in the system to the total number of data as follows:

𝐸 (𝑆) = ∑𝑡𝑖∈𝑇∑𝑛∈𝑁 (𝑃 (𝑡𝑗) − 𝑐𝑡𝑗𝑛 ) 𝜑𝑡𝑗𝑛
∑𝑛𝑛=1 𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑛 . (14)

Definition 6 (cooperation rate). The rate of the total number
of cooperators to the total number of nodes:

Cooperation rate = ∑𝑁∑𝑇 𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑁 . (15)

In order to measure the value of profit or loss from the
reference point, and to successfully describe behavioral char-
acteristics, the concrete expression of the value function is
given as formula (16).This function explains three behavioral
characteristics of the limited rational person: (a) most people
are risk-averse when faced with the profit; (b) most people
are risk-seeking when faced with the loss; (c) people are more
sensitive to the loss than the profit.

V (𝜔) = {{{
(𝜔 − 𝜔0)𝛼 , 𝜔 ≫ 𝜔0
−𝜆 (𝜔0 − 𝜔)𝛽 , 𝜔 < 𝜔0, (16)

where 𝜔0 represents the reference point of the decision-
maker, and if the gain is greater than the reference point, the
decision-maker will perceive the profit, or else the loss will be
perceived. 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the risk attitude coefficient, and 𝜆 is
the loss aversion coefficient.

Table 2: Payoff matrix.

Platform
Cooperation Noncooperation

Worker
Cooperation (−𝑃 (𝑡𝑖) , 𝑃 (𝑡𝑖) − 𝑐𝑡𝑛) (0, −𝑐𝑡𝑛)
Noncooperation (−𝑃 (𝑡𝑖) , 0) (0, 0)

3.3.2. Payoff Matrix. This paper sets 𝑃(𝑡𝑖) as the objective
reward that a node 𝑛 participating in a task 𝑡𝑖 can get,
determined by the budget and the current congestion level
of the task, as follows:

𝑃 (𝑡𝑖) = 𝐵 (𝑡𝑖)
Con (𝑡𝑖) =

𝐵 (𝑡𝑖)∑𝑛𝑛=1 𝜑𝑡𝑖𝑛 . (17)

The payoff matrix of nodes and platforms is shown
in Table 2. Platform selects cooperation, that is, providing
information and rewards of tasks for nodes. In the crowd-
sensing system, platform needs to do this all the time, which
means platform keeps cooperation forever. The nodes select
cooperation; that is, the nodes perform sensing tasks and
feedback data as specified.This behavior needs to pay the cost,
but also receive the appropriate reward; the nodes choose
noncooperation, which are not involved in the perception of
any task, keeping sleeping with paying nothing and receiving
nothing.

3.4. The Reward Payment Algorithm Based on the Loss
Aversion. The decision-making process of this paper focuses
on the loss aversion in the decision-making of the nodes. In
this way, we adjust the traditional pipelined payment model
and divide the payment process into three stages: the release
stage, the selection stage, and the settlement stage.

(a) The First Stage: The Release. In the release phase, first
we establish the highest control authority for the server.
It is reasonable. Although there is no centralized control
to control the behavior of each individual as crowdsensing
is a distributed system, the establishment of the common
reputation mechanism and the virtual integration system are
on the premise of the server’s highest control authority.

As shown in Figure 3, in our system, for each node
registered at the platform, the node obtains a system-specific
part on its account, which allows the platform to pay or
deduct reward to the node after joining in the crowdsensing
system.

Before a sensing task is settled, this part of the node
account that participates in the task is under the supervision
of the server, and if the node exits the system in the middle,
the part is recycled by the platform. Only when a perceived
task is settled will the part of the reward be truly transferred
to the node account and by its domination.

At this stage as described inAlgorithm 1, the platform and
the workers perform the following operations, respectively, as
shown in Algorithm 1. The server platform collects sensing
tasks from the requesters, generates task set, and extracts the
properties of each task. The platform sorts and counts the
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(1) for 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 do
(2) 𝑛 ← 𝐺𝑡𝑛, 𝐶𝑡𝑛
(3) if 𝑛 is available do
(4) Register on the platform
(5) Create a temporary account which is under the supervision of the system
(6) else quit the system
(7) end if
(8) 𝑠𝑛 = 0
(9) end for
(10) for 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 do
(11) 𝑡 ← 𝐵(𝑡𝑖), 𝑃(𝑡𝑖),Con(𝑡𝑖)
(12) end for

Algorithm 1: The release.

Withdraw

Finish the work

Join in the system

In charge Quit halfway

Figure 3: The crowdsensing-specific part on nodes’ accounts.

registered users and generates the worker set. The platform
pushes the task information to all users and gives payment
vouchers and declares the rules to the node at the same time.
The nodes that are able to perceive register on the platform
and define their threshold attribute and cost attribute. The
former indicates the demand of nodes, and the latter indicates
the cost of nodes participating in task perception. The nodes
need to keep the real-time communication with the platform
to receive the push perception task of the platform. And the
nodes understand the rules of the platform and are able to
determine their own behavior.

(b) The Second Stage: The Assignment. In the second section,
we already know that nodes are not infinitely greedy, and
different nodes have different target thresholds because of
their own factors. The selfish threshold of the node is the
standard of how the node makes decisions.

(1)TheNode SelectsNoncooperation. From the common sense,
it is easy to know that if the reward that a sensing task
provided to a work node is not higher than the threshold of a
selfish node, the node will not generate sufficient momentum

to participate in perception. Its psychological state at this time
is described as follows:

𝑓 (𝑛; 𝑡) = {unsatisfied | 𝑃 (𝑡𝑖) − 𝑐𝑡𝑛 < 𝐺𝑡𝑛} . (18)

(2) The Node Selects Cooperation

(i) In the Traditional Incentive Mechanisms. When the node
judges that the external conditions meet its own selfish
threshold, the node will participate in perception. Its psycho-
logical state at this time is described as follows:

𝑓 (𝑛; 𝑡) = {satisfied | 𝑃 (𝑡𝑖) − 𝑐𝑡𝑛 > 𝐺𝑡𝑛} . (19)

(ii) In the Loss Aversion Mechanism. The introduction of the
loss aversion not only retains the rational characteristics, but
also considers the situation of limited rational of nodes. Due
to the loss aversion, the node makes not only the rational
judgment, but also an additional judgment whether it can
afford to lose the reward that platform puts in the system-
specific part on its account. If the pain of the loss reaches
a certain threshold, the node will choose to participate in
the perception task to avoid this pain, thus contributing to
cooperative behaviors. Its psychological state at this time is
described as shown in the following:

𝑓 (𝑛; 𝑡) = {satisfied | {𝑃 (𝑡𝑖) − 𝑐𝑡𝑛 > 𝐺𝑡𝑛𝜆𝑃 (𝑡𝑖)𝛽 > 𝐺𝑡𝑛 }} . (20)

As described in Algorithm 2, in the selection phase of the
node, the node selects the task that satisfies itself according
to the above condition, and if it does not, it will sleep itself.
At the same time as the node selection, the platform updates
the congestion degree of tasks and the unit price of the
compensation in real time. The node then judges whether
to participate in the task according to the situation’s change.
Until all the nodes in the system can no longer find the task
to maximize their own rewards, the stage stops.

(c) The Third Stage: The Settlement. Each task has a fixed
opening time; platform settles the task when the time arrived.
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(1) When there are users and tasks in the system do(2) for every 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 when he is unsatisfied do(3) Search every open task 𝑡𝑖(4) Get the estimated price if participate in this task 𝑃(𝑡𝑖) from platform(5) if 𝑃(𝑡𝑖) − 𝑐𝑡𝑛 > 𝐺𝑡𝑛 do(6) Add 𝑡𝑖 to List(node; time) = {𝑡𝑗 | 𝑡𝑗 is satisfying}(7) else if 𝑃(𝑡𝑖) − 𝑐𝑡𝑛 < 𝐺𝑡𝑛 do(8) if 𝜆𝑃(𝑡𝑖)𝛽 > 𝐺𝑡𝑛 do(9) Add 𝑡𝑖 to List(node; time) = {𝑡𝑗 | 𝑡𝑗 is satisfying}(10) end if(11) end if(12) Choose the task 𝑡∗ = argmax𝑃(𝑡𝑖) and 𝑡𝑖 ∈ List(node; time)(13) end for(14) Until every user cannot find a valuable task

Algorithm 2: The assignment.

The platform checks whether the task has reached the settlement stage(1) for 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑇 do(2) Platform settles the task and issue a response command(3) for every node 𝑛 ∈ userlist = {𝑛 | 𝑠𝑛 = 𝑡𝑖} do(4) if it doesn’t response in time do(5) punish the node(6) else do(7) finish this assignment(8) end if(7) end for(8) Platform process the data and feed back(9) end for

Algorithm 3: The settlement.

The settlement phase as sketched in Algorithm 3 is mainly
carried out as follows.

Platform

(i) Platform determines whether the task reached the
settlement phase.

(ii) When the task reaches the settlement phase, the plat-
form sends a settlement signal to the node receiving
the task; the task that does not reach the settlement
phase is not performed.

(iii) Platform makes the statistics of the sensed data feed-
back and thus finishes the transaction with the nodes
that complete the task on time, and then reclaims
rewards for the nodes that failed to finish on time.

(iv) The platform continues to push unfinished tasks.
(v) The platformwill send the collected sensed data to the

requester. This release ends.

Worker

(i) The nodes that decide to participate in the task do
their work and send the sensed data back to the

platform; the nodes that decide not to participate then
give the rewards back.

(ii) Nodes figure out the reward in the current round.
In the incentive mechanisms including virtual credit and

reputation mechanisms, when we need not consider the
security of payment in advance, the introduction of the loss
aversion should be able to effectively improve the enthusiasm
of the participants. In the monetary payment-type incentive,
this paper sets up the account block structure in the release
stage, so that we can effectively guarantee the security
of unsettled tasks. We believe that because the monetary
payment-type incentive is themost direct incentive, the effect
of the loss aversion may be the most obvious.

The start of a task requires the requester to give the
reward; those that want to get the data and refused to pay will
not start a task at all, so the false-reporting behavior will not
happen; and because of the settlement phase, those malicious
nodes that want to take rewards but do not work return in
vain, so put an end to the node’s free-riding behavior.

4. Simulation

4.1. Parameters Setup. In order to evaluate the incentive effect
of the loss aversion on nodes, we set up two simulation
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Figure 4: The dynamic change of the system selection process.

scenarios, including the loss aversion algorithm (LAA) and
the completely rational algorithm (CRA) [49].

We set the CRA as a control group; in this set of
simulations, the node is completely rational, and its judgment
is mechanical. In the LAA, the node is limited rational and
its loss aversion is easily aroused. We mainly analyze the
algorithm performance from the cooperation rate and the
average value of each data. The cooperation rate intuitively
describes the incentive effect of the algorithm, while the
average value of each dataset shows whether the system can
acquire a sensed data at a lower average price. We evaluate
the scalability of the system with the number of online nodes
and the number of perceived tasks in the system. Evaluate
the influence of nodes with different attributes on the system
with nodes’ gates and costs change. Evaluate the effect of the
loss aversion level on the algorithm with the risk attitude
coefficient and the loss aversion coefficient.

We assume that some tasks within the system require
large amounts of data, so their reward budgets are high; some
require small amount of data, so their reward budgets are
low; for the simulation of this kind of situation, we make
the reward budget of the sensing task 𝑡 for 𝐵𝑡 = 40𝑡. The
reward when a node 𝑛 completes the perceived task 𝑡 is𝑅𝑡𝑛; its value is defined in Section 3.3.2; in this setting the
task reward can get reasonable allocation, neither too high
resulting in waste nor too low to attract workers. The node
requirement𝐺𝑡𝑛 is a randomnumber that belongs to [1, 𝐺max].
A node may have different requirements for each task or
may be the same, which is determined by the node itself. 𝐶𝑡𝑛
is the similar manner. In formula (16), parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽
are the risk attitude coefficients, and 𝜆 is the loss aversion
coefficient. Their reference values are usually derived from
the experimental results of the loss aversion presenters; that
is, 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 0.88 and 𝜆 = 2.25. We take these classical values
as references to discuss the influence of the changes of these

values on the results. The average of 50 times was taken in all
experiments.

4.2. Analysis

4.2.1. Dynamic Changes of the Task Participation. Set 𝑁 =8500 and 𝑇 = 24 to observe the dynamic changes of the
system. Task selection is a dynamic process. The system
constantly adjusts according to the different requirements
of nodes in order to eventually find a sensing task to meet
their requirements. In this process, due to the change of
the congestion level of the task (rise up as a whole, because
the nodes are constantly added, as shown in Figure 4(b)),
the reward of payment to each node will also change. This
may cause the situation that some nodes participate in the
task when the congestion degree is low, but are not willing
to participate when the congestion degree increases; then
these nodes will exit the task to look for other tasks which
meet their demands, resulting in the congestion degrees
decreasing. Until finally all nodes find the satisfying tasks,
the nodes with no satisfying tasks selected to sleep; the
congestion curve of each task tends to be stable. Overall, the
number of cooperators in the system is constantly increasing,
which may have small fluctuations, because there are some
nodes needing strategy adjustment, but in the end they can
reach a stable situation.

4.2.2. The Number of Nodes and Number of Tasks. We
compare the cooperation rates of theCRAand the LAAunder
different conditions to analyze the expansibility and stability
of the system. We set 𝑇 = 24 and compare the lower demand
for nodes with 𝐺max = 20 and 𝐶max = 10 and the higher
demand with 𝐺max = 40 and 𝐶max = 20. Figure 5(a) shows
that increasing the online nodes can gain more data when
the given sensing tasks are unchanged in the system. Still
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Figure 5: Impact of number of workers𝑁 in the LAA versus the CRA (𝑁 = 5000, 𝐺𝑡𝑛 ∈ [1, 20]).

as shown in Figure 5(a), the superiority of the LAA is more
pronounced when the congestion degree of the system is
high. When 𝐺max = 20 and 𝑁 = 8500, the cooperation rate
of the CRA is 64%, while the cooperation rate of the LAA
is 74.2%. When 𝐺max = 40 and 𝑁 = 8500, the cooperation
rate of the CRA was only 43%, while the LAA remains at57%. This is due to the fact that the increase of the number
of the nodes will cause the increase of the congestion degree
of tasks. The available resources are fewer relative to the
number of the nodes.Thenodes in the LAA aremore inclined
to accept the tasks which are slightly lower than their own
expectations because of their own psychological factors. This

is more obvious in the case of nodes with higher demands.
When there are fewer tasks meeting their own needs, the
nodes in the LAAwill make themselves willing tomake some
concessions under the strong psychological effect.

The average value of each dataset represents the average
reward that the system needs to pay for an effective sensed
data. The lower the value is, the more “cost-effective” the
system is. Figure 5(b) shows the change in the average value of
each dataset in the same situation. Since our tasks are budget-
limited, their total budget is established. Therefore, when the
number of participants is small, the reward assigned to each
node will be very high; when the number of participants is
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Figure 6: Impact of number of tasks 𝑇 in the LAA versus the CRA (𝑁 = 5000, 𝐺𝑡𝑛 ∈ [1, 20]).

too large, the reward is low. Too high unit reward causes
waste, and too low reward cannot attract sufficient numbers
of the nodes to work. When we fix the number of sensing
tasks within the system and increase the number of the online
nodes, at the beginning, the average value of each dataset is
too high because the number of nodes is insufficient. In this
case, the performance of the CRA and the LAA is similar,
because nodes do not have to worry about the fact that
they would find no suitable work when there is a surplus of
resources. When the number of online nodes increases, the
resources become insufficient. The effect of the LAA is very
obvious; it can almost get the data at half the price of the CRA
algorithm.

When the number of online nodes in the system does not
change, we observe the changes in the number of cooperators

with the increase in the number of sensing tasks in Figure 6.
Obviously, when the number of tasks in the system is less,
the number of participants will be less. However, when the
system resources are extremely insufficient, we slowly add
new resources (new sensing tasks) to the system and observe
that the nodes in the LAA are more encouraged. This shows
that, with the resource constraints, putting the same amount
of new resources provokes more nodes in the LAA than the
CRA. Similarly, when the number of online nodes is fixed
and resources are changed, it can be seen that the LAA can
keep a lower average value of each dataset when resources are
extremely tight (when 𝑇 is between 5 and 20).

4.2.3. Upper Bound of the Node Demand Threshold and the
Cost. When the number of online nodes and the number
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Figure 7: Impact of gate of nodes 𝐺𝑡𝑛 in the LAA versus the CRA (𝑇 = 24, 𝑁 = 2500, 5000).

of sensing tasks are unchanging, the selfish threshold of the
node itself and the cost of its participation in the task also
affect the cooperation rate.We compared the two cases where
resources are more abundant (𝑁 = 2500, 𝑇 = 24, 𝐶max =10, and 𝐶𝑡𝑛 < 𝐺𝑡𝑛) and resources are more insufficient
(𝑁 = 5000,𝑇 = 24, 𝐶max = 10, and 𝐶𝑡𝑛 < 𝐺𝑡𝑛). The nodes
will participate in the tasks that meet their demands; this
dynamic searching task process could give priority to low-
demand nodes to find the right task, so as to ensure that the
two algorithms will certainly make nodes cooperate. On one
hand, the LAA’s cooperation curve is significantly better than
the CRA’s. On the other hand, in Figure 7(a), comparing two

curves when𝑁 = 2500 with those when𝑁 = 5000, we found
when 𝐺max = 40, 𝑁 = 2500, the CRA cooperation rate is79.5%, while the LAA cooperation rate is 91.1%. In the case
of 𝑁 = 5000, the CRA cooperation rate is 60.3%, and the
LAA cooperation rate is 74.3%. The difference between the
CRA and the LAA is more obvious in the latter case. With
the increase of 𝐺max, the decrease trend of the LAA curve
slows down, which proves that the high demand node ismore
sensitive to the loss aversion.

The influence of the node threshold on the average value
of each dataset is also obvious. Figure 7(c) compares them
in case of 𝑁 = 2500 and 𝑁 = 5000, respectively. Since
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Figure 8: Impact of gate of nodes 𝐶𝑡𝑛 in the LAA versus the CRA (𝑇 = 24, 𝑁 = 2500, 5000).

the individuals and the number of participants in the system
are changing (the costs of participating in the same task for
different individuals are also different), it is normal that the
data changed in a small range. So we only need to compare
the differences between the two algorithms in the same case.
In the case of 𝐺max = 5, 10, the two datasets are similar. And
when 𝐺max >= 15, it indicates that the node’s demand is
increased. At this time, although the congestion degree does
not change, the tasks which can satisfy the nodes are reduced.𝐺max increases; the average of each dataset becomes higher,
which is reasonable; in this case the LAA can still obtain

data at a relatively low price, reflecting the superiority of
the LAA.

Besides the selfish threshold of the nodes, the cost of
performing a task for nodes will also have a significant
impact. In order to facilitate the analysis, we set 𝐺max =20, 𝑇 = 24, and 𝑁 = 2500, 5000 to compare the situations.𝐶𝑡𝑛 of the nodes is a randomnumber that belongs to [1, 𝐶max].
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show that as 𝐶max increases, the
cooperation rate decreases. When 𝐶max = 80, 𝑁 = 2500,
the cooperation rate of the CRA is 45%, and the cooperation
rate of the LAA is 59.4%. The latter is about 15% higher
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CoopRate.

than the former. When 𝑁 = 5000, the cooperation rate of
the CRA is 28.7%, and the cooperation rate of the LAA is39.8%.

Interestingly, we found that, with the growth of 𝐶max, the
average value of each dataset of the CRA is constantly higher,
while the trend of the LAA is reduced in Figure 9. This is
because, in the CRA algorithm, the main factor that a node
considers is not the cost of the nodes, but the net reward (the
reward minus the cost). As the cost increases, the number of
tasks that can meet the needs of the nodes becomes less, the
number of participating nodes becomes less, and the average
value of each dataset increases. And for the LAA node, due
to the loss aversion, in order to avoid the pain caused by the
loss, the nodes accept the tasks as long as they did not want
to lose the rewards that the task “has paid.” So the number of
partners within the system can be maintained at a high level;
the average value of each dataset is reduced.

We compared the influences of 𝐶max and 𝐺max on the
cooperation rate and still set the scale of 𝑁 = 5000 and𝑇 = 24. It can be seen that the effect of 𝐶max is larger than𝐺max in the LAA. For the same number of increments, 𝐶max
is more pronounced for the reduction of the cooperation rate.
This is because the cost is objective; the LAA cannot reduce
the values of the costs, but the human selfish threshold is
relatively variable; the LAA reduces the node selfish threshold
in fact by expanding its loss part. It is easier for nodes
to compromise when resources become limited and then
secondly to choose a suboptimal task.

4.2.4. The Risk Attitude Coefficient and the Loss Aversion
Coefficient. For the risk attitude coefficient and the loss
aversion coefficient, there are a number of discussions after
the loss aversion has been proposed. In the experiments above
this section, we all use 𝛽 = 0.88 and 𝜆 = 2.25 as the
node’s loss aversion attribute. In this section, we discuss the
changes about these two values, that is, how the degree of
the loss aversion of a node will impact the algorithm. We

set the analysis in the case of 𝑁 = 5000, 𝑇 = 24, 𝐺max =60, 𝐶max = 30.
In order to compare with the completely rational algo-

rithm, we take 𝛽 > 1 and 𝜆 = 1 as the reference point
(when the loss aversion coefficient is 1, it returns to the general
model).

When 𝛽 > 0.8 and 𝜆 > 2.2, the cooperation rate can still
be maintained at a higher and more stable level as shown in
Figure 10(a); the value is about 64%, and when 𝛽 = 0.3 and𝜆 = 1.5, the cooperation rate will be reduced by about 10% in
the same case. For the average value of each dataset, it can be
maintained below 1.6 when 𝛽 > 0.7 and 𝜆 > 2.0, and when𝛽 = 0.3 and 𝜆 = 1.5, it needs to pay 2.4 units to get the data
as shown in Figure 10(b).

Considering the above two graphs, 𝛽 > 0.8 and 𝜆 >2.2 can maintain the higher cooperation rate of the system,
but the average value of each dataset is also higher, which
is not cost-effective for the system. And when 𝛽 > 0.7 and𝜆 > 2.0, although the average value of each dataset is low, the
cooperation rate is not high, which might not collect enough
data. Only when the loss of a node is in the two ranges, that
is, 0.8 < 𝛽 < 2.0 and 2.0 < 𝜆 < 3.5, can the system collect
enough data and purchase data at a lower price, which can
guarantee the quality and prices of the sensed data at the same
time.

5. Conclusion

Cooperative guarantee is always a hotspot in the crowdsens-
ing system. For greedy nodes, the benefits are, of course, the
higher the better, but the limited budget makes the resources
in crowdsensing in most cases insufficient. This is the basic
contradiction in the crowdsensing. In order to alleviate this
contradiction, the traditional incentive mechanisms under
the premise of rational individuals designed a lot of external
mechanisms to regulate the behaviors of nodes. These incen-
tive mechanisms promote the cooperative behaviors of the
nodes from a variety of angles, but how to design a reasonable
internal mechanism for the cooperation is still an unresolved
problem.

This paper presents an incentive mechanism LAA based
on the limited rational premise, which makes full use of
the psychological activities that people cannot ignore in
the decision-making process. It emphasizes the sensitive
characteristics of the node to the loss, which makes the node
expand the value of the lost parts irrationally in its cognition.
By adjusting the architecture and the process of the payment
algorithm, we have stimulated the loss aversion of the nodes,
making the nodes more active in the sensing task. Finally,
we use the experimental data to analyze the efficiency of the
algorithm.

We have realized that considering irrational factors to
solve the problem may have a multiplier effect, and the
nature of the cooperation is still to be discussed more; in
the next step, we consider the following: (1) comparing
the loss aversion algorithm with the more current incentive
mechanism to further improve the performance of crowd-
sensing systems; (2) considering more irrational factors and
stimulating the cooperative psychology of the node from the
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framing bias, endowment effect, choice architecture, and so
on. We believe that irrationality thinking can open up new
ideas for crowdsensing systems.

Parameters

𝑁: The number of online nodes in the system,[1000, 8500]𝑇: The number of sensing tasks in the system, [5, 50]𝐵(𝑡𝑖): The reward budget for each perceived task; the value
is 40 ∗ 𝑖𝑃(𝑡𝑖): A reward scheme for the payment of a perceived task
to a single participant aware node; the value is𝐺max: Upper bound of node demand threshold; we set it
20, 40, 60𝐶max: The node cost, related to 𝐺max; the value is 𝑢 ∗ 𝐺max𝑢: A coefficient of the cost to the demand; the value is
0.5, 1, 2𝛼, 𝛽: The risk attitude coefficient; the value is [0.3, 2]𝜆: The loss aversion coefficient; the value is [1, 3.25].
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More and more big data come from sensor nodes. There are many sensor nodes placed in the monitoring and prewarning system
of the coal mine in China for the purpose of monitoring the state of the environment. It works every day and forms the coal mine
big data. Traditional coal mine monitoring and prewarning systems are mainly based on mine communication cable, but they
are difficult to place at coal working face tunnels. We use WSN to replace mine communication cable and build the monitoring
and prewarning system. The sensor nodes in WSN are energy limited and the sensor data are complicated so it is very difficult to
use these data directly to prewarn the accident. To solve these problems, in this paper, a new data aggregation strategy and fuzzy
comprehensive assessment model are proposed. Simulations compared the energy consumption, delay time, cooperation cost, and
prewarning time with our previous work. The result shows our method is reasonable.

1. Introduction

Coal is the main energy source in China. According to
2016 National Economic and Social Development Statistical
Bulletin, the coal consumption in 2015 is about 64% of
total energy consumption. So the government of China is
paying more and more attention to safety production and
proposing to use WSN, big data, IOT, and AI technologies
to build “digital coal mine” so as to improve the safety level of
coal mine industry. In China, most of the coal mining has
happened underground, so it is very complicated about the
environment in the coal mine. Some gases such as CH4 and
CO are easy to gather in the coal mine tunnels; it is the main
reason causing explosion accident; many workers lose their
life. Since 2010, all of the coal mine industries were asked to
install the monitoring system to prevent the happening of the
accident. The monitoring system is working 24 hours a day
without interruption. It means there are lots of monitoring
data produced in themonitoring system every day.These data
mainly include the state of equipment, the concertation of
gas, the pressure of roof, the speed of the wind, and so on.

These data have the characteristics of big data: large data,
many types, high velocity, high value, and complex processing
process [1]. Taking the data obtained by monitoring system
by the State Administration of Work Safety in 2015 as an
example, the cumulative information exceeds 5 million and
the space occupied is 10TB [2].We can use these data to build
the suitable prewarning model and decrease the accident. It
is meaningful to society.

The traditional communication method of the monitor-
ing system is burying mine communication cable under-
ground, but it is difficult to do at some places such as coal
working face because the coal working face always changes
with the digging process. With the development of WSN, its
characteristics were proved to easily be used in industry [3–
5]. For these reasons, many scholars proposed using WSN
to replace the mine communication cable of the monitoring
system. Obviously, the features of coal mine industry are
much different with other fields when we use WSN; the coal
mine tunnels are very long and narrow. For example, in the
mines of the Nanyang Coal Industry Co., Ltd., Hengyang,
China, the main haulage roadway is approximately 12,000m
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�e main haulage roadway 

Figure 1: The main haulage roadway.

long, and most return airways have lengths of more than
1000m, but the width is only several meters (Figure 1 shows
part of the main haulage roadway). If we want to use WSN in
the monitoring system in the coal mine industry, we should
solve some problems. The big problem is how to extend the
lifetime because it is difficult to change the battery of sensor.

The monitoring system of coal mine almost works every
day. So it can produce big data. If we use these data reason-
ably, we can know the accident in advance and take some
measurement to prevent the happening of the accident.
Reference [6] proposed if we want to use big data in the
coal mine industry with WSN, we should consider how to
decrease the energy consumption. Reference [7] proposed
that data aggregation can be used in WSN and saved more
energy. Based on above research work, this paper will focus
on how to useWSN in themonitoring and prewarning system
based on big data in coal mine industry.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
related studies. Section 3 explains the design of the monitor-
ing and prewarning system. Section 4 presents the data aggre-
gation strategy and prewarning model. Section 5 presents the
simulation and analyzes the performance. The final section
provides the conclusion and future research directions.

2. Related Studies

Big data is not a new concept now. But earlier, the big
data was limited to some specific organizations like Google,
Microsoft, Yahoo, and so on.However, with the developments
of IOT, cloud computing and sensor network, the cost of
hardware is decreasing and the storage and processing power
is increasing. As a result, many sources such as sensors
and applications start to generate more and more data. The
organizations tend to store these data easily for a long time
because the storage and processing ability are great.

BigData
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Figure 2: Characteristics of big data.

In fact, there is no uniform definition for “big data.”
The well-known definition is 3V’s [8]: volume, variety, and
velocity (as shown in Figure 2). EMC [9] has defined big
data as any attribute that challenges constraints of a system
capability or business need.

More and more big data come from sensor nodes. Refer-
ence [10] proposed a greenhouse gas sensor network located
throughout California where it collects a large number of
real-time data about greenhouse gases and their behavior.The
project [11] embedded about 200 sensor nodes on the bridge
to monitor the state of the bridge. This monitoring system
collects a variety of data including temperature and the pres-
sure of the bridge’s concrete reaction to any change. Sensor
nodes can collect information in the natural disaster situation
in order to optimally utilize the resource and manage supply
chains [12]. The challenges in big data mainly include two
categories: engineering and semantic [13]. The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) has identified a number of major challenges
in big data [14]; it includes the energy problem especially for
the sensor nodes because there are more and more big data
coming from sensor nodes in the future.

As to the problem of energy, data aggregation is an
efficient method to decrease energy consumption and pro-
long the lifetime of WSN [15]. To reduce the amount of
communication data in WSN, a lot of correlation-based
data aggregation methods have been proposed in [7, 16–24].
The traditional data aggregation methods which are used in
WSN mainly include two categories, the first type is based
on least square method, Bayesian estimation method, D-S
evidence theory, and so on; the other is based on artificial
intelligence theory of artificial neural network method, fuzzy
reasoningmethod, and rough setmethod [25]. Reference [26]
introduced the data density correlation degree to decrease the
amount of data conveyed to sink node, so it can help save
more energy.

However, most of the previous studies do not focus on
the coal mine. Only a few studies are about coal mining.
References [3, 27–30] have studied the energy consumption
problem of the coal mine, but all of them did not consider the
big data technology and only use single-sink structure. Some
novel algorithm is proposed in [31, 32]: in [31] a model for
undergroundmines is generated by adopting a performance-
based approach; in [32] a green MAC algorithm is pro-
posed for smart home sensor networks. These strategies
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effectively extend the network lifetime and improve network
performance. Reference [33] introduced IOT and WSN in a
mine and described the mine production, monitoring, and
prewarning system based on big data technology, but it did
not explain how to use sensor nodes and how to build the pre-
warning model. References [34–44] designed an architecture
of monitoring system based on WSN and discussed a data
aggregation strategy but did not consider using big data.

Our paper focuses on how to design the monitoring and
prewarning system suitable for coalmine industry, how to use
data aggregation strategy to decrease energy consumption,
and how to build a prewarning model to prevent the accident
happening in advance.

3. Design of the Monitoring and
Prewarning System

3.1. Overall Structure of System. The Local Administration of
Work Safety requires knowing the real-time production state
of each coal mine, so all of the monitoring data are sent to
the information center of the Local Administration of Work
Safety.We design the structure ofmonitoring and prewarning
system based on big data which is shown in Figure 3.

Themonitoring data are sent to the cloud cluster and form
big data; then we can use furry comprehensive assessment
model (explained in Section 4.2) to prewarn the problems
of the coal mine in advance. The officers and workers in
Local Administration of Work Safety and coal mines can
gain the prewarning message through their mobile phone or
computer, and then they can make some decisions and
measures to solve the problems to avoid the accident in
advance [23, 30].

3.2. Structure of Monitoring Network. The monitoring net-
work is located in underground. There are a large number of
monitoring data, mainly the data generated by sensors in the
WSN, that are generated in the production process, like the
values of voltages, the concentration of gas, the speed of the

wind, the pressure of roof, and so on [33]. In our study of
the monitoring system, we focus on the monitoring of the
concentration of CH4; it is the main reason for explosion and
fire accident in the coal mine. We can use the same method
to monitor and process other gases such as CO.

The Coalmining tunnels in China usually are catego-
rized with their functions, including development tunnels,
preparation tunnels, and mining tunnels [23, 30, 35–44]. The
development tunnels are served for thewholemine, including
the horizontal mining area, such as the main haulage road-
ways and the main return airways. The preparation tunnels
are used for digging tunnels such as upward and downward
mining areas. The mining tunnels are used to form the coal
working face, such as the return airflow roadway and the
haulage roadways of coal working face.

The main haulage roadways are relatively wide conve-
niently to bury mine communication cable. Along the devel-
opment tunnels, there are many branches; most of them are
coal working face tunnels. The coal working face tunnels are
narrow, irregular, and always changing with the development
of coal mining, so it is difficult to bury mine communication
cables; we use WSN to replace the mine communication
cable. For these considerations, in our study, the structure of
monitoring network is shown in Figure 4.

The WSN is composed of two types of nodes: sink nodes
and sensor nodes.The sink nodes are placed near the junction
of haulage roadways and coal working face tunnels; it means
the number of sink nodes is equal to the number of branches.
The sink nodes connect to each other through the mine
communication cable. The sensor nodes are placed at the
top and the middle of the roof, because the CH4 is lighter
than air and always gather together at the top of the roof.
The sensor nodes in each coal working face tunnel have their
own ID; the ID number increases along with coal working
face tunnel; it means the ID of the first sensor node near the
sink node is 1; then its neighbor’s ID is 2. In order to gain
stable communication performance, we use the Mine Seg-
menting Wireless Channel Model [31]. The sensor nodes can
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Figure 4: The structure of monitoring network.

communicate with neighbor sensor nodes within two hops.
The sensor nodes send data to the sink nodes in one or two
hops.

In this paper, we suppose that the number of sensor nodes
in the network is 𝑁, and they are distributed in a long-strip
region measuring 𝐿 × 𝑊 with 𝐿 ≫ 𝑊. As soon as the sink
nodes and sensor nodes are deployed, the location is fixed
and it no longer changes; the output power of sensor nodes is
adjustable according to [31].The sensor nodes are isomorphic
with the same initial energy, and they also have data fusion
function and self-sensing of residual energy. Furthermore,
the energy of sink nodes is unlimited.

3.3. Working Mode. The monitoring network is always in
working state for 24 hours without interruption, so the sensor
nodes can collect and transfer data permanently; it means the
sensor nodes will consumemuch energy. As we all know that
the sensor nodes are powered by the battery which energy is
limited and the consumption of energy mainly comes from
the communication process. So in our study, we propose the
sensor nodesworking in twomodes; the firstmode is decision
mode; the secondmode is transferringmode.Wedescribe the
two modes as follows.

(1) DecisionMode. According to “coal mine safety regulation”
which is issued by State Administration of Work Safety in
China, there are three important values in the monitoring
system, which are alarm value, power-off value, and power-
recovery value; if the concentration is more than the alarm
value, the monitoring system will alert to the workers to pre-
vent the concentration from rising and evacuate from their
working place; if the concentration ismore than the power-off
value, all of the electrical equipment will be powered down to
prevent the happening of accident; if the concentration is less
than the power-recovery value, the monitoring system will
give power to the electrical equipment. So it means some data
is not important and some data is important. If the sensor
nodes only transfer the important data, it will decrease the
power consumption largely. So we propose a threshold value

(𝐸𝑉) to help sensor nodes to make a decision; we call this
procedure as decision mode. Senor nodes will shut down
their communicationmodule, keep collecting environmental
parameters, and judge which data should be sent to their
neighbor in this mode. When the concentration of CH4 is
larger than 𝐸, the sensor nodes will be woken up and enter
the transferring mode.

(2) Transferring Mode. In this mode, the sensor nodes will
send or receive data. Because the structure ofmonitoring net-
work is shown in Figure 4, the data will only be sent forward
and from the sensor node whose ID is larger than another
sensor node. Each sensor node can send its data to next
sensor node in two hops; to prolong the network life, we
propose the cooperation decision mechanism (explained in
Section 4.1.2), to help the sensor node decide which node it
will send. After that, the sensor node will send the important
data to the selected next sensor node until arriving to the sink
node.

4. The Data Aggregation Strategy and
Prewarning Model

In our study, we propose a data aggregation strategy and a
fuzzy comprehensive assessment model based on big data in
the coal mine industry.

The data aggregation strategy is used in the process of
data transformation from one sensor node to the next sensor
node and eventually arrives to the sink node in underground.
The fuzzy comprehensive assessment model is used in the
prewarning systemon the ground to prevent the happening of
the accident.

4.1. Data Aggregation Strategy. We propose this strategy that
mainly takes into consideration the limited power capacity
of the sensor nodes and tends to extend the lifetime of
the WSN. First of all, the sensor node collects the data
and estimates the importance of the data locally; thus it
prohibits communications corresponding to unimportant or
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redundant data. When the sensor node 𝑠𝑖 (originator node)
detects important data, it will send a message to wake up
and ask its closest neighbors in two hops (𝑠𝑖−1 and 𝑠𝑖−2) to
cooperate with it. Neighbors decide to cooperate or not,
according to their interests, which are defined by a cooper-
ation decision mechanism (explained in Section 4.1.2). The
sensor node 𝑠𝑖 (originator node)will choose the best neighbor
to cooperate and send data to it. Figure 5 shows the overall
negotiation process.

4.1.1. Overall Negotiation Process among Sensor Nodes. As
Figure 5 shows, the process consists of five steps. 𝑠𝑖 is the
first sensor node which detects important data; it will send
an announcement message to 𝑠𝑖−1 and 𝑠𝑖−2 (step 1); the
two neighbors will calculate their cooperate relevance (𝑅)
according to cooperation decision mechanism (explained in
Section 4.1.2). After their calculation, they will send 𝑅 to 𝑠𝑖
(step 3). 𝑠𝑖 receives 𝑅 and selects the larger one as the next
cooperation sensor node (step 4). We assume 𝑠𝑖−2 has the
larger 𝑅, so 𝑠𝑖 will send data to 𝑠𝑖−2.

In some special circumstances, the sensor node should
send important data to its neighbor node and receive the
announcement message to cooperate with other nodes at the
same time. It is shown in Figure 6 that the sensor nodes 𝑠𝑖−1
and 𝑠𝑖 detect important data, so 𝑠𝑖−1 needs not only to send but
also receive the announcementmessage. In this condition, we
will have a rule that the data should always be sent to the light
load sensor node. Itmeans 𝑠𝑖 will send data to 𝑠𝑖−2 and 𝑠𝑖−1 will
send data to 𝑠𝑖−3 (along with the bold line).

4.1.2. Cooperation Decision Mechanism. In this section, we
explain the mechanism used in the transferring mode to

calculate the cooperate relevance (𝑅) by sensor nodes. When
the sensor node wants to send important data to its neighbor
nodes, it should choose the better one from them, considered
to prolong the lifetime of WSN; we define 4 parameters that
may have a large influence on the network.These parameters
are as follows: the energy (𝐸), the density (𝐷), the position
(𝑃), and the data important degree (𝐼). We use (1) [24] to
calculate 𝑅. These parameters will be explained in detail later
in this section.

𝑅 = 𝐸 × 𝛿𝑒 +
1
𝐷

× 𝛿𝑑 + 𝑃 × 𝛿𝑝 + 𝐼 × 𝛿𝑖, (1)

where 𝛿𝑒, 𝛿𝑑, 𝛿𝑝, and 𝛿𝑖 are the important factors for the
energy, the density, the position, and the data important
degree, respectively.

(1) Energy. It is the most important parameter in WSN
because the sensor nodes are energy limited. If the sensor
node is power exhausted, it will decrease the lifetime ofWSN.
Sowe use𝐸 to represent the residual energy level. If the sensor
node has more residual energy, it is advised to participate in
cooperation; another sensor node will save more energy, so it
extends the whole lifetime ofWSN.We use (2) to calculate 𝐸;
𝐸𝑟 refers to the residual energy; 𝐸0 refers to the initial energy.

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑟
𝐸0

. (2)

(2) Density. The density is the number of sensor nodes per
square meter. We will consider the number of neighbor
sensor nodes within its radio range according to [31]. If the
sensor node has more neighbors within its radio range, it
means the value of 𝐷 is bigger, the distance between two
sensor nodes is shorter, and the energy consumption will be
less, so it is advised to participate in cooperation.That is why,
in (1), we take the inverse of the density (𝐷) to calculate. We
define the density (𝐷) with

𝐷 =
𝑁𝑟/ (𝜋 × 𝑟2)
𝑁ideal/ (𝜋 × 𝑟2)

= 𝑁𝑟
𝑁ideal

(3)

where 𝑟 refers to the radio range of the sensor node,𝑁𝑟 refers
to the number of sensor nodes within the radio range, and
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𝑁ideal refers to theoretical number of sensor nodes and it is
given from the ideal distribution of sensor nodes according
to [31]. In the ideal case,𝑁𝑟 should be equal to𝑁ideal.

(3) Position.There are two types of positions inWSN.Thefirst
position is the normal position, where the sensor node has
multiple neighbors. The second position is the edge sensor
node, which stays at the edge of the network. In fact, only two
sensor nodes are belonging to the second position; they are
the sensor nodes which have the largest ID and the smallest
ID.We define the position as the distance between the sensor
node with sink node in the same coal working face.

(4) Data Important Degree. This parameter depends on the
running application and the trend of concentration changing
of CH4. It is calculated by local processing, where the
sensor node estimates the data important degree according to
the rule. For example, if the increment of concentration is
growing in 6 hours, it indicates some dangerous thing will
happen even the concentration is less than the threshold value
(𝐸𝑉). The data will be estimated as important; otherwise,
the data is considered unimportant. Figure 7 describes the
process of data aggregation strategy.

4.2. Fuzzy Comprehensive Assessment Model. There are many
types of sensor nodes in the coal mine. We focus on the

concentration of CH4 in the monitoring system, but there
are numerous factors that may give influence to the safety
of coal mine, because the environment underground is very
complicated. If we use single-layer evaluation model in the
prewarning system, the incorrect divide will happen because
some key parameters may be neglected. It is similar with
the mode proposed by [45], so we use it as a reference and
propose our fuzzy comprehensive assessment model.

According to “coal mine safety regulation,” the different
place has different requirements. Coal working face and
return airway are themost dangerous places; most explosions
and roof accidents have happened in this place. The main
haulage roadways are relatively safe because the air is fresh
and the geological conditions are better than other places.
Reference [36] sums up and analyzes the main reasons of gas,
roof, transportation, floods, and fire accident, sowe propose a
fuzzy comprehensive assessment model in this section.

The monitoring system includes environmental moni-
toring, equipment operation status monitoring, coal mine
transportation monitoring, and so on. We take the environ-
mental monitoring system as an example; it mainly includes
the concentration of CH4, CO, O2, C2H2, and so on.

Assuming the state factor set of environmental moni-
toring in the coal mine is 𝑈 = {𝑢1, 𝑢2, . . . , 𝑢𝑛}, 𝑢𝑖 (1 ⩽
𝑖 ⩽ 𝑛) is a certain evaluation factor of the environment.
The evaluation set of the safety prewarning model is 𝑋 =
{𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑚}; 𝑥𝑖 (1 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽ 𝑚) is the alert level of the coal
mine. So the evaluation model is the equal of structuring a
mapping rule 𝑓 : 𝑈 → 𝑋, making the only sure comments
𝑋0 = {𝑥1, 𝑥


2, . . . , 𝑥


𝑚} that correspond to the facts 𝑈0 =

{𝑢1, 𝑢

2, . . . 𝑢


𝑛}. So, the safety rewarning evaluation model

considers various factors and gets the alert level 𝑥𝑘 (1 ⩽ 𝑘 ⩽
𝑚).

By using themultilayer comprehensive evaluationmodel,
the state factor set 𝑈 is divided into ℎ subsets; we call
them 𝑈 = {𝑢1, 𝑢2, . . . , 𝑢ℎ} and assume the corresponding
evaluation weight matrix is 𝑊 = {𝑤1, 𝑤2, . . . , 𝑤ℎ}, in which
𝑊𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , ℎ) is the weight set of each factor subset. Each
element is weight set and satisfies the normalization con-
dition ∑ℎ𝑖=1𝑊𝑖 = 1. 𝑅 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , ℎ) express the
fuzzy constraint relationship between each factor subset and
evaluation set.

At the beginning, from the first layer, the level 1 assess-
ment 𝐺𝑖 = 𝑊𝑖 ∘ 𝑅𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , ℎ). Then assemble the 𝐺𝑖
as the level 2 fuzzy constraint relationship 𝑅 between factor
set and evaluation set. Then step by step evaluate the level set
according to the process until arriving to the highest level.The
two-layer fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model is shown in
Figure 8. The evaluation flow is shown in Figure 9.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulations. In order to confirm the performance of data
aggregation strategy and fuzzy comprehensive assessment
model, we use MATLAB and GlomoSim [37, 43, 44] to do
some simulations.

In Table 1, we choose the simulation parameters as close
as possible to the reality. For example, the sensor nodes
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characteristics (transmission, processor, radio range, etc.) are
determined according to the specification of [31, 35, 39, 42].

Table 2 resumes the values of importance factor 𝛿𝑒, 𝛿𝑝, 𝛿𝑖,
and 𝛿𝑑. By giving the same value to 𝛿𝑒, 𝛿𝑝, and 𝛿𝑖, it means we
give the same importance to the energy, the position, and the
data importance degree to calculate the cooperate relevance
(𝑅). After we make several simulations, we have found that
best values for 𝛿𝑒 and 𝛿𝑑 are 0.35 and 𝛿𝑑 is 0.15. According to
the “coal mine safety regulation” and simulations, the thresh-
old value (𝐸𝑉) of CH4 should be between 0.5 and 1.5; for the
balance of produce with safety, we choose to fix a threshold
of 𝐸𝑉 to 0.7.

5.2. Performance Analysis. In this section, we will compare
and analyze the energy consumption, the delay, the coopera-
tion cost, and the prewarning time.The goal of data aggrega-
tion strategy is to reduce the amount of communicated data,
increase the valid data in big data, and hence reduce the
energy consumption and prolong the lifetime of the network.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Simulation parameters Values
Network coverage (0, 0)–(1000, 20)m
Number of sink nodes 1–6
Number of sensor nodes 0–600
Initial energy of sensor node 0.5 J
Radio range 75m
Throughput 1Mbps
Simulation time 48 hours

Table 2: Cooperate relevance equation parameters.

Equation parameters Values
𝛿𝑒, 𝛿𝑝, 𝛿𝑖 0.35
𝛿𝑑 0.15

The aim of fuzzy comprehensive assessment model is to
decrease the time of prewarn.

In the simulation, we compare the data aggregation
strategy with PCEB-MS protocol which is proposed in our
previous work [35] and give a simulation to prove the fuzzy
comprehensive assessment model can reduce the prewarning
time compared with the other methods [33].

(1) Energy Consumption. We define the energy consumption
as the average value of the energy consumed by each sensor
node during their transmit, receive, and process data. We use
the classical energy consumption model [39–41] for simula-
tion. Figure 10 shows the comparison between PCEB-MS and
our strategy.The result proves that our strategy is significantly
better than our previous work. At the beginning, the average
consumption of two methods is similar, but with the increase
of sensor nodes, our strategy can save more energy; when
the number of sensor nodes is 600, the average energy
consumption of PCEB-MS is 15 × 104, but our strategy is only
about 10 × 104, so the average energy consumption is reduced
by about 34%.

(2)Delay.We define the delay as the average latency needed to
send a message from a sensor node which detects important
data to the sink; it is including the communication and
processing time. At this simulation, we placed 6 sink nodes.
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Figure 11 shows our strategy needs less time from each sensor
node to sink node because relatively the sensor node does not
need process complicated data.

(3) Cooperation Cost. When the sensor node needs to send
important data, it will wake its neighbor up in two hops and
make a decision to choose a neighbor to send data, so it will
cause cooperation cost. Figure 12 shows with the increase of
the sensor nodes the cooperation cost will decrease and the
consumption is very little. It means the cost is valuable.

(4) Prewarning Time. We use the prewarning time to make
sure the fuzzy comprehensive assessment model is reason-
able.We define it as how long the time is before the accident is
prewarned.There are some studies about the prewarning sys-
tem inChina, such as [33, 46, 47], but only [33] has the similar
prewarning system structure with our study, so we choose
[33] as a comparison. Reference [33] has proposed a data
analysis platform to forecast the accident through the IOT
and big data technology, but it has not used any prewarning
model.

Table 3: Comparison result.

Concentration
accident

Prewarning time
Using our model Not using our model

CH4 3.5 hours 2.2 hours
CO 2.1 hours 1.5 hours
C2H
2 2.3 hours 1.8 hours
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Figure 12: Cooperation cost.

In this simulation, we use the fuzzy comprehensive
assessment model on the platform. We get the data from the
simulated coal mine, which is a project to train the staff for
coalmine industry in our college. Table 3 shows the difference
between using this model and not using this model to
prewarn of the accident. Obviously, the model can increase
about 0.5–1.0 hour of prewarning time.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we focus on the safety problems of coal mine
industry in China. We proposed a monitoring and pre-
warning system based on big data to prevent happening of
the accident. We used the WSN network to replace mine
communication cable underground at coal working face and
designed the data aggregation strategy and fuzzy compre-
hensive assessment model to help the system prewarn the
accident in advance. At last, we useMATLAB and GlomoSim
to do some simulations to make sure our strategy and model
are reasonable. Results of simulations show that our method
can improve the performance of the monitoring network and
prewarning system largely.
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A Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a feedforward neural network model consisting of one or more hidden layers between the
input and output layers. MLPs have been successfully applied to solve a wide range of problems in the fields of neuroscience,
computational linguistics, and parallel distributed processing. While MLPs are highly successful in solving problems which are
not linearly separable, two of the biggest challenges in their development and application are the local-minima problem and the
problem of slow convergence under big data challenge. In order to tackle these problems, this study proposes a Hybrid Chaotic
Biogeography-Based Optimization (HCBBO) algorithm for training MLPs for big data analysis and processing. Four benchmark
datasets are employed to investigate the effectiveness ofHCBBO in trainingMLPs.The accuracy of the results and the convergence of
HCBBO are compared to three well-known heuristic algorithms: (a) Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO), (b) Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), and (c) Genetic Algorithms (GA). The experimental results show that training MLPs by using HCBBO is
better than the other three heuristic learning approaches for big data processing.

1. Introduction

The term big data [1–3] had been developed to describe the
phenomenon of the increasing size of massive datasets in
scientific experiments, financial trading, and networks. Since
big data is always of big volume and has multiple varied types
and fast update velocity [4], it is urgent for us to develop
such a tool that can extract the meaningful information from
big data. Neural networks (NNs) [5, 6] are one of popular
machine learning computational approaches, which are com-
posed of several simple and interconnected processing ele-
ments and good at loosely modeling the neuronal structures
of the human brain. A neural network can be represented
as a highly complex nonlinear dynamic system [5], which
has some unique characteristics: (a) high dimensionality, (b)
extensive interconnectivity, (c) adaptability, and (d) ability to
self-organize.

In the last decade, feedforward neural networks (FNNs)
[6] have gained popularity in various areas of machine learn-
ing [7] and big data mining [1] to solve classification and

regression problems. While the two-layered FNN is the most
popular neural network used in practical applications, it is not
suitable for solving nonlinear problems [7, 8]. TheMultilayer
Perceptron (MLP) [9, 10], a feedforward neural network with
one or more hidden layers between the input and the output
layers, is more successful in dealing with nonlinear problems
such as pattern classification, big data prediction, and func-
tion approximation. Previous research [11] shows that MLPs
with one hidden layer are able to approximate any continuous
or discontinuous function. Therefore, the study of MLPs
with one hidden layer has gained a lot of attention from the
research community.

Theoretically, the goal of the learning process of MLPs
is to find the best combination of weights and biases of the
connections in order to achieve minimum error for the
given train and test data. However, one of the most common
problems of training an MLP is that there is a tendency for
the algorithm to converge on a localminimum. Since anMLP
can consist ofmultiple localminima, it is easy to be trapped in
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one of them rather than converging on the global minimum.
This is a common problem in most gradient-based learning
approaches such as backpropagation (BP) based NNs [12].
According to Mirjalili’s research [13], the initial values of the
learning rate and the momentum can also affect the conver-
gence in case of BP based NNs, with unsuitable values for
these variables resulting in their divergence.Thus,many stud-
ies focus on using novel heuristic optimization methods or
evolutionary algorithms to resolve the problems ofMLP learn-
ing algorithms [14]. Classical applied approaches are Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms [15, 16], Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) [17], and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)
[18]. However, the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem [19, 20]
states that no heuristic algorithm is best suited for solving
all optimization problems. Most of them have their own side
effects and overall there has been no significant improvement
[13] using these approaches. For example, Genetic Algo-
rithms (GA) may reduce the probability of getting trapped in
a local minimum, but they still suffer from slow convergence
rates.

Recently, a novel optimization method called Biogeogra-
phy-Based Optimization (BBO) [21] has been proposed. It is
based on themotivation that geographical distribution of bio-
logical organisms can be represented by mathematical equa-
tions. It is a distributed paradigm, which seeks to simulate the
collective behavior of unsophisticated individuals interacting
locallywith their environment to efficiently identify optimum
solutions in complex search spaces. There are many related
works of research [22–25] which show that the BBO algo-
rithm is a type of evolutionary algorithm which can offer a
specific evolutionarymechanism for each individual in a pop-
ulation.Thismechanismmakes the BBOalgorithmmore suc-
cessful and robust on nonuniform training procedures than
gradient-based algorithms. Moreover, compared with the
PSO or ACO, the mutation operator of the BBO algorithm
can enhance their exploitation capability.This allows the BBO
algorithm to outperform PSOs in trainingMLPs.This has led
to a great interest in applying the efficiency of BBO in training
MLPs. In 2010, Ovreiu and Simon [24] trained a neuro-fuzzy
network with BBO for classifying P-wave features for the
diagnosis of cardiomyopathy. Research [13] used 11 standard
datasets to provide a comprehensive test bed for investigating
the abilities of the BBO algorithm in training MLPs. In this
paper, we propose a hybrid BBO with chaotic maps trainer
(HCBBO) for MLPs. Our approach employs chaos theory to
improve the performance of the BBO with very little compu-
tational burden. In our algorithm, the migration and muta-
tion mechanisms are combined to enhance the exploration
and exploitation abilities of BBO, and a novelmigration oper-
ator is proposed to improve BBO’s performance in training
MLPs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
a brief review of the MLP notation and a simple first-order
training method are provided. In Sections 3 and 4, the
HCBBO framework is introduced and analyzed. In Section 5,
the computational results to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed improved hybrid algorithm are provided.
Finally, Section 6 provides concluding remarks and suggests
some directions for future research.
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Figure 1: An MLP with one hidden layer.

2. Review of the MLP Notation

The notation used in the rest of the paper represents a fully
connected feedforward MLP network with a single hidden
layer (as shown in Figure 1). This MLP consists of an input
layer, an output layer, and a single hidden layer. The MLP is
trained using a backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm. Let𝑛 denote the number of input nodes,𝑚 denote the number of
hidden nodes, and 𝑙 denote the number of output nodes. Let
the input weights 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 connect the 𝑖th input to the 𝑗th hidden
unit and output weights 𝑤out(𝑗,𝑘) connect the 𝑗th hidden unit
to the 𝑘th output. The weighted sums of inputs are first
calculated by the following equation:

𝑠𝑗 =
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

(𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖) − 𝜃𝑗, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚, (1)

where 𝑛 is the number of the input nodes, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the connec-
tion weight from the 𝑖th node in the input layer to the 𝑗th
node in the hidden layer, 𝑥𝑖 indicates the 𝑖th input, and 𝜃𝑗
means the threshold of the 𝑗th hidden node.

The output of each hidden node is calculated as follows:

𝑓 (𝑗) = 1
(1 + exp (−𝑠𝑗)) 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚. (2)

After calculating outputs of the hidden nodes, the final
output can be defined as follows:

𝑜𝑘 =
𝑚

∑
𝑗=1

𝑊𝑗𝑘 ⋅ 𝑓 (𝑗) − 𝜃𝑘 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑙, (3)

where𝑊𝑗𝑘 is the connectionweight from the 𝑗th hidden node
to the 𝑘th output node and 𝜃𝑘 is the bias of the 𝑘th output
node.

The learning error 𝐸 (fitness function) is calculated as
follows:

𝐸𝑘 =
𝑙

∑
𝑖=1

(𝑜𝑘𝑖 − 𝑑𝑘𝑖 )2 ,

𝐸 =
𝑞

∑
𝑘=1

𝐸𝑘
𝑞 ,

(4)
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where 𝑞 is the number of training samples, 𝑙 is the number of
outputs, 𝑑𝑘𝑖 is the desired output of the 𝑖th input unit when
the 𝑘th training sample is used, and 𝑜𝑘𝑖 is the actual output of
the 𝑖th input unit when the 𝑘th training sample is used.

From the above equations, it can be observed that the final
value of the output in MLPs depends upon the parameters of
the connectingweights and biases.Thus, training anMLP can
be defined as the process of finding the optimal values of the
weights and biases of the connections in order to achieve the
desirable outputs from certain given inputs.

3. The Proposed Hybrid BBO for
Training an MLP

Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) is a population-
based optimization algorithm inspired by evolution and the
balance of predators and preys in different ecosystems. Exper-
iments show that results obtained using the BBO are at least
competitive with other population-based algorithms. It has
been shown to outperform some well-known heuristic algo-
rithms such as PSO, GA, and ACO on some real-world prob-
lems and benchmark functions [21].

The steps of the BBO algorithm can be described as fol-
lows. In the beginning, the BBO generates a random number
of search agents namedhabitats, which are represented as vec-
tors of the variables in the problem (analogous to chromo-
somes inGA). Next, each agent is assigned emigration, immi-
gration, andmutation rates which simulate the characteristics
of different ecosystems. In addition, a variable called HSI (the
habitat suitability index) is defined to measure the fitness of
each habitat. Here, a higher value of HSI indicates that the
habitat is more suitable for the residence of biological species.
In other words, a solution of the BBOwith a high value ofHSI
indicates a superior result, while a solution with a low value
of HSI indicates an inferior result.

During the course of iterations, a set of solutions is main-
tained from one iteration to the next, and each habitat sends
and receives habitants to and from different habitats based on
their immigration and emigration rates which are probabilis-
tically adapted. In each iteration, a random number of habi-
tants are also occasionally mutated.That makes each solution
adapt itself by learning from its neighbors as the algorithm
progresses.Here, each solution parameter is denoted as a suit-
ability index variable (SIV).

The process of BBO is composed of two phases: migration
andmutation. During themigration phase, immigration (𝜆𝑘)
and emigration (𝜇𝑘) rates of each habitat follow the model as
depicted in Figure 2. A high number of habitants in a habitat
increase the probability of emigration and decrease the
probability of immigration. During the mutation phase, the
mutation factor in BBO keeps the distribution of habitants in
a habitat as diverse as possible. In contrast with the mutation
factor in GA, themutation factor of BBO is not set randomly;
it is dependent on the probability of the number of species in
each habitat.

The mathematical formula of immigration (𝜆𝑘) and
emigration (𝜇𝑘) can be written as follows:

Rate

Species count

E = I

S1 S2 SＧ；Ｒ

Emigration k

kImmigration

Figure 2: Species model of a habitat.

𝜆𝑘 = 𝐼(1 − 𝑆𝑘
𝑆max

) ,

𝜇𝑘 = 𝐸( 𝑆𝑘𝑆max
) ,

(5)

where 𝐼 is themaximum immigration rate,𝐸 is themaximum
emigration rate, 𝑆max is the maximum number of habitants,
and 𝑆𝑘 is the habitant count of 𝑘.

The mutation of each habitat, which improves the explo-
ration of BBO, is defined as follows:

𝑚(𝑠) = 𝑚max × (1 − 𝑃𝑛
𝑃max

) . (6)

Here𝑚max is themaximumvalue ofmutation defined by user,
𝑃max is the greatest mutation probability of all the habitats,
and 𝑃𝑛 is the mutation probability of the 𝑛th habitat, which
can be obtained as
∙𝑃𝑛

=
{{{{
{{{{{

− (𝜆𝑛 + 𝜇𝑛) 𝑃𝑛 + 𝜇𝑛+1𝑃𝑛+1, 𝑛 = 0;
− (𝜆𝑛 + 𝜇𝑛) 𝑃𝑛 + 𝜇𝑛+1𝑃𝑛+1 + 𝜆𝑛−1𝑃𝑛−1, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑆max − 1 = 0;
− (𝜆𝑛 + 𝜇𝑛) 𝑃𝑛 + 𝜆𝑛−1𝑃𝑛−1, 𝑛 = 𝑆max.

(7)

The complete process of the BBO algorithm is described in
Algorithm 1; here 𝐼 : 𝜙 → {𝐻𝑛,HSI𝑛} initializes an eco-
system of habitats and computes each correspondingHSI and
Γ = (𝑛,𝑚, 𝜆, 𝜏, Ω,𝑀) is a transition function which modifies
the ecosystem from one optimization iteration to the next.
The elements of the 6-tuple can be defined as follows: 𝑛 is the
number of habitats; 𝑚 is the number of SIVs; 𝜆 is the immi-
gration rate; 𝜏 is the emigration rate;Ω is the migration oper-
ator; and𝑀 is the mutation operator.

4. The Proposed Hybrid CBBO Algorithm for
Training an MLP

There are three different approaches for using heuristic
algorithms for training MLPs. In the first approach, heuristic
algorithms are employed to find a combination of weights
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𝐼 : 𝜙 → {𝐻𝑛,HSI𝑛}
While (condition = 𝑇)
Γ = (𝑛,𝑚, 𝜆, 𝜏, Ω,𝑀)

end

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of BBO for optimization problems.

and biases to provide the minimum error for an MLP. In the
second approach, heuristic algorithms are utilized to find the
proper architecture for an MLP to be applied to a particular
problem. In the third approach, heuristic algorithms can be
used to tune the parameters of a gradient-based learning algo-
rithm.

Mirjalili et al. [13] employed the basic BBO algorithm to
train anMLP using the first approach, and the results demon-
strate that BBO is significantly better at avoiding localminima
compared to PSO, GA, and ACO algorithms. However, the
basic BBO algorithm still has some drawbacks, such as (a) the
large number of iterations needed to reach the global optimal
solution and (b) the tendency to converge to solutions which
may be locally the best.Manymethods have been proposed to
improve the capabilities for the exploration and exploitation
of the BBO algorithm.

4.1. Chaotic Systems. Chaos theory [26] refers to the study
of chaotic dynamical systems, which is embodied by the
so-called “butterfly effect.” As nonlinear dynamical systems,
chaotic systems are highly sensitive to their initial conditions,
and tiny changes to their initial conditionsmay result in signi-
ficant changes in the final outcomes of these systems.

In this paper, chaotic systems are applied to BBOs instead
of random values [25–27] for their initialization. This means
that chaotic maps substitute the random values to provide
chaotic behaviors to heuristic algorithms. During the pro-
cessing of the BBO algorithm, the most important random
values are calculated to choose a habitat for emigrating the
new habitants during the migration phase. We utilize chaotic
maps, which use the logistic model in (8), and choose a value
from the interval of [0, 1], whenever there is a need for a
random value.

𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑛) = 𝜇4 sin (𝜋𝑥𝑛) ; (8)

here 𝑥𝑛+1 ∈ [0, 1] and 𝜇 are named logistic parameters.When
𝜇 equals 4, the iterations produce values which follow a pseu-
dorandom distribution. This means that a tiny difference in
the initial value of 𝑥1 will give rise to a large difference in its
long-time behavior. We employ this feature to avoid a local
convergence of the BBO algorithm.

4.2. Habitat Suitability Index (Fitness Function). During the
training phase of an MLP, each training data sample should
be involved in calculating the HIS of each candidate solution.

In this work, the Mean Square Error (MSE) is utilized for
evaluating all training samples.TheMSE is defined as follows:

𝐸 =
𝑞

∑
𝑘=1

∑𝑙𝑖=1 (𝑜𝑘𝑖 − 𝑑𝑘𝑖 )2
𝑞 ; (9)

here 𝑞 is the number of training samples, 𝑙 is the number of
outputs, 𝑑𝑘𝑖 is the desired output of the 𝑖th input unit when
the 𝑘th training sample is used, and 𝑜𝑘𝑖 is the actual output of
the 𝑖th input unit when the 𝑘th training sample is used.Thus,
the HSI value for the 𝑖th candidate is given by HSI(𝑐𝑖) = 𝐸(𝑐𝑖).
4.3. Opposition-Based Learning. To improve the convergence
of BBO algorithm during the mutation phase, a method
named opposition-based learning (OBL) has been used in
[22]. The main idea of opposition-based learning is to con-
sider an estimate and its opposite at the same time to achieve
a better approximation of the current candidate solution.

Assuming that 𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) represents a vector
of the weights and biases in the MLP, with 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 and
𝑥𝑖 ∈ [min𝑖,max𝑖] ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}, then the definition of the
opposite vector is 𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) with its elements as
𝑥𝑖 = min𝑖+max𝑖−𝑥𝑖.The algorithm for the OBLmethod can
be described as follows:

(1) Generate a vector𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) and its opposite𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛), in an 𝑛-dimensional search space.
(2) Evaluate the fitness of both points, HSI(𝑋) and

HSI(𝑋).
(3) If HSI(𝑋) ≤ HSI(𝑋), then replace 𝑋 with 𝑋;

otherwise, continue with𝑋.
Thus, the vector and its opposite vector are evaluated

simultaneously to obtain the fitter one.

4.4. Outline of HCBBO for MLP. In this section, the main
procedure of HCBBO is described. To guarantee an initial
population with a certain quality and diversity, the initial
population is generated using a combination of the chaotic
system and the OBL approach. By fusing the local search
strategies with themigration andmutation phases of the BBO
algorithm, the exploration and exploitation capabilities of
the HCBBO can be well balanced. The main procedure of
our proposed HCBBO to train an MLP can be described as
Algorithm 2.

5. Experimental Analysis

This study focuses on finding an efficient training method
for MLPs. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
HCBBO algorithm in this paper, a series of experiments were
developed using the Matlab software environment (V2009).
The system configuration is as follows: (a) CPU: Intel i7;
(b) RAM: 4GB; (c) operating system: Windows 8. Based
on the works described in [13, 28, 29], we choose four
publicly available classification big datasets to benchmark
our system: (1) balloon, (2) iris, (3) heart, and (4) vehicle.
All these datasets are freely available from the University of
California at Irvine (UCI)Machine LearningRepository [30],
thus ensuring replicability. And the characteristics of these
datasets are listed in Table 1.
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(1) input: habitat size 𝑛, maximum migration rate 𝐸 and 𝐼 (emigration and immigration rate), the maximum mutation rate𝑀max;(2) Initialize set of MLPs (habitats) by chaos maps on formula Eq. (8);
(3) For each habitat, calculate its mean square error by relative parameters based on formulas (9). And the basic rule of fitness

function is the better performance maintains the smaller value of MSE. Then elite habitats are identified by the values of
HSI.

(4) Combing MLPs according to immigration and emigration rates based on Eq. (6)
Probabilistically use immigration and emigration to modify each non-elite habitat based on Eq. (7).
(5) Select number of MLPs and recomputed (mutate) some of their weights or biases by chaos maps.
(6) Save some of the MLPs with low MSE;
(7)This loop will be terminated if a predefined number of generations are reached or an acceptable problem solution has been

found, otherwise go to step (3) for the next iteration.
(8) output: the MLP with minimumMSE (HSI).

Algorithm 2: The framework of HCBBO algorithm.

Table 1: Classification datasets.

Classification datasets Number of attributes Number of training samples Number of test samples Number of classes
Balloon 4 16 16 as training samples 2
Iris 4 150 150 as training samples 3
SPECT Heart 22 80 187 2
Vehicle 18 400 446 4

Table 2: The main parameters of BBO and HCBBO.

Maximum number of generations: 𝑇 = 300 Maximum mutation rate:𝑀max = 0.005
Elitism parameter: 𝑒 = 5 Maximum possible emigration rate: 𝐸 = 1
Population size: 𝑃max = 200 Maximum possible immigration rate: 𝐼 = 1

Table 3: MLP structure parameters.

Balloon Iris SPECT Heart Vehicle
Input 4 4 22 18
Hidden 9 9 45 52
Output 1 3 1 4

In this paper, we compare the performances of 4 algo-
rithms, BBO, PSO, GA, and HCBBO, over the benchmark
datasets described in Table 1. Sincemanually choosing appro-
priate parameters for each of these algorithms is time-con-
suming, the initial parameters and property structures for
both the classical BBO algorithm and HCBBO algorithms
(which were adjusted as Table 2) were chosen as in paper [13].

In order to increase the accuracy of the experiment, each
algorithmwas run 20 times, and differentMLP structures will
be used to deal with different datasets, which were listed in
Table 3.

The running time (RT) and convergence curves of each
algorithm are shown in Figures 3–7. From Figure 3, it can be
observed that the average computational time of HCBBO is 8
to 13% lower than the best time obtained for the BBO. It is also
lower than the computational time of all the other algorithms
compared in this experiment. This decrease in the running
time can be attributed to the fact that the HCBBO’s search
ability was enhanced by OBL.

HCBBO
BBO

PSO
GA
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10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
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m

e (
m

s)

Balloon Heart VehicleIris

×104

Figure 3: Total running time of each algorithm.

The convergence curves in Figures 4–7 show that, among
all the algorithms,HCBBOhas the fastest convergence behav-
ior on all the datasets. In Figure 4, under the same experi-
mental conditions, HCBBO achieved the optimal values for
its parameters after 150 generationswhile BBO could not con-
verge to an optimal value even after200 generations.The same
pattern in faster convergence for the HCBBO was observed
for the other classical problems (Figures 5–7). Statistically
speaking, HCBBO performs the best on all the classification
datasets, since it is able to avoid local minima better than any
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Table 4: Experimental results for classification rate.

Algorithm Iris Heart Balloon Vehicle
Classification rate Classification rate Classification rate Classification rate

HCBBO 93% 81.2% 100% 76.2%
BBO 90% 75.4% 100% 71.7%
PSO 38% 66.5% 100% 56.8%
GA 88.2% 56.9% 100% 59.9%
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Figure 4: Convergence curves of algorithms for iris dataset.
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Figure 5: Convergence curves of algorithms for heart dataset.
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Figure 6: Convergence curves of algorithms for balloon dataset.
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Figure 7: Convergence curves of algorithms for vehicle dataset.

other algorithm. And the classification results obtained by
HCBBO are better than all other algorithms for the chosen
datasets.

The experimental results of mean classification rate are
provided in Table 4. Statistically speaking, HCBBO has the
best results in all of the classification datasets because it avoids
local minima better.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, a HCBBO algorithm was presented for training
an MLP. Four benchmark big datasets (balloon, iris, heart,
and vehicle) were employed to investigate the effectiveness
of HCBBO in training MLPs. The performance results were
statistically compared with three state-of-the-art algorithms:
BBO, PSO, and GA.The main contributions and innovations
of this work are summarized as follows: (a) this is the first
research work combining a hybrid chaos system with the
BBO algorithm to train MLPs; (b) the method named OBL
was used in the mutation operator of HCBBO to improve the
convergence of the algorithm; and (c) the results demonstrate
that HCBBO has better convergence capabilities than BBO,
PSO, and GA. In the future, we will apply the trained neural
networks to analyze the big medical data and integrate more
novel data mining algorithms [29, 31–35] into HCBBO.
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An optimal weight learning machine with growth of hidden nodes and incremental learning (OWLM-GHNIL) is given by adding
random hidden nodes to single hidden layer feedforward networks (SLFNs) one by one or group by group. During the growth
of the networks, input weights and output weights are updated incrementally, which can implement conventional optimal weight
learning machine (OWLM) efficiently. The simulation results and statistical tests also demonstrate that the OWLM-GHNIL has
better generalization performance than other incremental type algorithms.

1. Introduction

Feedforward neural networks (FNNs) have been extensively
used in classification applications and regressions [1]. As
a specific type of FNNs, single hidden layer feedforward
networks with additive models can approximate any target
continuous function [2]. Owing to excellent learning capa-
bilities and fault tolerant abilities, SLFNs play an important
role in practical applications and have been investigated
extensively in both theory and application aspects [3–7].

Maybe the most popular training method for SLFNs clas-
sifiers in recent years was gradient-based back-propagation
(BP) algorithms [8–12]. BP algorithms can be easily recur-
sively implemented in real time; however, the slow conver-
gence is the bottleneck of BP, where the fast training is essen-
tial. In [13], a kind of novel learning machine named extreme
learning machine (ELM) is proposed for training SLFNs,
where the learning parameters of hidden nodes, including
input weights and biases, are randomly assigned and need not
be tuned,while outputweights can be obtained by simple gen-
eralized inverse computation. It has been proven that, even
without updating the parameters of the hidden layer, SLFNs
with randomly generated hidden neurons and tunable output

weightsmaintain their universal approximation and excellent
generalization performance [14]. It has been shown that ELM
is faster than most state-of-the-art training algorithms for
SLFNs and it has been applied widely to many practical cases
such as classification, regression, clustering, recognition, and
relevance ranking problems [15, 16].

Since input weights and hidden layer biases of SLFNs
trained with ELM are randomly assigned, the minor changes
of data in input vectors maybe cause large changes of data in
hidden layer output matrix of the SLFNs. This in turn will
lead to large changes of data in the output weight matrix.
According to statistical learning theory [17–21], the large
changes of data in the output weight matrix will greatly
increase both structural and empirical risks of the SLFNs,
which will in turn decrease robustness property of the SLFNs
regarding the input disturbances. In fact, it has been noted
from simulations that the SLFNs trained with the ELM
sometimes perform poor generalization performance and
robustness with regard to the input disturbances. In view of
this situation, OWLM [22] was proposed; it is seen that both
input weights and output weights of the SLFNs are globally
optimized with the batch learning type of least squares.
All feature vectors of classifier can then be placed at the
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prescribed positions in feature space in the sense that the
separability of those nonlinearly separable patterns can be
maximized, and better generalization performance can be
achieved compared with conventional ELM.

However, there is still onemajor issue existing in OWLM,
which is OWLM needing more computational cost than
ELM, since the input weights are not randomly selected in
SLFNs trained with OWLM. With the advent of the big data
age, data sets become larger andmore complex [23, 24], which
reduces the learning efficiency of OWLM further. For imple-
menting OWLM efficiently, this paper proposed an incre-
mental learning machine referred to as optimal weight learn-
ing machine with growth of hidden nodes and incremental
learning (OWLM-GHNIL). Whenever new nodes are added,
the input weights and output weights could be incrementally
updatedwhich can implement the conventionalOWLMalgo-
rithm efficiently. At the same time, owing to the advantages
of OWLM, OWLM-GHNIL has better generalization perfor-
mance than other incremental algorithms such as EM-ELM
[25] (an approach that could automatically determine the
number of hidden nodes in generalized single hidden layer
feedforward networks) and I-ELM [14], which added random
hidden nodes to SLFNs only one hidden node each time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
the OWLM is briefly described. In Section 3, we present
OWLM-GHNIL in detail and analyze its computational
complexity. Simulation results are then presented in Sec-
tion 4, showing that our proposed approach performs more
efficiently and has better generalization performance than
some existing methods. In Section 5, we give conclusion.

2. Brief of the Optimal Weight
Learning Machine

In this section, we briefly describe the OWLM.
For 𝑁 given input pattern vectors 𝑥1(𝑘), 𝑥2(𝑘), . . .,𝑥𝑁(𝑘), as well as 𝑁 corresponding desired output data

vectors 𝑜1(𝑘), 𝑜2(𝑘), . . . , 𝑜𝑁(𝑘),respectively, N linear output
equations of SLFNs in Figure 1 can be obtained as

𝐻𝛽 = 𝑂, (1)

where

𝐻 = [𝑥1 (𝑘) 𝑥2 (𝑘) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥𝑁 (𝑘)]𝑇𝑊

=
[[[[[[[[

𝑥1𝑇𝑤1 𝑥1𝑇𝑤2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥1𝑇𝑤�̃�𝑥2𝑇𝑤1 𝑥2𝑇𝑤2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥2𝑇𝑤�̃�... ... ... ...
𝑥𝑁𝑇𝑤1 𝑥𝑁𝑇𝑤2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥𝑁𝑇𝑤�̃�

]]]]]]]]
= 𝑋𝑊, (2)

with

𝑋 = [𝑥1 (𝑘) , 𝑥2 (𝑘) , . . . , 𝑥𝑁 (𝑘)]𝑇 ,
𝑥𝑖 (𝑘) = [𝑥𝑖1 (𝑘) , 𝑥𝑖2 (𝑘) , . . . , 𝑥𝑖𝑛 (𝑘)] (3)
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Figure 1: A single hidden layer neural network with linear nodes
and an input tapped delay line.

and input weight matrix

𝑊 = [𝑤1, 𝑤2, . . . , 𝑤�̃�] ,
𝑤𝑖 = [𝑤𝑖1, 𝑤𝑖2, . . . , 𝑤𝑛𝑖]𝑇 (4)

and output weight matrix

𝛽 = [𝛽1, 𝛽2, . . . , 𝛽𝑚] ,
𝛽𝑖 = [𝛽𝑖1, 𝛽𝑖2, . . . , 𝛽𝑖�̃�] . (5)

Let 𝑦1, 𝑦2, . . . , 𝑦𝑁 be𝑁 feature vectors, corresponding to
the input data vectors 𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑁.Then we have

[𝑦1 𝑦2 𝑦3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑦𝑁] = 𝑊𝑇 [𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥𝑁] , (6)

or

𝑌 = 𝑊𝑇𝑋. (7)

Let the𝑁 reference feature vectors be described by

𝑌𝑑 = [𝑦𝑑1 𝑦𝑑2 𝑦3𝑑 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑦𝑑𝑁] . (8)

Generally, as described in [22], the selection of the𝑁 desired feature vectors in (8) mainly depends on the
characteristics of the input vectors. By optimizing the input
weights of the SLFNs in Figure 1, the OWLM can place
the feature vectors of the SLFNs at the “desired position” in
feature space. The purpose of the assignment is to further
maximize the separability of the vectors in the feature space
so that the generalization performance and robustness, seen
from the output layer of the SLFNs, can be greatly improved,
compared with the SLFNs trained with ELM.
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The design of the optimal input weight of the SLFNs can
be formulated by the following optimization problem:

Minimize {12 𝜀𝑓2 + 𝜆12 ‖𝑊‖2}
subject to 𝜀𝑓 = 𝑌𝑑 − 𝑌 = 𝑌𝑑 −𝑊𝑇𝑋,

(9)

where 𝜆1 is a positive real regularization parameter.
The optimal input weight matrix was derived as follows:

𝑊 = (𝜆1𝐼 + 𝑋𝑋𝑇)−1𝑋𝑌𝑑𝑇. (10)

Similarly, to minimize the error between the desired
output pattern 𝑇 and the actual output pattern 𝑂, the design
of the optimal output weight of the SLFNs can be formulated
by the following optimization problem:

Minimize {12 ‖𝜀‖2 + 𝜆22 𝛽2}
subject to 𝜀 = 𝑂 − 𝑇 = 𝐻𝛽 − 𝑇, (11)

where 𝜆2 is a positive real regularization parameter.
The optimal output weight matrix was derived as follows:

𝛽 = (𝜆2𝐼 + 𝐻𝑇𝐻)−1𝐻𝑇𝑇. (12)

The optimal weight learning machine [22] can be sum-
marized as follows.

Algorithm OWLM. Given a training set {(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡𝑖)}𝑁𝑖=1, as well as
hidden node number �̃�, do the following steps.

Step 1. Randomly assign hidden node parameters (𝑤𝑖, 𝑏𝑖), 𝑖 =1, . . . , �̃�.

Step 2. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix𝐻 by (2).

Step 3. Calculate the input weight matrix𝑊new by (10).

Step 4. Recalculate the hidden layer output matrix 𝐻new by𝑊new.

Step 5. Calculate the output weight matrix 𝛽 by (12).

Obviously, the OWLM needs more training time com-
pared with ELM, since it needs additional computational cost
for computing the input weight matrix.

3. Growing Hidden Nodes and Incrementally
Updating Weights

Given SLFNs with initial hidden nodes 𝑚 and a training set{(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡𝑖)}𝑁𝑖=1 let𝑁 be the number of input patterns, let 𝑙 be the
length of the input patterns, and let ℎ be the length of the
output patterns.

We have

𝑊0 = (𝑋𝑋𝑇 + 𝜆1𝐼)−1𝑋𝑌𝑑0𝑇, (13)

𝐻0 = 𝑋𝑇𝑊0 (14)

𝛽0 = (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1𝐻0𝑇𝑇, (15)

where 𝑌𝑑0 is an𝑚×𝑁matrix consisting of𝑁 desired feature
vectors.

Let 𝐸(𝐻𝑖) = min‖𝐻𝑖𝛽𝑖 − 𝑇‖ be the network output error;
if 𝐸(𝐻0) is less than the target error 𝜀 > 0, then no new
hidden nodes need to be added and the learning procedure
completes. Otherwise, we could add 𝑛 new nodes to the
existing SLFNs; then

𝑊1 = (𝑋𝑋𝑇 + 𝜆1𝐼)−1𝑋[𝑌𝑑0𝑌𝑑1]
𝑇

= [𝑊0 (𝑋𝑋𝑇 + 𝜆1𝐼)−1𝑋𝑌𝑑1𝑇] = [𝑊0 Δ𝑊0] ,
(16)

where 𝑌𝑑1 is an 𝑛 × 𝑁matrix consisting of𝑁 desired feature
vectors. Then,

𝐻1 = 𝑋𝑇 [𝑊0 Δ𝑊0] = [𝐻0 𝑋𝑇Δ𝑊0] = [𝐻0, Δ𝐻0] ,
𝛽1 = ([𝐻0, Δ𝐻0]𝑇 [𝐻0, Δ𝐻0] + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 [𝐻0, Δ𝐻0]𝑇 𝑇

= (( 𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 Δ𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) + 𝜆2𝐼)
−1

⋅ [𝐻0, Δ𝐻0]𝑇 𝑇
= (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼 𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 Δ𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)

−1

⋅ ( 𝐻0𝑇𝑇Δ𝐻0𝑇𝑇) .

(17)

The Schur complement 𝑃(𝑃 = (Δ𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼) −Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0(𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 +𝜆2𝐼)−1𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) of𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 +𝜆2𝐼 is invert-
ible by choosing the suitable 𝜆2. Then, using the result on the
inversion of 2 × 2 block matrices [26], we can get

(𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼 𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 Δ𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)
−1

= ((𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 + (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) 𝑃−1 (Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0) (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 − (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) 𝑃−1−𝑃−1 (Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0) (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 𝑃−1 ) ;
(18)
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then

𝛽1 = (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼 𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 Δ𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)
−1( 𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0𝑇)𝑇

= ((𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1𝐻0𝑇𝑇 + (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) 𝑃−1 (Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0) (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1𝐻0𝑇𝑇 − (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) 𝑃−1Δ𝐻0𝑇𝑇−𝑃−1 (Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0) (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1𝐻0𝑇𝑇 + 𝑃−1Δ𝐻0𝑇𝑇 )

= (𝛽0 + (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) 𝑃−1 (Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0) 𝛽0 − (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) 𝑃−1Δ𝐻0𝑇𝑇−𝑃−1 (Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0) 𝛽0 + 𝑃−1Δ𝐻0𝑇𝑇 ) = (𝛽0 + 𝑄0 − 𝑅0𝑈0 + 𝑉0 ) .
(19)

To save computational cost,𝑄0, 𝑅0, 𝑈0, and 𝑉0 in (19) should
be computed as the following sequence:

𝑃−1 (Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0) → 𝑃−1 (Δ𝐻0𝑇𝐻0) 𝛽0 (= 𝑈0) ,
(𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0) → (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1
⋅ (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0)𝑈0 (= 𝑄0) ,

𝑃−1Δ𝐻0𝑇 → 𝑃−1Δ𝐻0𝑇𝑇 (= 𝑉0)
→ (𝐻0𝑇𝐻0 + 𝜆2𝐼)−1 (𝐻0𝑇Δ𝐻0)
⋅ 𝑃−1Δ𝐻0𝑇𝑇 (= 𝑅0) .

(20)

Given the number of initial hidden nodes 𝑚0, the max-
imum number of hidden nodes 𝑚max, and the expected
output error 𝜀, the OWLM-GHNIL for the SLFNs with the
mechanism of growing hidden nodes can be summarized as
the following two steps.

Algorithm OWLM-GHNIL

Step 1 (initialization step).

(1) Compute𝑊0, 𝐻0, 𝛽0 by (13)–(15).
(2) Compute the corresponding output error 𝐸(𝐻0) =

min ‖𝐻0𝛽0 − 𝑇‖.
Step 2 (recursively incremental step). Let 𝑘 = 0, and while𝑚𝑘 < 𝑚max and 𝐸(𝐻𝑘) > 𝜀,

(1) 𝑘 = 𝑘 + 1;
(2) randomly add 𝑛 (𝑛 need not be kept constant) hidden

nodes to the existing network; then𝑊𝑘+1, 𝐻𝑘+1, 𝛽𝑘+1
can be calculated by (16)–(19).

End

Different from conventional OWLM which needs recal-
culating the input weight matrix and output weight matrix,
whenever the network architecture is changed, the OWLM-
GHNIL only needs updating the input weight matrix and
output weight matrix incrementally each time; that is why
it can reduce the computational complexity significantly.

Moreover, the convergence of the OWLM-GHNIL can be
guaranteed by the ConvergenceTheorem in [25].

Now, we begin to analyze computational complexity of
the updated work.

The computational complexity, which we consider,
expresses the total number of required scalar multiplications.
Some matrix computations need not be done repeatedly
including the inversion of matrix in (13), since they have
been obtained in the process of computing𝑊𝑘, 𝐻𝑘, 𝛽𝑘. Then
it requires 𝑙𝑁𝑛, 𝑙𝑁𝑛, and 2𝑚𝑘𝑛2 +𝑚𝑘𝑛𝑁 + 3𝑚𝑘𝑛ℎ + 2𝑚𝑘2𝑛 +2𝑛2𝑁 + 𝑛𝑁ℎ + 𝑛3 multiplications for 𝑊𝑘+1, 𝐻𝑘+1, and 𝛽𝑘+1,
respectively. Thus, the total computational complexity for
the weights𝑊𝑘+1 and 𝛽𝑘+1 is

𝐶OWLM-GHNIL = 2𝑙𝑁𝑛 + 2𝑚𝑘𝑛2 + 𝑚𝑘𝑛𝑁 + 3𝑚𝑘𝑛ℎ
+ 2𝑚𝑘2𝑛 + 2𝑛2𝑁 + 𝑛𝑁ℎ + 𝑛3. (21)

If we compute𝑊𝑘+1 and 𝛽𝑘+1 by (10) and (12) directly, it
will cost 𝐶OWLM = 𝑙3 + 2𝑙2𝑁+ 2𝑙𝑁(𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛) + 2(𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛)2𝑁+(𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛)3 + (𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛)𝑁ℎmultiplications.

Since in most applications𝑚𝑘 and 𝑛 can be much smaller
than the number of training samples N: 𝑚𝑘, 𝑛 ≪ 𝑁 and h
and l are often small number in practical applications, then,
with the growth of𝑚𝑘, n,

𝐶OWLM𝐶OWLM-GHNIL
≈ 2 (𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛)2𝑚𝑘𝑛 + 2𝑛2 ; (22)

when 𝑛 = (1/2)𝑚𝑘, 𝐶OWLM𝐶OWLM-GHNIL
≈ 4.5; (23)

when 𝑛 = (1/4)𝑚𝑘, 𝐶OWLM𝐶OWLM-GHNIL
≈ 8.3. (24)

It can be seen that the OWLM-GHNIL is much more
efficient than the conventional OWLM in such cases.

Similarly, we can get the computational complexity of the
EM-ELM and ELM, respectively.

𝐶EM-ELM = 𝑙𝑁𝑛 + 2𝑚𝑘𝑛2 + 𝑚𝑘𝑛𝑁 + 3𝑚𝑘𝑛ℎ + 2𝑚𝑘2𝑛
+ 2𝑛2𝑁 + 𝑛𝑁ℎ + 𝑛3,
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𝐶ELM = 𝑙𝑁 (𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛) + 2 (𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛)2𝑁 + (𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛)3
+ (𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛)𝑁ℎ.

(25)

Then, we have

𝐶OWLM-GHNIL − 𝐶EM-ELM = 𝑙𝑁𝑛,
𝐶OWLM-𝐶ELM = 𝑙3 + 2𝑙2𝑁 + 𝑙𝑁 (𝑚𝑘 + 𝑛) . (26)

Obviously, the difference on computational complexity
betweenOWLM-GHNIL and EM-ELM ismuch less than the
difference between OWLM and ELM.

4. Simulation Results

In our experiments, all the algorithms are run in such
computer environment: (1) operating system: Windows 7
Enterprise; (2) 3.8 GHZ CPU, Intel i5-3570; (3) memory:
8GB; (4) simulating software: Matlab R2013a.

The performance of the OWLM-GHNIL has been com-
paredwith other growing algorithms including the EM-ELM,
I-ELM, and the conventional OWLM.

In order to investigate the performance of the proposed
OWLM-GHNIL, some benchmark problems are presented in
this section.

The OWLM-GHNIL, EM-ELM, and OWLM have first
been run to approximate the artificial “SinC” function which
is a popular choice to illustrate neural network.

𝑦 (𝑥) = {{{
sin𝑥𝑥 , 𝑥 ̸= 0
1, 𝑥 = 0. (27)

A training set and testing set with 5000 samples, respec-
tively, are generated from the interval (−10, 10) with random
noise distributed in [−0.2, 0.2], while testing data remain
noise-free. The performances of each algorithm are shown
in Figures 2 and 3. In this case, initial SLFNs are given five
hidden nodes and then one new hidden node will be added
each step until 30 hidden nodes arrive.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the OWLM and
the OWLM-GHNIL obtain similar lower testing root mean
square error (RMSE) than the EM-ELM in most cases.
Figure 3 shows the training time comparison of the three
methods in SinC case. We can see that, with the growth
of hidden nodes, the OWLM-GHNIL spent similar training
time with the EM-ELM but much less than the OWLM in the
case of the same number of nodes.

In the following, nine real benchmark problems including
five regression applications and four classification applica-
tions are used for further comparison; all of themare available
on the Web. For each case, the training data set and testing
data set are randomly generated from its whole data set before
each trial of simulation, and average results are obtained over
30 trials for all cases. The features of the benchmark data sets
are summarized in Table 1.

The generalization performance comparison between
the OWLM-GHNIL and two other popular incremental
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Figure 2:Average testingRMSEof different algorithms in SinC case.
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Figure 3: Computational complexity comparison of different algo-
rithms in Sinc case.

ELM-type algorithms, EM-ELM and I-ELM, on regression
and classification cases is given in Tables 2 and 3. In the
implementation of the EM-ELM and OWLM-GHNIL, initial
SLFNs are given 50 hidden nodes and then 25 new hidden
nodes will be added each step until 150 hidden nodes arrive.
In the case of the I-ELM, the initial SLFNs are given 1 hidden
node and then the hidden nodes are added one by one until
150 hidden nodes. As observed from test results of average
RMSE and accuracy in Tables 2 and 3, it looks that the
OWLM-GHNIL obtained better generalization performance
than the EM-ELM and I-ELM. In order to obtain an objective
statistical measure, we apply a Student’s 𝑡-test to each data
to check if the differences between the OWLM-GHNIL and
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Table 1: Details of the data sets used for regression and classification.

Data sets Classes Attributes Types # of pieces of training data # of pieces of testing data
Delta Ailerons — 6 Regression 3000 4129
Delta Elevators — 6 Regression 4517 5000
California Housing — 8 Regression 8000 12,460
Computer activity — 8 Regression 4000 4192
Bank domains — 8 Regression 4500 3692
COLL20 20 1024 Classification 1080 360
G50C 2 50 Classification 414 136
USPST(B) 2 256 Classification 1509 498
Satimage 6 36 Classification 3217 3218

Table 2: Comparison of average testing RMSE/accuracy and Student’s 𝑡-test for the data sets between OWLM-GHNIL and EM-ELM.

Data sets OWLM-GHNIL EM-ELM 𝑡-Test
RMSE/accuracy Std. RMSE/accuracy Std. 𝑝 value

Delta Ailerons 0.0583 0.0058 0.1023 0.0081 0.003627
Delta Elevators 0.0896 0.0063 0.1423 0.0154 0.025436
California Housing 0.1841 0.0032 0.2321 0.0045 0.000048
Computer activity 0.0467 0.0021 0.0392 0.0018 0.628794
Bank domains 0.0212 0.0043 0.0611 0.0032 0.007694
COLL20 91.25% 0.0332 86.33% 0.0537 0.000000
G50C 85.31% 0.0553 87.23% 0.0463 0.065632
USPST(B) 90.45% 0.0158 85.21% 0.0547 0.000000
Satimage 88.15% 0.0368 85.37% 0.0446 0.007625

Table 3: Comparison of average testing RMSE/accuracy and Student’s 𝑡-test for the data sets between OWLM-GHNIL and I-ELM.

Data sets OWLM-GHNIL I-ELM 𝑡-Test
RMSE/accuracy Std. RMSE/accuracy Std. 𝑝-value

Delta Ailerons 0.0583 0.0058 0.1364 0.0223 0.000493
Delta Elevators 0.0896 0.0063 0.2265 0.0196 0.003743
California Housing 0.1841 0.0032 0.4365 0.0223 0.000000
Computer activity 0.0467 0.0021 0.0733 0.0072 0.065475
Bank domains 0.0212 0.0043 0.1128 0.0341 0.000000
COLL20 91.25% 0.0332 78.04% 0.0663 0.000000
G50C 85.31% 0.0553 76.45% 0.0772 0.000482
USPST(B) 90.45% 0.0158 84.33% 0.0472 0.000000
Satimage 88.15% 0.0368 80.33% 0.0682 0.001356

the other two algorithms are statistically significant (𝑝 value
= 0.05, i.e., confidence of 95%). It was shown in Table 2
that, in four of the regression data sets (Delta Ailerons, Delta
Elevators, California Housing, and Bank domains) and three
of the classification data sets (COLL20,USPST(B), and Satim-
age), the 𝑡-test gave a significant difference between OWLM-
GHNIL and EM-ELM with superior generalization perfor-
mance of the OWLM-GHNIL, whereas no significant differ-
ence was found in the two other data sets (computer activity
and G50C). In Table 3, the 𝑡-test results show that there was
a significant difference between OWLM-GHNIL and I-ELM
with superior generalization performance of the OWLM-
GHNIL in all data sets except computer activity data set.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed an efficient method,
OWLM-GHNIL; it can grow hidden nodes one by one or
group by group in SLFNs. The analysis of computational
complexity and simulation results on an artificial problem
shows that OWLM-GHNIL can significantly reduce the
computational complexity of OWLM.The simulation results
on nine real benchmark problems including five regression
applications and four classification applications also show
that OWLM-GHNIL has better generalization performance
than the two other incremental algorithms EM-ELM and
I-ELM. 𝑡-test gave a significant difference with superior
generalization performance of the OWLM-GHNIL further.
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Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a popular learning algorithm for single hidden layer feedforward networks (SLFNs). It was
originally proposed with the inspiration from biological learning and has attracted massive attentions due to its adaptability to
various tasks with a fast learning ability and efficient computation cost. As an effective sparse representation method, orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP)method can be embedded into ELM to overcome the singularity problemand improve the stability. Usually
OMP recovers a sparse vector byminimizing a least squares (LS) loss, which is efficient for Gaussian distributed data, butmay suffer
performance deterioration in presence of non-Gaussian data. To address this problem, a robust matching pursuit method based on
a novel kernel risk-sensitive loss (in short KRSLMP) is first proposed in this paper.TheKRSLMP is then applied to ELM to solve the
sparse output weight vector, and the new method named the KRSLMP-ELM is developed for SLFN learning. Experimental results
on synthetic and real-world data sets confirm the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Extreme learning machine [1] is a kind of single hidden layer
feedforward network (SLFN) [2]. In the past decade, ELM
became popular and attractive in the machine learning and
pattern recognition communities for its fast adaptability and
good generalization performance [3]. In general, ELMhas the
following advantages: (i) It not only has the ability of estimat-
ing the unknownmathematicalmodel embedded in amass of
training samples but also possesses parallel schemes to be effi-
ciently implemented in parallel for training and testing; (ii)
it uses randomly generated input weights and hidden biases
without tuning during the training phase, and therefore,
the output weights can be analytically obtained by solving
the standard least squares (LS) problem. Thus, extremely
fast learning ability and efficient computation cost can be
achieved, especially for big data applications. In view of these
remarkable superiorities, ELM has been widely applied in
many applications, such as face recognition [4], series com-
pensated transmission line protection [5], time series analysis
[6], and nonlinear model identification [7].

However, ELM still has several drawbacks. First, ELM
encounters the problemof irrelevant variables when handling
real-world data sets [8]. Second, choosing a proper hidden
nodes number is an open problem for all ELMalgorithms. An
ELMnetworkwith too few hidden nodesmay not be accurate
for modeling the input data, whereas a network with too
many hidden nodes tends to generate an overfitting model
[9]. Moreover, when the number of hidden nodes is more
than the input data, ELMmight have the singularity problem
[4]. Third, the original ELM learns the model with an 𝐿2-
norm based loss function, which is very vulnerable to noise.
It is well known that the 𝐿2-norm canmagnify the bad effects
of outliers associated with large deviations [10]. The presence
of non-Gaussian noises or outliers in the training data may
thus lead to an unreliable model with degraded performance.

To overcome the first and second limitations, several
methods have been proposed in the regularization framework
[9, 11–13]. Furthermore orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
is a plain and efficient iterative algorithm which chooses an
atom in the dictionarywith the best correlation to the remain-
ing elements at each iteration [14]. As such, OMP has been
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embedded to ELM (OMP-ELM) to overcome the singularity
problem and led to more stable solution than the original
ELM [15]. Most of the existing methods learn the model with
an 𝐿2-norm based loss function, which may perform poorly
in the presence of non-Gaussian noises (which exist in many
real-world situations) or outliers [16–18]. To combat non-
Gaussian noises or outliers and improve the generalization
ability, the regularized correntropy criterion is used to replace
the 𝐿2-norm based loss function in original ELM model
to develop the ELM-RCC [16]. In [19], ELM with 𝐿1-norm
based loss function (ORELM)was proposed to achieve robust
performance.

The kernel risk-sensitive loss (KRSL) is a nonlinear
similarity measure firstly proposed in [20], which can reach
a more satisfying robust performance. The KRSL is based on
the original structure of risk-sensitive loss and is defined in
the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [21, 22]:

𝑉 (𝑋, 𝑌) = 1𝜆E [exp (𝜆 (1 − 𝜅�휎 (𝑋 − 𝑌)))] , (1)

where E[⋅] denotes the mathematical expectation, 𝜅�휎(⋅) is the
Gaussian kernel with bandwidth 𝜎, and 𝜆 is the risk-sensitive
parameter. In this paper, we propose a KRSL based matching
pursuit (KRSLMP) method. The KRSLMP is then embedded
to ELM to construct a robust and sparse ELMmodel.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we sketch the related work, including similarity measures
in kernel space, kernel risk-sensitive loss, ELM model, and
orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm. In Section 3, we
develop the KRSLMP-ELM. In Section 4, experiments on
regression problem with synthetic and real-world data sets
are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algo-
rithm. The sensitivity of the KRSLMP-ELM to free parame-
ters is also analyzed. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries and Related Works

For convenience of presentation, the following notations
used in this paper are introduced. Vectors and matrices
are represented with boldface lowercase letters and boldface
capital letters, respectively. For any vector x, we use 𝑥(𝑖) to
denote its 𝑖th entry.The notation x|�퐼 denotes the subvector of
x ∈ R�푛 with entries indexed by the set 𝐼 ⊂ Ω = {1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}.
The complementary set of 𝐼 is denoted as 𝐼�푐 = Ω − 𝐼.
2.1. Similarity Measures in Kernel Space. Let 𝑋 and 𝑌 be
two random variables; the correntropy between 𝑋 and 𝑌 is
defined by [17, 23]

𝑉 (𝑋, 𝑌) = E [𝜅�휎 (𝑋 − 𝑌)] = ∫ 𝜅�휎 (𝑥 − 𝑦) 𝑑𝐹�푋�푌 (𝑥, 𝑦) , (2)

where 𝐹�푋�푌(𝑥, 𝑦) is the joint distribution function of (𝑋, 𝑌).
The Gaussian kernel with bandwidth 𝜎 is given by

𝜅�휎 (𝑥 − 𝑦) = exp(−(𝑥 − 𝑦)22𝜎2 ) . (3)

Correntropy𝑉(𝑋, 𝑌) is a local correlation measure in the
kernel spaceH. According to Mercers theorem [24], it can be
expressed in terms of the inner product as𝑉 (𝑋, 𝑌) = E [⟨Φ (𝑋) , Φ (𝑌)⟩H] . (4)

It applies a kernel trick that nonlinearly maps the original
space to a higher dimensional feature space. It can be shown
that correntropy is directly related to the probability of how
similar two random variables are in a neighborhood of the
joint space controlled by the kernel bandwidth 𝜎 [17, 25, 26].

2.2. Kernel Risk-Sensitive Loss. Similarity measures in kernel
space have the ability to extract higher-order statistics of data,
which can significantly improve the learning performance in
non-Gaussian environments [21]. The optimization problem
can be determined by maximizing the correntropy criterion
(MCC) or equivalently minimizing the correntropic loss (C-
Loss) [27, 28] between the output estimation and the target
response. However, highly nonconvex problem may happen
inC-Loss performance surface which has steep slopes around
the optimal solution but is extremely flat far from the
solution.This may lead to slow convergence and poor perfor-
mance. Choosing a large kernel bandwidthmay overcome the
above problem. But the robustness will decrease significantly
when outliers occur with kernel bandwidth increasing [29].
To achieve a satisfying performance surface, the KRSL was
proposed in [20].

The KRSL is defined by𝐿�휆 (𝑋, 𝑌) = 1𝜆E [exp (𝜆 (1 − 𝜅�휎 (𝑋 − 𝑌)))]
= 1𝜆 ∫ exp (𝜆 (1 − 𝜅�휎 (𝑥 − 𝑦))) 𝑑𝐹�푋�푌 (𝑥, 𝑦) (5)

which can also be expressed in a traditional risk-sensitive loss
form as [30]𝐿�휆 (𝑋, 𝑌) = 1𝜆E [exp(𝜆(12 ‖Φ (𝑋) − Φ (𝑌)‖2H))] , (6)

where 𝜆 is the risk-sensitive parameter that controls the shape
of performance surface.

In practice, the joint distribution function of 𝑋 and 𝑌 is
usually unknown and only a finite number of samples {(𝑥�푗,𝑦�푗)}�푀�푗=1 are available. The KRSL can thus be estimated by

�̂��휆 (𝑋, 𝑌) = 1𝑀𝜆 �푀∑
�푗=1

exp (𝜆 (1 − 𝜅�휎 (𝑥�푗 − 𝑦�푗))) . (7)

As one can see, (6) defines a distance between the vectorsX =[𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥�푀]�푇 and Y = [𝑦1, 𝑦2, . . . , 𝑦�푀]�푇.
2.3. Extreme Learning Machine. Extreme learning machine
(ELM) was proposed by Huang et al. for training single
hidden layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNs) [2, 31].
The input weights and biases are initialized randomly in ELM
and remain unchanged during training.Thenetwork learning
thus becomes optimizing the output weights, which can be
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formulated as solving a linear equation. Let {(x�푗, 𝑦�푗)}�푀�푗=1 be
given by𝑀 training samples, where input x�푗 ∈ R�푛 and corres-
ponding desired output 𝑦�푗 ∈ R; the relationship between x�푗
and𝑦�푗 can be represented under the assumption of themodel.
The network model of ELM with 𝐿 hidden neurons can be
modeled and expressed as

�퐿∑
�푖=1

𝛽�푖𝑓 (a�푖 ⋅ x�푗 + 𝑏�푖) = 𝑦�푗, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀, (8)

where 𝐿 is hidden nodes number, 𝛽�푖 is the weight connecting
the 𝑖th hidden node and output nodes, 𝑓 is the activation
function (in this work, 𝑓 is a sigmoid function without
explicit mention), a�푖 denotes the weight that connects the 𝑖th
hidden node and input nodes, and 𝑏�푖 represents the randomly
chosen bias of the 𝑖th hidden node. Equation (7) can be
compactly written as a matrix notation

y = H𝛽, (9)

where

H = (𝑓(a1 ⋅ x1 + 𝑏1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑓 (a�퐿 ⋅ x1 + 𝑏�퐿)... d
...𝑓 (a1 ⋅ x�푀 + 𝑏1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑓 (a�퐿 ⋅ x�푀 + 𝑏�퐿)) (10)

and 𝛽 is the minimal norm least squares solution of (8). The
parameter 𝛽 can be obtained by

𝛽 = H†y, (11)

where H† is the Moore Penrose generalized inverse of the
hidden layer output matrixH.

2.4. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit. Matching pursuit method
is one of the effective methods for sparse representation
[14, 32, 33]. In general, a sparse representation problem can
be formulated as

y = Ax + 𝜌, (12)

where A ∈ R�푚×�푛 (𝑚 < 𝑛) denotes the measurement matrix,
x is the sparse vector, and 𝜌 ∈ R�푚 represents the noise vector.
The main purpose is to recover the sparse vector x from the
observation y and the measurement matrixA.TheOMP uses
the 𝐿0-norm constrained least squares model

minx
y − Ax22

s.t. ‖x‖0 ≤ 𝐾, (13)

where ‖x‖0 counts the number of nonzero coordinates of x.
In the following, we briefly describe the OMP method.

First, we initialize the residual r0 = y, the index set Λ 0 = 0,
and the iteration 𝑡 = 1. At each iteration, OMP algorithm
selects a column of the measurement matrixA which is most
correlated to the residual as𝛼�푡 = arg max

�푖=1,...,�푛

⟨r�푡−1, 𝜑�푖⟩ , (14)

where r�푡−1 denotes the residual in 𝑡 − 1th iteration and 𝜑�푖 is
the 𝑖th column of A. Then collect 𝛼�푡 to index set ΛΛ �푡 = Λ �푡−1 ∪ {𝛼�푡} . (15)

We can solve an LS problem to obtain a new estimation
x�푡 supported in Λ �푡:

x�푡 = argmin
x∈R𝑛,supp(x)⊂Λ 𝑡

y − Ax2 , (16)

where supp(x) denotes the support set of x. If the stopping
criterion is satisfied, we output x�푡 as the estimate of x.

Then one can update the residual

r�푡 = y − Ax�푡. (17)

From (8) and (11), we can find that ELM has a similar net-
workmodel for sparse representation problem.Thus, one can
take advantage of the OMP algorithm for selecting the best
hidden nodes of the ELM network. The OMP estimates the
sparse vector by using the 𝐿2-norm based criterion, which
performs well with the Gaussian error distribution. However,
the presence of non-Gaussian noise may give rise to perfor-
mance degradation.

3. Kernel Risk-Sensitive Loss Based Matching
Pursuit Extreme Learning Machine

To address the aforementioned issue, we propose a robust
kernel risk-sensitive loss based orthogonal matching pursuit
extreme learningmachine algorithm (KRSLMP-ELM) in this
section. In theKRSLMP-ELM,we initialize the residual r0 as y
and the initial index set as Λ 0 = 0. Then, similar to OMP, a
column of𝐻most correlated with the residual is selected and
the index set is augmented at each iteration. Then we obtain
a new estimation𝛽�푡 by solving the followingKRSLminimiza-
tion problem:

𝛽�푡 = argmin
𝛽∈R𝐿,supp(𝛽)⊂Λ 𝑡

𝜙�휎,�휆 (y −H𝛽) + 𝐶 𝛽22 . (18)

We utilize the half-quadratic (HQ) theory [34] to con-
struct the optimization algorithm. Considering that the mea-
surementsmay include both large and small noise, we can use
HQoptimization to estimate the importance of different sam-
ples. The samples severely corrupted will be assigned small
weight values in learning procedure to decrease the impact of
large noise. Thus, the performance of KRSLMP-ELM can be
significantly further improved.

According to the convex optimization theory [35], the
dual function for 𝜙�휎,�휆(𝑥) = (1/𝜆)exp(𝜆(1 − exp(−𝑥2/2𝜎2)))(0 < 𝜆 < 1) is convex and defined as𝜓 (𝑠) = sup

�푡∈R

{−𝑠𝑥2 + 𝜙�휎,�휆 (𝑥)} (19)

and then 𝜙�휎,�휆 (𝑥) = inf
�푠∈R

{𝑠𝑥2 + 𝜓 (𝑠)} , (20)
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where the infimum is reached at 𝑠 = 𝜙�휎,�휆(𝑥). We point out
here that when the parameter 𝜆 > 1, the KRSLMP-ELM can
also work well in our simulations. Substituting (18) for (20),
the KRSLMP-ELM objective function can be reformulated as

min
𝛽∈R𝐿,w∈R𝑀

+

supp(𝛽)⊂Λ 𝑘

𝐽 (𝛽,w) = √diag (w) (y −H𝛽)22 + 𝐶 𝛽22
+ �푀∑
�푖=1

𝜓 (𝑤 (𝑖)) , (21)

where diag(w) represents a diagonal matrix with its primary
diagonal element 𝑤(𝑖) and 𝐶 is the regularization parameter.
Inspired by theHQ theory, (21) can be solved by the following
alternate technique:𝑤(�푡+1) (𝑖) = 1𝜆exp (𝜆 (1 − 𝜅�휎 (𝑦 (𝑖) − (H𝛽(�푡)) (𝑖)))) ,
𝛽
(�푡+1) = argmin

𝛽∈R𝐿,supp(𝛽)⊂Λ 𝑘

√diag (w(�푡+1)) (y −H𝛽)22+ 𝐶 𝛽22 ,
(22)

where 𝑡 denotes the iteration number. In the proposed algo-
rithm, the bandwidth is adaptively chosen during the itera-
tion. In order tomake the scheme robust to outliers, we calcu-
late the value of 𝜎 as follows.

Denote the training error as 𝑒(𝑖) = ‖𝑦(𝑖) − (H𝛽)(𝑖)‖22,𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀.We can then reorder the error in an ascending
order, and we get the reordered as 𝑒�휎. Let 𝑘 = ⌊𝜏𝑀⌋,
where scalar 𝜏 ∈ (0, 1] and ⌊𝜏𝑀⌋ outputs the largest integer
smaller than 𝜏𝑀. We can select 𝑒�휎(𝑘) as the bandwidth in
accordance with the proportion of outlier. Discussions on
the detailed experimental results by choosing different band-
widths are given in the experiment section. A solution for the
optimization problem in (21) can be derived as follows:

𝛽
(�푡+1)Λ 𝑡= (H�푇diag (w(�푡+1))H + 1𝐶 I)−1H�푇diag (w(�푡+1)) y, (23)

where 𝛽(�푡+1)|Λ𝑐
𝑡
= 0 and I denotes the identity matrix.

Since the importance degree of the measurements is
employed to adaptively update the output weight vector in the
KRSLMP-ELM, we update the residual

r�푡 = √diag (w(�푡)) (y −H𝛽(�푡)) . (24)

It is noted that the sparsity level 𝐾 has to be assigned in
advance in the KRSLMP-ELM.The sparsity𝐾 directly deter-
mines the number of the active hidden nodes used in ELM
due to the fact that more hidden nodes than necessary are
generated. To obtain the best sparsity level𝐾, namely, the best
number of hidden nodes used in ELM, we utilize the root
mean square error (RMSE) as the criterion

RMSE = √∑�푀�푖=1 (𝑦�푖 − 𝑦�푖)2𝑀 , (25)

where𝑦�푖 denotes the target response and𝑦�푖 the corresponding
output estimated by the KRSLMP-ELM.

For different sparsity level𝐾, the corresponding RMSE is
first calculated. Then the best 𝛽 coefficients associated with
the minimum RMSE value are selected.

The iteration is repeated until achieving the stopping
criterion.The KRSLMP-ELM is summarized in Algorithm 1.

4. Experimental Results

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed KRSLMP-ELM
algorithm, experiments on two synthetic data sets and seven
benchmark data sets are conducted in this section. The per-
formance of the newmethod is compared to five state-of-the-
art algorithms, namely, ELM, RELM, ELM-RCC,OMP-ELM,
and ORELM. Sigmoid function 𝑓(𝑥) = 1/(1 + 𝑒−�푥) is used as
the activation function for all methods.

4.1. Synthetic Data Sets. In this subsection, experiments on
two synthetic regression data sets for nonlinear function
approximation problem are carried out. Descriptions of the
two data sets are as follows.

Sinc.The synthetic data set is generated by 𝑦�푖 = 𝑐⋅Sinc(𝑥�푖)+𝜌�푖,
where 𝑐 = 8 and

Sinc (𝑥) = {{{
sin (𝑥)𝑥 𝑥 ̸= 01 𝑥 = 0 (26)

and 𝜌�푖 contains two mutually independent noises that are
inner noise 𝐵�푖 and outliers noise 𝑂�푖. Specifically, 𝜌�푖 is defined
as 𝜌�푖 = (1 − 𝑔�푖)𝐵�푖 + 𝑔�푖𝑂�푖, where 𝑔�푖 is binary distributed with
the probability masses Pr{𝑔�푖 = 1} = 𝑝 and Pr{𝑔�푖 = 0} =1 − 𝑝(0 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 1). 𝐵�푖 and 𝑂�푖 are independent of 𝑔�푖. In
this experiment, 𝑝 is set at 0.1. The outlier 𝑂�푖 is generated by
using a zero-mean Gaussian distributed noise with standard
deviation 4.0. For the inner noise 𝐵�푖, two different noises
are tested, which are (a) uniform distribution over [−1.0, 1.0]
and (b) Sine wave noise sin(𝛼), with 𝛼 uniformly distributed
over [0, 2𝜋]. We uniformly generate the input data 𝑥�푖 from[−10.0, 10.0], where 200 data points are used for training and
another 200 clean data points which are not contaminated by
any noise are used for testing.

Func.This synthetic data set is generated by

y (x1, x2) = x1exp {− (x21 + x22)} + 𝜌, (27)

where 𝜌 is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed noise vector
with standard deviation 0.4. The input data vectors x1 and x2
are uniformly generated from [−2.0, 2.0]. Similar to the
previous experiments, 200 data samples are used for training
and another 200 data samples without noise are used for
testing.
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Input: samples {x�푖, 𝑦�푖}�푀�푖=1
Output: weight vector 𝛽

Parameters setting: number of hidden nodes �̃�, regularization parameter 𝐶 and sparsity level 𝐾.
Initialization: randomly initialize ELM parameters: input weights a�푖 and biases 𝑏�푖 (𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝐿) in measurement matrixH.
Set the index set Λ 0 = 0, the residual r0 = y, the iteration counter 𝑡 = 0 and diag(w0) = I.(1) for 𝑡 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐾 do(2) 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1(3) Find a column ofHmost correlated with the residual𝛼�푡 = argmax

�푗=1,2,...,�퐿

⟨r�푡−1, √diag (w(�푡−1)) ⋅ ℎ�푗⟩(4) Augment the index setΛ �푡 = Λ �푡−1 ∪ {𝛼�푡}(5) Solve the KRSLMP minimization problem by the following iterations𝑤(�푡+1)�푖 = 1𝜆 exp (𝜆 (1 − 𝜅�휎 (𝑦�푖 − (H𝛽(�푡))
�푖
)))

𝛽(�푡+1) = argmin
𝛽∈R𝐿,supp(𝛽)⊂Λ 𝑘

√diag(w(�푡+1))(y −H𝛽)22 + 𝐶 𝛽22
The solution is denoted as (w(�푡),𝛽(�푡))(6) Update residual 𝑟�푡 = √diag(w(�푡))(y −H𝛽(�푡))(7) end for

Algorithm 1: KRSLMP-ELM.

Table 1: Parameter settings of four algorithms in function fitting.

ELM RELM OMP-ELM ORELM ELM-RCC KRSLMP-ELM𝐿 𝐿 𝐶 𝐿 𝐾 𝐿 𝐶 𝐿 𝜎 𝐶 𝐿 𝐾 𝐶 𝜆
Sinc-Uniform 10 80 10−4 200 10 80 10−4 100 1 10−4 200 50 2 × 10−5 0.01
Sinc-Sine wave 10 40 2 × 10−5 200 10 90 10−4 50 1.1 2 × 10−5 200 50 10−5 0.05
Func 35 35 10−6 200 20 100 10−9 70 3 10−4 200 70 10−5 0.001

Parameters used in the sixmethods for experiments of the
two synthetic data sets are summarized in Table 1, where 𝐿,𝐶,𝐾, and𝜆 represent the number of hidden layer nodes, regular-
ization parameter, sparsity level, and risk-sensitive parameter
in KRSLMP-ELM. We set 𝜏 = 0.9 in Sinc synthetic data set
experiment and 𝜏 = 1 in Func synthetic data set experiment.
For the convenient distinguishment of the proposed method
with othermethods in Sinc function approximation problem,
only the estimation results of the original ELM, ORELM,
ELM-RCC, and KRSLMP-ELM are illustrated in Figure 1.
In Figure 2, we plot the squared training errors obtained by
the KRSLMP-ELM, ELM-RCC, ORELM, and the original
ELM, respectively. As shown in these figures, the KRSLMP-
ELM wins the best approximation performance. The testing
RMSEs of six algorithms are presented in Table 2. It is indicat-
ed that the KRSLMP-ELM is more robust than the other five
methods.

Further, we perform another experiment to compare
the performance of KRSLMP-ELM to that of the original
ELM with different outliers. We consider the Sinc function
approximation problem and set the inner noise as a zero-
mean Gaussian distributed noise with standard deviation 0.1,

and the outliers noise is zero-mean Gaussian with standard
deviation ranging between 0.1 and 10. We run 100 trials
for different outliers noises and show the RMSE results in
Figure 3. One can see that the original ELM’s performance
degrades severely when the outliers get enhanced while the
KRSLMP-ELM’s performance is much less influenced by
outliers.

4.2. Benchmark Data Sets. In this subsection, seven bench-
mark regression data sets from UCI machine learning repos-
itory [36] are tested to support the superiority of the proposed
method. Specifications of the data sets are shown detailedly
in Table 3. It should be pointed out that the training and
testing data samples are randomly chosen in each data set and
all the features are normalized into [0, 1]. The parameters of
each method are all chosen by the fivefold cross-validation
and are given in Table 4. For all algorithms, 100 independent
trials are conducted and the average results are reported. The
training and testingRMSEs and their standard deviation of all
algorithms are listed in Table 5. As highlighted in boldface,
the ELM-KRSLMP achieves the best performance in most
regression data sets.
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Figure 1: Sinc function regression results with different inner noises: (a) Uniform; (b) Sine wave.
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Figure 2: Squared training errors of Func function regression: (a) KRSLMP-ELM; (b) ELM-RCC; (C) ORELM; (D) original ELM.
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Table 2: Testing RMSEs of six methods.

ELM RELM OMP-ELM ORELM ELM-RCC KRSLMP-ELM
Sinc-Uniform 0.4737 0.2871 0.3038 0.2369 0.1948 0.1485
Sinc-Sine wave 0.4406 0.2935 0.2711 0.2798 0.2155 0.1562
Func 0.0652 0.0638 0.0637 0.0591 0.0582 0.0434

Table 3: Specification of the data sets.

Data sets Features Observations
Training Testing

Servo 5 83 83
Auto MPG 7 192 200
Body fat 14 126 126
Concrete 9 515 515
Housing 14 253 253
Yacht 6 154 154
Airfoil 5 751 751

Table 4: Parameter settings of six methods.

ELM RELM OMP-ELM ORELM ELM-RCC KRSLMP-ELM𝐿 𝐿 𝐶 𝐿 𝐾 𝐿 𝐶 𝐿 𝜎 𝐶 𝐿 𝐾 𝐶 𝜆
Servo 25 90 10−5 100 20 120 10−6 65 0.8 10−4 200 40 5 × 10−5 1.5
Auto MPG 20 40 10−4 50 15 100 10−4 100 0.3 10−2 200 80 10−3 0.8
Body fat 20 100 10−2 50 15 100 10−3 160 0.1 10−1 100 25 10−2 1.1
Concrete 120 185 2 × 10−4 200 80 200 10−7 200 0.6 5 × 10−6 500 140 10−5 0.6
Housing 40 180 2 × 10−4 200 30 200 10−5 200 0.8 10−3 500 150 10−3 0.5
Yacht 90 185 2 × 10−5 200 60 200 10−9 195 0.4 10−7 500 145 10−8 0.3
Airfoil 130 200 2 × 10−4 200 85 180 10−9 150 0.4 10−7 500 140 10−8 1.0
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1.5
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SE

2 4 6 80 10
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Figure 3: Sinc function regression results with different outliers noises.
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Figure 4: Regression results with different parameters: (a) 𝐿; (b) 1/𝐶; (c) 𝐾; (d) 𝜆.
4.3. Sensitivity of Parameters. We analyze the sensitivity of
the parameters 𝐿, 𝐾, 𝐶, and 𝜆 of KRSLMP-ELM in this
subsection. For illustration, we use the regression results
obtained by the Servo data set as an example. For each
parameter, its sensitivity is tested by fixing the remaining
parameters as the ones used in Table 4. Then, the testing
RMSEs are recorded as criteria for performance comparison.
The results of the regression performance are demonstrated
in Figure 4.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a robust matching pursuit based ELM algo-
rithm, called the kernel risk-sensitive loss based matching
pursuit extreme learningmachine (KRSLMP-ELM), has been
developed. Kernel risk-sensitive loss (KRSL) is a nonlinear
similarity measure defined in kernel space, and it can achieve
better performance than the conventional MSE criterion

when dealing with non-Gaussian and nonlinear problems.
Incorporating the KRSL into the existing orthogonal match-
ing pursuit algorithm, we developed an improved KRSLMP-
ELM algorithm, which is more robust than the OMP-ELM
method. Comparisons with several existing state-of-the-art
algorithms have also been provided to validate the superiority
of the proposed KRSLMP-ELM algorithm.
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Table 5: Training and testing RMSEs for different data sets.

Data sets
ELM RELM OMP-ELM ORELM ELM-RCC KRSLMP-ELM

Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing
RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE

Servo
0.0745 0.1189 0.0583 0.1044 0.0727 0.1134 0.0849 0.1036 0.0749 0.1034 0.0841 0.1017± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
0.0133 0.0228 0.0105 0.0189 0.0123 0.0181 0.0174 0.0211 0.0117 0.0171 0.0115 0.0176

Auto MPG
0.0689 0.0785 0.0627 0.0765 0.0676 0.0777 0.0705 0.0764 0.0683 0.0757 0.0632 0.0749± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
0.0049 0.0053 0.0044 0.0043 0.0044 0.0045 0.0047 0.0052 0.0042 0.0045 0.0043 0.0045

Body fat
0.0237 0.0340 0.0196 0.0278 0.0218 0.0313 0.0253 0.0233 0.0240 0.0236 0.0252 0.0239± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
0.0073 0.0060 0.0076 0.0062 0.0076 0.0059 0.0118 0.0119 0.0093 0.0087 0.0097 0.0095

Concrete
0.0615 0.1001 0.0732 0.0925 0.0654 0.0981 0.0668 0.0929 0.0557 0.0882 0.0542 0.0864± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
0.0025 0.0125 0.0022 0.0041 0.0026 0.0101 0.0026 0.0069 0.0018 0.0077 0.0018 0.0067

Housing
0.0736 0.0990 0.0443 0.0897 0.0644 0.0935 0.0576 0.0899 0.0453 0.0874 0.0503 0.0849± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
0.0053 0.0094 0.0041 0.0136 0.0048 0.0108 0.0061 0.0160 0.0039 0.0129 0.0040 0.0114

Yacht
0.0041 0.0583 0.0300 0.0483 0.0154 0.0437 0.0189 0.0373 0.0126 0.0320 0.0060 0.0250± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
0.0004 0.1374 0.0002 0.0064 0.0014 0.0134 0.0013 0.0073 0.0008 0.0063 0.0005 0.0099

Airfoil
0.0664 0.0967 0.0925 0.0991 0.0731 0.0968 0.0806 0.0951 0.0740 0.0907 0.0635 0.0882± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
0.0020 0.0130 0.0021 0.0023 0.0024 0.0105 0.0023 0.0052 0.0021 0.0061 0.0021 0.0068

U1613219) andNational Natural Science Foundation of China
(no. 91648208 and no. 61372152).
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Cloud computing as a powerful technology of performing massive-scale and complex computing plays an important role in
implementing geological information services. In the era of big data, data are being collected at an unprecedented scale. Therefore,
to ensure successful data processing and analysis in cloud-enabled geological information services (CEGIS), we must address the
challenging and time-demanding task of big data processing. This review starts by elaborating the system architecture and the
requirements for big data management. This is followed by the analysis of the application requirements and technical challenges
of big data management for CEGIS in China. This review also presents the application development opportunities and technical
trends of big data management in CEGIS, including collection and preprocessing, storage and management, analysis and mining,
parallel computing based cloud platform, and technology applications.

1. Introduction

In the era of big data, the data-driven modeling method
enables us to exploit the potential of massive amount of
geological data easily [1–3]. In particular, by mining the
data scientifically, one can offer new services that bring
higher values to customers. Furthermore, it is now possible
to implement the transition from digital geology to intelli-
gent geology by integrating multiple systems in geological
research through the use of big data and other technologies
[4].

The application of geological cloud makes it possible
to fully utilize structured and unstructured data, including
geology, minerals, geophysics, geochemistry, remote sens-
ing, terrain, topography, vegetation, architecture, hydrology,
disasters, and other digitally geological data distributed in
every place on the surface of the earth [4, 5]. Moreover,
the geological cloud will enable the integration of data
collection, resource integration, data transmission, informa-
tion extraction, and knowledge mining, which will pave
the way for the transition from data to information, from

information to knowledge, and from knowledge to wisdom.
In addition, it provides data analysis, mining, organization,
and management services for the scientific management of
land resources, prospecting breakthrough strategic action
and social services, while conducting multilevel, multiangle,
and multiobjective demonstration applications on geological
data for government decision-making, scientific research,
and public services [5].

Big data technologies are bringing unprecedented oppor-
tunities and challenges to various application areas, especially
to geological information processing [2, 6, 7]. Under these
circumstances, there are some advancements achieved in the
development of this area [8, 9]. Furthermore, from various
disciplines of science and engineering, there has been a
growing interest in this research field related to geological
data generated in the geological information services (GIS).
We analyze the number of those documents indexed in “Web
of Science” [10]. In Figures 1 and 2, we can easily find that, in
the past ten years, the number of those documents in which
“geological data” is in the “Title” and in the “Topic” are both
increasing, respectively. Hence, the analysis for geological
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Figure 1: The trend of the number of documents in which “geolog-
ical data” is in the “Title” from 2007 to 2016.
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Figure 2: The trend of the number of documents in which
“geological data” is in the “Topic” from 2007 to 2016.

data in GIS is an interesting and important research topic
currently.

Considering the development status of cloud-enabled
geological information services (CEGIS) and the applica-
tion requirements of big data management analysis, this
article describes the significant impact and revolution on
GIS brought by the advancement of big data technologies.
Furthermore, this article outlines the future application
development and technology development trend of big data
management analysis in CEGIS.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we provide a review on CEGIS, with an
emphasis on the descriptions for the system architecture and
those requirements from big data management. Then, the
challenges for big data management in CEGIS are presented
in Section 3. Furthermore, the key technologies and trends
on big data management in CEGIS are analyzed in Section 4.
Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Review on Cloud-Enabled Geological
Information Services

The construction of geological cloud differs from the current
big data analysis based on Internet and Internet of Things
(IoT). Having a deep understanding of data characteristics is
necessary to collect, process, analyze, and interpret data in

different fields, because the nature and types of data vary in
different fields and in different problems. Geology is a data
intensive science and geological data are characterized with
multisource heterogeneity, spatiotemporal variation, correla-
tion, uncertainty, fuzziness, and nonlinearity. Therefore, the
geological cloud has a certain degree of confidentiality and
it is highly domain-specific; meanwhile, it is developed on
the basis of a large amount of geological data accumulated
over a long period of time [5, 11]. There are many real-time
data generated from some issues like geological disasters and
geological environment. The geological cloud includes core
basic data, which can be divided into three parts: existing
structured database, some unstructured data, and public
application data. Therefore, it is important to take good
advantage of the existing traditional structured data, use the
big data technologies to deal with the relevant unstructured
data, and also consider the peripheral public data.

Geological big data are multidimensional, and they
consist of both structured and unstructured data [12]. The
technical methods of big data analysis differ greatly from
those of professional databases. Long-term geological survey,
geological study, and years of geological information accu-
mulation have formed a rich andprofessional database, which
is an important fundamental assurance for land and resources
science management, geological survey, and geological infor-
mation public service [13]. This “professional cloud” objec-
tively requires the technology research and development,
such as construction of professional local area network,
data sharing platform, and geological big data visualization
services.Hence, the construction of geological cloud is closely
related to land resource management, deployment decision,
and the application demand of public service. The key tech-
nologies of research and development include the following:
unstructured data extraction andmining analysis, structured
and unstructured data mixed storage and management, big
data sharing platform, data transmission, and visualization
[11].

Generally, the construction of geological cloud is a long-
term systematic project. This means that it is required to
follow the basic principles of “standing on the reality, focusing
on the future” and “focusing on the long-term and overall
situation, embarking on the current and local situation,” in
order to achieve the analysis and application of geological
cloud public data and core data gradually in accordance with
the technical route of big data analysis; thus the construction
of geological cloud will be implemented eventually. For the
earth, the land and resources management should cover
many respects, including human behavior, climate change,
development and utilization of various resources, natural
disasters, environmental pollution, and the ecosystem cycle.
Then, the introduction of big data technologies can integrate
this type of resource information to provide the ability of
uniformly dealing with the problems related to the entire
earth information resources, which has a significant effect on
the strategic planning of land and resources management [3].

The geological cloud is an important part in the science
system for geological data research. The ultimate goal for
developing geological cloud is to better describe and under-
stand the complex earth system and geological framework,
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Figure 3: The system architecture of geological cloud.

provide the scientific basis for the description of the land
surface and the biodiversity characteristics of the earth, and
improve the ability to deal with complex social problems.

2.1. System Architecture. Because the business service func-
tions of each country are different, the system architecture of
the geological cloud would vary. In the following, we present
a system architecture in Figure 3 [14], using China as an
example.

The geological cloud combines the geological survey
Intranet and the geological survey Extranet. It enables the
sharing and management of computing resources, storage
resources, network resources, software resources, and geolog-
ical data resources [15].

Geological cloud can be summarized with the following
characteristics [14].

(i) “One Platform: The Geological Cloud Management
Platform.” It uniformly manages computing
resources, storage resources, network resources,
software resources, and geological data resources.

(ii) “Two Networks: The Geological Survey Intranet and
the Geological Survey Extranet.” Here, the Intranet is
constructed by creating a network that is physically
isolated from the Internet. The Intranet is developed
on the basis of the existing geological survey network
and each node is linked through a dedicated line or
bare fiber. All of the internal business management
systems, software systems, and data are deployed
on the Internet, providing services to 28 local units
and those users of more than 350 geological survey
projects. Facilitated by the public geological survey
network, the geological survey business management
system, geological data information service system,
and public geological data can be deployed on the
Extranet accessed by the general public. The com-
munication between the Intranet and the Extranet,

including data exchange and audit, can be carried out
by single-directional light gate.

(iii) “One Main Node and Three Domain-Specific Nodes.”
One main node is constructed in China Geologi-
cal Survey Development Research Center. In addi-
tion, three domain-specific nodes—namely, marine
node, geological environment node, and aviation geo-
physical exploration and remote sensing node—are
constructed, respectively. Each node is configured
with the corresponding servers, storage equipment,
network equipment, management platform, large-
scale specialized data processing software system and
various customized applications. Each node would
store huge amounts of geological data and conform
to current data security standards. The master node
and the domain-specific nodes are linked via optical
fibers.Themaster node will consist of 200 computing
nodes with 3 PB storage capacity andwill be equipped
with some geological data processing software system.
The master node will be hosted in a medium-sized
supercomputing center and it will provide support for
the three-dimensional seismic exploration data pro-
cessing and other large-scale computing. The three
domain-specific nodes are to maintain their scale in
the near future to facilitate reasonable scheduling and
efficient utilization of information resources and data
resources.

On the Extranet, it deploys a system for geological
survey business management and auxiliary decision-making.
The system provides a real-time tracking and management
function for geological survey projects and various resources.

Main users of the geological cloud include institutional
users, geological survey project users, and the general public
users. The institutional users can store the current geological
database and newly collected data in the geological cloud
through the geological survey business network and can
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obtain the geological data of other institutions from the cloud
as needed. The geological survey project users can access
the cloud geological background data through 4G or satellite
lines and can collect data through data the collection system.

2.2. Requirement from Big Data Management. The construc-
tion of geological cloud must meet customer demand. Big
data technologies are then used as the means to implement
the geological cloud.

The types and quantity of geological data have been
continuously growing over the years. Geological data include
all kinds of electronic documents, structured, semistruc-
tured, and unstructured data, such as various databases (map
database, spatial database, and attribute database), pictures,
tables, video, and audio. Generally speaking, those important
data may be buried in the massive data without the guidance
for requirements. Hence, the first step is to understand the
user requirements and then gain the capability of large-scale
data processing. This is followed by data mining, algorithm,
and analysis, which will ultimately generate value. Big data
technologies in the field of geography must meet different
needs from people at different levels, including the public
demand of the geologic data services and professional data
demand for geological research institutions, as well as related
enterprises and government departments [16].

On the basis of big data analysis technologies, a complete
data link is formed connecting data, information, knowledge,

and service, through the use of advanced cloud computing
system, IoT, and big data processing flow. It is shown in
Figure 4 [5].

3. Challenges for Big Data
Management in Cloud-Enabled
Geological Information Services

Geological big data are generated regarding various layers of
the earth, the history of the conformation and evolution of
the earth, and the material composition of the earth and its
changes. It also involves the exploration and utilization of
mineral resources. In the current geological work, the collec-
tion, mining, processing, analysis, and utilization of various
complex type data are closely related to those general big data.
The “4V” characteristics of big data—namely, Volume, Veloc-
ity, Variety, and Veracity—also apply to geological big data.

3.1. Volume. Currently, there is no consensus on the size of
geological data. Geological big data are a collection of data,
including geology, minerals, remote sensing, geophysical
exploration, geochemical exploration, surveying, and map-
ping, which are interconnected and integrated. In terms of the
number of mines, there are at least 70000 in China, and some
official documents and popular science books indicate that
there are more than 200000 deposits and minerals that have
been found.The information is huge and cannot be processed
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using conventional tools. For example, an Excel spreadsheet
cannot contain all the information of 70000 mining areas.
Then, it is difficult to classify and rank the 200000 mines, so
it is necessary to rely on the concepts and technologies of big
data [17].

Especially in recent years, images, video, and other types
of data have emerged on a large scale. With the application
of 3D scanning and other devices, the data volume has
been increasing exponentially. The ability to describe the
data is more and more powerful, and the data are gradually
approximated to the real world. In addition, the large amount
of data is also reflected in the aspect that the methods and
ideas used by people to deal with data have undergone
a fundamental change. In the early days, people used the
sampling method to process and analyze data in order to
approximate the objective with a small number of subsample
data. With the development of technologies, the number of
samples gradually approaches the overall data. Using all the
data can lead to a higher accuracy, which can explain things
in more detail [18].

Recently, the China geological survey system has built
databases including regional geological database (cover-
ing the 1 : 2500000, 1 : 1000000, 1 : 500000, 1 : 250000, and
1 : 200000 regional geological map; the national 1 : 200000
natural sand; the isotope geological dating; and the lithos-
tratigraphic unit database), basic geological database (cov-
ering the national rock property database and national geo-
logical working degree database), mineral resources database
(covering the national mineral resources, the national min-
eral resources utilization survey mining resources reserves
verification results, the national survey of large andmedium-
sized mines, the prospect of mineral resources, the survey of
the resources potential of major solid mineral resources in
China, and the geological and mineral resources database),
oil and gas energy database (covering the oil and gas basins
in China, the geological survey results of the national oil
and gas resources, the national petroleum and geophysical
exploration, national shale gas, national coal bed methane,
national natural gas hydrate, and other databases), geophys-
ical database (covering 1 : 1 million, 1 : 500000, 1 : 250000,
1 : 200000, and 1 : 50000 gravity, national regional grav-
ity, national aeromagnetism, national ground magnetism,
national electrical survey, seismic survey, national aviation
radioactivity, and national logging database), geochemi-
cal database (covering the databases of national 1 : 250000
and 1 : 20 geochemical exploration, national multiobjective
geochemical and national land quality evaluation results),
remote sensing survey database (covering national aeronau-
tical remote sensing image, China resources satellite data,
space remote sensing image, national mine environmental
remote sensing monitoring, national high score satellite, and
other databases), drilling database (covering the national
geological borehole information, the national important
geological borehole, the Chinese mainland scientific drilling
core scanning image library, and so on), hydraulic cycle
hazards database, data literature database, special subject
database (covering the national mineral resources poten-
tial evaluation database, the important mineral “three-rate”
investigation and evaluation database), work management

database (covering the national exploration right, mining
right, mining right verification, geological informationmeta-
data database, and many others) [17].

For those databases, they are still expanding and con-
summating, and their practical values have not yet been
fully reflected. However, the vast majority of researchers are
virtually impossible to have all of the above data, at most,
using their own accumulated data. Anyway, even if their
accumulated data, both on the quantity and on type, is incom-
parable by 10 years and 20 years ago, they are, in fact, in the era
of the “relatively big data.” From 1999 to 2004, for example,
in “the Chinese mineralization system and regional metalor-
ganic evaluation” project, although there are 202 national
academic experts that participated in it, they only master
data of 4500 properties (all kinds of minerals). From 2006 to
2013, the study of “national important mineral and regional
mineralization laws” was conducted; meanwhile, the mining
area covered only by the mineral resources research institute
was 30600. Therefore, the increase of information and the
amount of data are unprecedented in the last ten years.

3.2. Variety. From the formal point of view, the geological big
data have many characteristics, including multidimensional-
ity, multiscale, and multitenses. And they contain structured,
semistructured, and unstructured data and usually are stored
in forms of text, graphics, images, databases (including image
database, spatial database, and attribute database), tables,
videos, and audios in a fragmented state. For example, a
large number of field outcrop description data, borehole
core description data, and all kinds of geological survey,
exploration report, and a large number of geological maps,
drawings, and photos were stored and managed in the form
of paper for a long time; even the numerous relational
databases and spatial databases were primarily used to store
andmanage structured data that are tabulated and vectorized,
while the text descriptions, records, and summaries were
directly stored. Very few standardized processing and struc-
tural transformations were performed. Furthermore, there is
no tool available to effectively integrate storage and manage
structured, semistructured, and unstructured data.

3.3. Velocity. The increase of geological data is very fast,
especially in remote sensing geology, aviation geophysical
exploration, regional geochemical exploration, and other
fields, due to the introduction of new technologies and
new methods. Meanwhile, high speed processing is also a
characteristic of big data. In addition to the need of analyzing
data in real time, people also need to describe the results
of data mining and processing through the use of several
data processing techniques, such as image and video, while
requiring effective and efficient handling skills. For example,
the detection of the deep earth information not only needs
to obtain parameters of the seismic wave reflection and
refraction but also needs to conduct quick processing, so as
to timely predict whether earthquake will occur and forecast
the time, location, and intensity. In this way, we can avoid
the disaster effectively. When applying a variety of data to
a particular mountain, one should learn which ones have
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spatial limitations and which are not related to spatiality,
so that one deduces the metallogenic law and guides the
prospecting better [17].

3.4. Veracity. For the understanding of the value of big data,
most people consider it low value density. It means that the
real useful information in the vast amount of data is very little.
Taking video as an example, the useful data may be only a
second or two in the continuous monitoring process. While
big data is high value, it does not need to be invested too
much; just collecting information from the Internet can bring
business value. Therefore, big data has the characteristics
of low value density and high business value. The same is
true for geological big data. So far, there has been a lot of
information about geophysical prospecting, but only a few
have been confirmed, and the discoveredmines were less. But
once a breakthrough was made, its socioeconomic value was
enormous, such as the lithium polymetallic deposit in Tibet
and the newly discovered Jima copper polymetallic deposit in
the outskirts of Sichuan [17].

In addition, the spatial attribute and temporal attribute of
geological data also bring a big challenge to data accuracy.
Any geological data have spatial attribute, and their values
are reflected in the spatial law of distribution of mineral
resources. For this reason, in the process of establishing
the metallogenic series, exploring the metallogenic law, and
constructing the mathematical model, the spatial attribute
of the metallogenic model should be considered. Obviously,
every metallogenic series has its spatial attribute. Geological
data also has the time attribute, which is very different from
physical, chemical, and other natural sciences. One of the
fundamental pillars of geology is the geological time scale.
The rocks, strata, and deposits of different geological periods
have different distribution characteristics and regularity, so
those data have their own time attribute.

It is obvious that those characteristics of geological big
data mentioned above impose very challenging obstacles
to the data management in CEGIS. The challenges related
to geological big data management can be summarized as
follows:

(i) It is quite difficult to describe and model geological
big data, since there are few effective characteris-
tics description mechanisms and object modeling
approaches under the cloud computing environment.

(ii) There remain many technical issues that must be
addressed to fully manage, mine, analyze, integrate,
and share those geological big data, in consideration
of those complex characteristics, including multi-
source heterogeneous data, highly spatiotemporal
variation, high-volume and high-correlation data,
and many others.

(iii) Many issues appear in achieving decision support,
such as data incompleteness, data uncertainty, and
high-dimensionality of data.

The broad range of challenges described here make good
topics for research within the field of big data management in
CEGIS. They are analyzed in the next section.

4. Key Technologies and Trends on Big Data
Management in Cloud-Enabled Geological
Information Service (CEGIS)

With the rapid advancement of big data technologies, some
key technologies are accordingly developed for big data
management in CEGIS. Specifically, a schematic diagram of
those key technologies is shown in Figure 5. Then, in this
section we present an analysis on those key technologies.
Meanwhile, the trends along this direction are also discussed.

4.1. Geological BigDataCollection andPreprocessing. Geolog-
ical big data collection and preprocessing aim to categorize
those geological big data obtained from geological data,
geological information, and geological literature.

4.1.1. Geological Data Collection Access. In addition to the
traditional collection ways, it is also required to carry out
large-scale network information access and provide real-
time, high concurrency, and fast web content acquisition,
combining with the application characteristics in the cloud
environment. Currently, considering that the growth rate of
geological information generated from the network is very
fast, the big data analysis system should obtain relevant data
quickly.

4.1.2. Quality and Usability Characteristics of Geological Data.
It needs to distinguish and identify valuable information
through intelligent discovery and management technologies.
Because the information value density contained in different
data sources differs from each other, filtering out the useless
or low-value data source can effectively reduce the data stor-
age and processing costs. Then, it can also further improve
the efficiency and accuracy of analysis.

4.1.3. Geological Data Entity Recognition Model. According
to the subject domain of geology, the distributed data are
extracted to form a data warehouse, after conducting the
operation of processing and integration. When extracting
data in the field of geology, it needs to use entity modeling
method to abstract entities from the vast numbers of data,
so as to find out the relationship between those entities. This
approach ensures that the data used in warehouse data can
be consistent and relevant in accordance with the data model
[19].These recognized data are directly input into the system,
stored asmetadata, which could be used for datamanagement
and analysis.

4.1.4. Aggregation of Geological Big Data. Generally, dif-
ferent data sources and even the same data source may
generate data with different formats. As mentioned above,
because these structural, semistructured, and unstructured
multimodal geological big data are integrated together, the
data heterogeneity is obvious in big data analysis. Then,
data aggregation as the key technology in achieving data
extraction and transformation [20] enables data sharing and
data fusion between heterogeneous data sources. Through
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the use of heterogeneous information aggregation technolo-
gies, the unified data retrieval and data presentation could
be achieved. On the basis of it, after aggregating those
distributed heterogeneous data sources, they are extracted
and converted to achieve the functions of automatically
constructing subject domain database and data warehouse
[21].

4.1.5. Management of Geological Big Data Evolution Tracking
Records. In order to effectively utilize geological big data, it
needs to track the evolution of big data during the whole life
cycle of GIS, with the purpose of achieving the traceable big
data management.

Here, we provide an example of aggregating and collect-
ing geological big data in CEGIS. Figure 6 illustrates this
process. While developing CEGIS, all kinds of geological
data should be processed. Through the use of geological
cloud, big data are collected, and then they are aggregated to
achieve some key functions in geological information service
platform, including catalog sharing, intelligent searching,
data products release, and collaborative service.

4.2. Geological Big Data Storage and Management. From
the data collection perspective, geological data can be
divided into field survey data, drilling and engineering explo-
ration data, remote detection data, analytical test data, and
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Figure 6: An example of aggregating and collecting geological big data in CEGIS.

comprehensive study data. From the angle of comprehensive
application fields, they can be also divided into regionally
geological survey data, energy and mineral resources evalu-
ation and exploration survey results data, geological disaster
monitoring and early warning data, geological environment
survey and evaluation results data, and marine geological
survey and evaluation data. From the data formality point
of view, they can be divided into picture data, text report
data, tabular data, and image data. These data are collected
by different units.

Facing these complex geological big data mentioned
above, the traditional relational database will be difficult to
handle them,while the distributed storage system can be used
to store such huge amounts of data and manage them. Then,
the data system places the massive data in many machines,
which avoids such limitation of storage capacity, and also
bringsmany problems that have not occurred before in stand-
alone systems. Hence, some distributed data storage solutions
have accordingly emerged, including Hadoop, Spark, and
other nonrelational database systems (like HBase,MongoDB,
and many others) [22]. These different solutions satisfy
the specific requirements from different applications. When
applying to the analysis of big data, different solutions can
be employed according to the specific needs of different
intelligence analysis. Furthermore, different solutions can be
combined to meet specific needs. Actually, there have been
some attempts to develop combination strategies for dis-
tributed storage model, varying in the big data management
performance requirement, and the complexity of collected
big data that are supported by the distributed storage system
[23]. Hence, there is still a room for improvement and
optimization of geological big data storage, while designing

a hybrid distributed storage model through the use of cloud
advantages of flexibly scalable deployment, to meet the users’
requirement for geological big data resource management
with satisfactory data durability and high availability [23].

Here, the hot research topics include the following:

(i) For geological applications, the load optimization
storage should be implemented to achieve the cou-
pling for data storage and application and the cou-
pling for distributed file system and the new storage
system.

(ii) Based on the application characteristics of distributed
databases, more studies could be conducted on the
application of new databases NoSQL and NewSQL in
geological survey work.

With the development of big data technologies, more and
more mature distributed data storage solutions will emerge
and will be applied to big data analysis [24, 25].

Specifically, in the management of geological big data,
the implementation of data query—for example, spatial
query—has been a long-term focus. Generally, considering
those advantages with unifiedmodeling language (UML) and
computer-aided software engineering (CASE) methodology,
the spatial database could be accordingly designed and
implemented to characterize and realize the object-oriented
spatial vector big data firstly [26]. And then, in the developed
spatial database, the function of self-generating codes would
be achieved to realize two-way spatial query between graphic-
objects and property data [26]. Moreover, in consideration of
the complex characteristics of geological big data, the spatial
query is achieved finally through the use of Flex technology in
ArcGIS Server software platform [27]. Practically speaking,
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in this technology, the spatial query could be implemented
through two functions, including “Query” and “Find” query
methods [28].

4.3. Geological BigDataAnalysis andMining. In terms of geo-
logical data analysis and mining, it needs to combine geolog-
ical data, geological information, and geological literatures,
through the analysis of geological application demand of
real-time mining, to explore geological big data environment
analysis and mining algorithm, in an effort to fully achieve
the goal of intelligent mining for geological big data.

Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of discovering geo-
logical knowledge through analyzing and mining geological
big data. It can be easily found that geological big data analysis
andmining play an important role in achieving the final goal.
More relevant research work related to it mainly involves the
following aspects.

4.3.1. Geological Big Data Analysis. Considering the special
applications, geological big data technologies would apply big
data concepts to analyze the metallogenic rules by making
full use of various data related to ore, to recognize deposit
metallogenic series, to summarize the metallogenic regulari-
ties and express in an appropriate way (like voice, image, and
many others), and to establish the scientifically mathematical
model. The model then uses new exploration data to predict
future data and to guide geological prospecting.

In addition, it is necessary to pay special attention to
the analysis of new geological big data information collected
from social medium and networks [29]. These include the
geological text information flow data from microblog web
sites, the geological multimedia data from media sharing
web sites, the geology-related user interaction data on social
networking web sites, and many others [30]. These mul-
tisource data complement traditional big data. Specifically,
such data should be addressed with the help of multilingual
information processing, multilingual machine translation,
and social network cross-language retrieval [31]. Big data
analysis of such data is a key to deep use of geological data in
a broader dimension. With the maturity of big data analysis
technologies, it becomes possible to analyze and extract
valuable information from these data [32] and to provide
effective solutions for geological big data applications.

4.3.2. Geological Big Data Mining. Data mining is to extract
the unknown and useful knowledge and information from
themassivemultilevel spatiotemporal data and attribute data,
using statistics, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence,
set theory, fuzzy mathematics, cloud computing, machine
learning, visualization, and relevant techniques andmethods.
Data mining could reveal the relationship and evolution
trend behind the geological big data, achieve the automatic
or semiautomatic acquisition of the new knowledge, and
provide the decision basis for resource prediction, prospect-
ing, environmental assessment, and disaster prevention and
mitigation [33].Therefore, the knowledge is obtained directly
from known geological data to provide relevant decision
support [34]. In consideration of the amount of data, it may

deal with terabytes or even petabytes of data, as well as
multidimensional data, all kinds of noise data and dynamic
data. Because data mining algorithms will directly influence
the outcome of the discovered knowledge, selecting the most
appropriate algorithms and parallel computing strategy is the
key to data mining.

Effective data mining also could reduce manual inter-
vention during information processing and make use of
methods and tools of big data intelligent analysis [35, 36].
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the geological
big datamining through the use of some novel computational
intelligent methods—for example, rough set [37] and fuzzy
aggregation [38]. Moreover, with the development of those
neural network based machine learning algorithms in recent
years, some popular methods, including extreme learning
machine [39, 40], approximate dynamic programming [41],
and kernel learning [42], could be used to further improve
mining effectiveness for geological big data in the future.

4.4. Highly Performable Big Data Cloud Computing Platform.
Highly performable big data cloud computing platform is the
foundation for big data analysis. It enables parallel computing
for large-scale incremental real-time data and large-scale
heterogeneous data [43–46].

With the advent of massive data storage solution,
many big data distributed computing frameworks have
been proposed. Among them, Hadoop, MapReduce, Spark,
and Storm are the most important distributed computing
frameworks. These frameworks have different characteristics
and solve different problems in applications [47–50]. The
Hadoop/MapReduce is often used for offline complex big
data processing, the Spark is often employed in offline fast
big data processing, and the Storm is often available for
real-time online big data processing. Different computing
frameworks have their different advantages and disadvan-
tages. Hadoop/MapReduce is easy to program, and it is with
satisfactory scalability and fault tolerance. In addition, it is
suitable for offline processing of massive data with petabyte
level, but it does not support real-time computation and flow
calculation. Spark is a memory-based iterative computing
framework. By placing intermediate data in memory, Spark
can achieve higher iterative calculation performance. The
programming model of Spark is more flexible than that
of Hadoop/MapReduce, but Spark is not suitable for those
applications in which the fine-grained updates are conducted
asynchronously. Hence, Spark may be unavailable for those
application models that require incremental changes. Storm
is suitable for stream data processing. It can be used to handle
a stream of incoming messages and can write the processed
result to a specified storage device. Anothermajor application
of Storm is real-time data processing where data are not
necessary to be written into storage devices, which usually
results in low time delay. Hence, Storm is particularly suitable
for scenarios where real-time online analysis is required to
obtain results for big data analysis.

An application example is geological big data aggregation
mining framework based on Hadoop [16]. Geological big
data aggregation mining platform research is based on the
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of discovering geological knowledge through analyzing and mining geological big data.

China geological survey data network, and it uses theHadoop
technology to improve andmodify existing platform, tomake
it suitable for big data applications, and to provide a platform
for the pilot applications.The geological survey grid platform
can be updated in three layers—that is, the virtual layer,
the computing layer, and the terminal application layer. The
virtual layer is the virtualization of computer resources based
on Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) virtualization
technology, which is the foundation of cloud computing and
cloud services. The computing layer mainly uses MapReduce
method to implement the analysis algorithms for geological
big data. Currently, the geological big data technologies
mainly use the block calculation strategy to achieve parallel
analysis through the utilization of the characteristics of
Hadoop, in an effort to speed up the analysis and processing
of geological data. The terminal application layer is designed
to display the results and receive user feedback to improve
system availability.

MapReduce has been used to performmorphological cor-
relation analysis, which involves the analysis of geochemical
data processing and the study of the correlation betweenmul-
tielements. Figure 8 shows the pattern correlation between
elements. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the elements of
Mn, Co, and Be are similar in the distribution ofmorphology.
Therefore, from a qualitative point of view, the correlation
is relatively high. Moreover, after testing, the proposed
prototype system is running three times more quickly than
the existing common computing platform, showing that the
geological big data is applicable to the Hadoop platform.
Furthermore, some applications of using MapReduce could
be found in [51].

4.5. Applications of Geological Big Data Technologies

4.5.1. Exploration of Metallogenic Law. Themetallogenic law
is the human regular knowledge of the temporal and spatial
distribution of mineral resources, and its cognitive level,
ability, and scope are all related to the size of data, the type
of data, and the way of data processing. Therefore, to deduce
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Figure 8: Correlation among three element morphologies.

the metallogenic law, it is necessary to fully understand the
massive data about spatial distribution, reserves and produc-
tion in mineral origin, the geological structure of the mineral
origin, and related geological survey data. Then, it is to
conduct the regular speculation and objectivity expression of
these geological big data, so that one can identify the essential
reasons for the distribution of mineral origin. Actually, using
geological big data technologies could help to translate data
into new understanding or knowledge and help to guide the
future geological prospecting work.

4.5.2. Smart Prospecting. The types of deposits vary, and
the formation of them is related to certain geological back-
grounds and geological effects, respectively. The geological
backgrounds include tectonic unit and stratigraphic unit,
deep upper mantle and lithosphere conditions, and paleo-
geography and palaeoclimate environment on the surface of
the earth. Geological effects include tectonism, magmatism,
sedimentation, metamorphism, and weathering. Theses geo-
logic backgrounds and effects in the wide range of space,
and in the long geologic history, are a dynamic change
and repeated stack, and large deposits can be formed only
in a variety of favourable conditions. Long-term scien-
tific research and experience accumulation formed mineral
deposit and mineralization prediction subject. Professionals
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are guided by certain theories and methods to adopt quanti-
tative or qualitative methods to predict prospecting with the
existing knowledge and experience.

However, in viewof the difficulties of geological data shar-
ing and the limitations of calculation tools and calculation
methods,most of the known deposits in the past are indepen-
dent of each other. In the future, we can use geological data
to connect several adjacent deposit exploration data, conduct
unified analysis and specialized processing, determine the
“digital” characteristics of the distribution of metallogenic
materials, find out metallogenic potential, delineate the
abnormal area and prospective area, and promote geological
prospecting. Furthermore, geological data informatization
and standardization could be improved [52].

4.5.3. Service of People’s Livelihood Geology. After entering
the 21st century, geological work is more closely related
to economic development, and geological work plays an
important role in every aspect of social and economic life.
Agricultural geology, urban geology, environmental geology,
tourism geology, disaster geology, and other works have been
strengthened, and the service area has also been expanded
[53]. Meanwhile, the public demand for geological informa-
tion is increasingly urgent [54].

In order to meet the social demand for geological data,
China Geological Survey carried out the construction of
geological cloud, which built cluster geologic data service
system with the National Geological Information Center
and the Provincial Geological Information Center as the
backbone nodes, conducted the integration of data resources,
and applied the GIS cloud technology, in order to obtain
large-scale computing ability and solve those key problems,
such as the distributed storage, processing, query, interop-
erability, and virtualization of massive spatial data [5, 13].
Recently, in China, Shandong Provincial Bureau of Geology
and Mineral Resources also carried out the construction of
“the application system of geological business based on e-
government cloud platform.” It mainly relies on the public
service cloud platform of the e-government in Shandong
province and constructs the government external network
service system and Internet service system to achieve the
unified management and information service of the mineral
resource. Using technical methods of spatial analysis, big
data mining, and three-dimensional geological model, it
develops a basic system framework for geological mining
services, featured by “a (cloud) platform, a (data) center,
and many application systems,” to improve the ability of the
people’s livelihood geological service, promote interaction
with the public, realize socialization services, and promote
the clustering and industrialization of the mineral resources
information services.

4.5.4. Application of Knowledge Visualization Service. With
the continuous development of web technology, human
beings have experienced the “Web 1.0” era, which is charac-
terized by document interconnection, and “Web 2.0”, which
is characterized by data interconnection, and are moving
towards the new “Web 3.0” era based on the interconnected

knowledge of the entity. Due to the continuous release of
user-generated content and linking open data on the Internet,
people need to explore knowledge interconnection methods
which both conform to the development of the network
information resources and meet users’ requirements from
a new perspective according to the knowledge organization
principles in the large data environment, to reveal human
cognition on a deeper level [55].

In this context, knowledge graph (KG) was formally put
forward by Google inMay 2012, and its goal is to improve the
search results and describe the various entities and concepts
that exist in the real world and the relationship between these
entities and concepts. KG is a great choice to select the essence
and discard the dross, as well as the sublimation of the present
semantic web technology. In recent years, the applications of
KG have been increasing rapidly, and there is now a mature
method used to draw a KG and conduct intelligent searching
research based on KG [34]. However, the function of KG
has not been fully implemented at present, especially for the
specific object of geological big data; the application aspect
still needs to be further strengthened. Along this direction,
the visualization service for geological data in the web-based
system is attracting more and more attention [56, 57].

5. Conclusion

Big data technologies make it possible to process massive
amount of unstructured and semistructured geological data.
And the geological cloud enables us to explore the application
of demand-driven geological core data and to extract new
information from unstructured data, while supporting the
decision-making in land resources management. Thus, the
geological cloud could effectively organize and use geological
big data, to mine the data scientifically, with the purpose
of producing higher value and achieving the corresponding
service.

In the architecture of geological cloud, this article
describes the application background of CEGIS and the
demands from big data management. Furthermore, we elab-
orate the application requirements and challenges faced in
big data management technologies. Then, more analyses are
provided from four aspects, including data size, data type,
data processing speed, and data processing accuracy, respec-
tively. In addition, this article outlines the research status and
technology development opportunities of big data related in
CEGIS, from the perspectives of big data acquisition and pre-
processing, big data storage andmanagement, big data analy-
sis andmining, highly performable big data cloud computing
platform, and big data technology applications.With the con-
tinuous development of big data technologies in addressing
those challenges related to geological big data, such as the
difficulties of describing and modeling geological big data
with some complex characteristics, CEGIS will move towards
a more mature and more intelligent direction in the future.
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Graph pattern matching is widely used in big data applications. However, real-world graphs are usually huge and dynamic. A small
change in the data graph or pattern graph could cause serious computing cost. Incremental graph matching algorithms can avoid
recomputing on the whole graph and reduce the computing cost when the data graph or the pattern graph is updated. The existing
incremental algorithm PGC IncGPM can effectively reduce matching time when no more than half edges of the pattern graph are
updated. However, as the number of changed edges increases, the improvement of PGC IncGPM gradually decreases. To solve this
problem, an improved algorithm iDeltaP IncGPM is developed in this paper. For multiple insertions (resp., deletions) on pattern
graphs, iDeltaP IncGPM determines the nodes’ matching state detection sequence and processes them together. Experimental
results show that iDeltaP IncGPM has higher efficiency and wider application range than PGC IncGPM.

1. Introduction

Graph pattern matching is to find all the subgraphs that are
the same or similar to a given pattern graph 𝑃 in a data graph
𝐺. It is widely used in a number of applications, for example,
web document classification, software plagiarism detection,
and protein structure detection [1–3].

With the rapid development of Internet, huge amounts
of graph data emerge every day. For example, the Linked
Open Data Project, which aims to connect data across the
Web, has published 149 billion triples until 2017 [4]. In
addition, real-world graphs are dynamic [5]. It is often cost-
prohibitive to recomputematches starting from scratch when
𝐺 or 𝑃 is updated. An incremental matching algorithm is
needed, which aims to minimize unnecessary recomputation
by analyzing and computing the changes of matching result
in response to updates Δ𝐺 (resp., Δ𝑃) to 𝐺 (resp., 𝑃).

For example, Figure 1(a) is a pattern graph 𝑃 and
Figure 1(b) is a data graph 𝐺. The subgraph which is
composed of A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, and the edges between them
(for simplicity, denoted as {A1,B1,C1,D1,E1}) is the only
matching subgraph. Assuming that (B, E) and (C, D) are

removed from the pattern graph, the traditional recomputing
algorithm will compute the matches for the new pattern
graph on the whole data graph. It is time consuming. The
incremental algorithm will just check a part of nodes in G,
that is, B2,B3,C2,C3,A2, and A3, and add new matching
subgraphs ({A2,B2,C2,D2,E2}, {A3,B3,C3,D3,E3}) to the
original matching result.

At present, the study of incremental graph patternmatch-
ing is still in its infancy and existing work [6–12] mainly
focuses on the updates of data graphs. In our previous
study, we proposed an incremental graphmatching algorithm
named PGC IncGPM, which can be used in scenarios where
data graphs are constant and pattern graphs are updated
[13]. PGC IncGPM can effectively reduce the runtime of
graph matching as long as the number of changed edges is
less than the number of unchanged edges in 𝑃. However,
the improvement effect of PGC IncGPM gradually decreases
as the number of changed edges increases. In this paper,
the bottleneck of PGC IncGPM is further analyzed. An
optimization method of nodes’ matching state detection
sequence is proposed, and a more efficient algorithm called
iDeltaP IncGPM is designed and implemented.
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Figure 1: An example of incremental graph pattern matching.

Using Figure 1 as an example, suppose (B, E) and (C, D)
are deleted from the pattern graph. PGC IncGPM algorithm
will first consider the deletion of (B, E), that is, checking B2,
A2, B3, and A3, and then consider the deletion of (C, D), that
is, checking C2, B2, A2, C3, B3, and A3. Thus B2, A2, B3, and
A3 are all checked twice. iDeltaP IncGPM considers the two
deletions together; C2, B2, A2, C3, B3, and A3 are all checked
only once.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, related work is reviewed.Themodel and definition
are described in Section 3. In Section 4, our algorithm is
presented. Section 5 is experimental results and comparison,
and Section 6 presents the conclusion.

2. Related Work

We surveyed related work in two categories: graph pattern
matching models and incremental algorithms for graph
matching on massive graphs.

Graph pattern matching is typically defined in terms
of subgraph isomorphism [14, 15]. However, subgraph iso-
morphism is an NP-complete problem [16]. In addition,
subgraph isomorphism is often too restrictive because it
requires that the matching subgraphs have exactly the same
topology as the pattern graph. These hinder its applicability
in emerging applications such as social networks and crime
detection. Thus, graph simulation [17] and its extensions
[18–22] are adopted for pattern matching. Graph simulation
preserves the labels and the child relationship of a graph
pattern in its match. In practical applications, graph sim-
ulation is so loosely that it may produce a large number
of useless matches, which can flood useful information.
Dual simulation [18] enhances graph simulation by imposing
an additional condition, to preserve both child and parent
relationships (downward and upward mappings). Due to the
good balance and high practical value of dual simulation in
response time and effectiveness, graph pattern matching is
defined as dual simulation in this paper.

At present, the study of incremental graph patternmatch-
ing is still in its infancy; existing work [6–12] mainly focuses
on the updates of data graphs. Fan et al. proposed the
incremental graph simulation algorithm IncMatch [6, 7]. Sun
et al. studied the Maximal Clique Enumeration problem on

dynamic graph [8]. Stotz et al. studied incremental inexact
subgraph isomorphic problem [9].Wang and Chen proposed
an incremental approximation graph matching algorithm,
which transformed the approximate subgraph search into
vector space relation detection [10]. When inserting or
deleting on the data graph, the vectors of relevant nodes are
modified and whether the new vectors still contain the vector
of the pattern graph is rechecked. Choudhury et al. developed
a fast matching system StreamWorks for dynamic graphs [11].
The system can real-time detect suspicious pattern graphs
and early warn high-risk data transfer modes on constantly
updated network graphs. Semertzidis and Pitoura proposed
an approach to find the most durable matches of an input
graph pattern on graphs that evolve over time [12]. In [13],
an incremental graph matching algorithm was proposed for
updates of pattern graphs.

In big data era [23], graph computing is widely used in
different fields such as social networks [24], sensor networks
[25, 26], internet-of-things [27, 28], and cellular networks
[29]. Therefore, there is urgent demand for improving the
performance of big graphprocessing, especially graphpattern
matching.

3. Model and Definition

For graph pattern matching, pattern graphs and data graphs
are directed graphs with labels. Each node in graphs has a
unique label, which defines the attitude of the node (such as
keywords, skills, class, name, and company).

Definition 1 (graph). A node-labeled directed graph (or
simply a graph) is defined as 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝐿), where 𝑉 is a finite
set of nodes, 𝐸 ⊆ 𝑉 × 𝑉 is a finite set of edges, and 𝐿 is a
function that map each node 𝑢 in 𝑉 to a label 𝐿(𝑢); that is,
𝐿(𝑢) is the attribute of 𝑢.

Definition 2 (graph patternmatching). Given a pattern graph
𝑃 = (𝑉𝑝, 𝐸𝑝, 𝐿𝑝) and a data graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸, 𝐿), 𝑃matches 𝑄
if there is a binary relation 𝑅 ⊆ 𝑉𝑝 × 𝑉, such that

(1) if (𝑢, V) ∈ 𝑅, then 𝐿𝑝(𝑢) = 𝐿(V);
(2) ∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑉𝑝, there exists a node V in𝐺 such that (𝑢, V) ∈ 𝑅

and (a) ∀(𝑢, 𝑢) ∈ 𝐸𝑝, there exists an edge (V, V) ∈ 𝐸
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such that (𝑢, V) ∈ 𝑅; (b) ∀(𝑢, 𝑢) ∈ 𝐸𝑝, there exists
an edge (V, V) ∈ 𝐸 such that (𝑢, V) ∈ 𝑅.

Condition (2)(a) ensures that the matching node V keeps
the child relationship of 𝑢; condition (2)(b) ensures that V
maintains the parent relationship of 𝑢.

For any 𝑃 and 𝐺, there exists a unique maximum
matching relation 𝑅𝑀. Graph pattern matching is to find 𝑅𝑀,
and the result graph 𝐺𝑟 is a subgraph of 𝐺 that can represent
𝑅𝑀.

Considering a real-life example, a recruiter wants to find a
professional software development team from social network.
Figure 2(a) is the basic organization graph of a software
development team. The team consists of the following staffs
with identity: projectmanager (PM), database engineer (DB),
software architecture (SA), business process analyst (BA),
user interface designers (UD), software developer (SD), and
software tester (ST). Each node in the graph represents a
person, and the label of node means the identity of person.
The edge from node A to node B means that B works well
under the supervision of A. A social network is shown in
Figure 2(b). In this example, 𝑅𝑀 is {(DB, DB1), (PM, PM1),
(SA, SA1), (BA, BA1), (UD, UD1), (SD, SD1), (SD, SD2), (ST,
ST1), (ST, ST2)}. Because BA2 does not have a child matching
UD and SA2 does not have a parent matching DB, PM2 does
not keep the child relationship of PM. For the same reason,
SD3 (resp., ST3) does not match SD (resp., ST).

Definition 3 (incremental graph pattern matching for pattern
graph changing). Given a data graph 𝐺 and a pattern graph
𝑃, the matching result in𝐺 for 𝑃 is𝑀(𝑃,𝐺). Assuming that 𝑃
changes Δ𝑃, the new pattern graph is expressed as 𝑃⊕Δ𝑃. As
opposed to batch algorithms that recomputematches starting
from scratch, an incremental graphmatching algorithm aims
to find changes ofΔ𝑀 to𝑀(𝑃,𝐺) in response toΔ𝑃 such that
𝑀(𝑃 ⊕ Δ𝑃, 𝐺) = 𝑀(𝑃, 𝐺) ⊕ Δ𝑀.

When Δ𝑃 is small, Δ𝑀 is usually small as well, and it is
much less costly to compute than to recompute the entire set
of matches. In other words, this suggests that we compute
matches once on the entire graph via a batch-matching
algorithm and then incrementally identify new matches in
response toΔ𝑃without paying the cost of the high complexity
of graph pattern matching.

In order to get Δ𝑀 quickly, indexes can be prebuilt based
on the selected data features of graphs to reduce the search
space during incremental matching. The more indexes, the
shorter the time to get Δ𝑀 and the larger the space to
store indexes. For large-scale data graphs, both response time
and storage cost are needed to be reduced. Considering the
balance of storage cost and response time, in this paper, three
kinds of sets generated in the process of graph matching are
used as index. (1) First are candidate matching sets cand(⋅);
for each node 𝑢 in 𝑃, cand(u) includes all the nodes in 𝐺
which only have the same label with 𝑢. The nodes in cand(⋅)
are called c-nodes. (2) The second are child matching sets
sim(⋅); for each node 𝑢 in𝑃, sim(u) includes all the nodes in𝐺
which preserve the child relationship of 𝑢.The nodes in sim(⋅)
are called s-nodes. (3) The third are complete matching sets
mat(⋅); for each node 𝑢 in 𝑃,mat(u) includes all the nodes in

𝐺 which preserve both the child and parent relationship of 𝑢.
The nodes inmat(⋅) are calledm-nodes.

The symbols used in this paper are shown in Notions
Section.

4. iDeltaP_IncGPM Algorithm

In this section, we propose the improved incremental graph
pattern matching algorithm for pattern graph changing
(Δ𝑃).

4.1. The Idea of PGC IncGPM Algorithm. The basic frame-
work of PGC IncGPM [13] is shown in Figure 3.

The graph pattern matching algorithm (GPMS) is first
performed on the entire data graph 𝐺 for the pattern graph
𝑃. It computes the matching result graph 𝐺𝑟 and creates the
index needed for subsequent incremental matching. Δ𝑃may
include edge insertions (𝐸+) and edge deletions (𝐸−). Incre-
mental graph patternmatching algorithmPGC IncGPMfirst
calls the subalgorithm AddEdges for 𝐸+ to get 𝐺𝑟 and index

and then calls the subalgorithm SubEdges for 𝐸− to get 𝐺𝑟
and index. 𝐺𝑟 is the new matching result 𝑀(𝑃 ⊕ Δ𝑃,𝐺),
and index is the new index that can be used for subsequent
incremental matching if the pattern graph changes again.

Edge insertions (resp., edge deletions) in Δ𝑃 are pro-
cessed one by one by AddEdges (resp., SubEdges). For
example, when deletingmultiple edges from𝑃, the processing
of PGC IncGPM is as follows.

In the first step, the following operations are performed
for each deleted edge (𝑢, 𝑢): for each V ∈ 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢), whether V
keeps the child relationship of𝑢 in𝑃⊕Δ𝑃 is checked. If V keeps
the child relationship of u, then V is removed from cand(u) to
sim(u) and the parents of V in cand(⋅) are also processed.

In the second step, each node in sim(⋅) is repeatedly fil-
tered according to its parents and children; the new generated
m-nodes are added tomat(⋅).

In the first step, when deleting (𝑢, 𝑢) from P, some nodes
in cand(u) and cand(𝑢) (𝑢 is an ancestor of 𝑢) may change
from c-nodes to s-nodes. So when a c-node becomes an s-
node, a bottom-up approach is used to find its parents and
ancestors from cand(⋅). If (𝑢1, 𝑢1) and (𝑢2, 𝑢


2) are deleted,

and 𝑢1 and 𝑢2 have a common ancestor 𝑢, then cand(𝑢)
will be visited twice. In summary, there is a bottleneck of
PGC IncGPM for multiple deleted edges. There is the same
problem for multiple inserted edges.

4.2. Optimization for Matching State Detection Sequence.
Since PGC IncGPM deals with edge insertions (resp., dele-
tions) one by one, the efficiency of it gradually decreases as
the number of changed edges increases. To overcome the
bottleneck of PGC IncGPM, multiple edge insertions (resp.,
deletions) should be considered together. In this paper, the
optimization method for nodes’ matching state detection
sequence is proposed. The optimization can be applied to
both insertions and deletions on 𝑃.

Taking SubEdges as an example, the optimizationmethod
is as follows.
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Figure 3: Basic framework of PGC IncGPM algorithm.

First, analyze all edges deleted from𝑃 to determine which
nodes’ candidate matching sets may change. If cand(u) may
change, then 𝑢 is added to 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟− set.

Secondly, 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟− is sorted by the inverse topolog-
ical sequence of 𝑃. There may be some strong connected
components in 𝑃. In this case, we first find out all the
strong connected components in Pand, then, converge each
strong connected component into a node to get a directed
acyclic graph 𝑃 and find the inverse topological sequence
of 𝑃; finally, we replace the strong connected component
convergence node with the original node set. Thus, the
approximate inverse topological sequence of 𝑃 is obtained.

Finally, for each 𝑢 in filtorder−, cand(𝑢) is processed in
turn. Depending on whether there is a deleted edge from 𝑢,
two different filtering methods are used: (1) if 𝑢 has at least
one out-edge to be deleted, then each node in cand(𝑢) is likely
to keep the child relationship of 𝑢 now. So whether they keep
the child relationship of 𝑢 should be checked; (2) if 𝑢 does not
have an out-edge be deleted, then only part of the nodes in
cand(𝑢) are needed to be checked. That is, a node in cand(𝑢)
will be checked only if it has at least one child which changes
from c-node to s-node.

The visited times of some candidate matching sets can be
reduced through the above optimization.

4.3. iDeltaP IncGPM Algorithm. Based on the optimization
method proposed in Section 4.2, iDeltaP IncGPM is pro-
posed. It uses the optimized method for both multiple
inserted edges and multiple deleted edges. The optimization
algorithm for edge deletions is shown in Algorithm 1. In
Algorithm 1, 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠− contains all the nodes which have out-
edge deleted. For a node 𝑢 in 𝑃, if the changes of 𝑃 may

result in some nodes in cand(𝑢) becoming s-nodes, then 𝑢 ∈
𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟−. 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟− is sorted by the inverse topological
sequence of 𝑃 (lines (1)–(5)). If 𝑢 has an out-edge removed,
that is, 𝑢 ∈ nodes−, then all the nodes in cand(𝑢) need to
be checked whether they keep the child relationship of u
(lines (7)–(12)). If 𝑢 ∈ filtorder− and 𝑢 is not in nodes−,
then only part of nodes in cand(𝑢) are checked. That is, if
𝑤 has a child 𝑤 and 𝑤 is moved from cand(𝑢) to sim(𝑢)
(𝑤 ∈ 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑢)), then whether 𝑤 is still an s-node will be
checked (lines (14)–(20)).

Here we use an example to illustrate the implementation
process of PGC IncGPM and iDeltaP IncGPM. The pattern
graph𝑃 is shown in Figure 4, assuming that (E, H), (G, I), and
(C, G) are deleted from P.

Theprocess of PGC IncGPM is as follows. (1) the deletion
of (E, H) is processed, and each 𝑤 in cand(E) is checked
whether it keeps the child relationship of 𝑢 in 𝑃 ⊕ Δ𝑃. If 𝑤
keeps the child relationship of 𝑢, then its parents founded
from cand(B) (resp., cand(C)) are checked. If these nodes
keep the child relationship of B (resp., C), then they are
removed to sim(B) (resp., sim(C)). After that, their parents
founded from cand(A) are checked; (2) the deletion of (G,
I) is processed, and the nodes in cand(G), cand(C), cand(D),
and cand(A) are checked in turn; (3) the deletion of (C, G) is
processed, and the nodes in cand(C) and cand(A) are checked
in turn. From the above steps, it can be seen that cand(C) and
cand(A) are visited three times, cand(G), cand(D), cand(E),
and cand(B) are visited once.

The process of iDeltaP IncGPM is as follows: because of
the deletion of (E, H), (G, I), and (C, G), some nodes in
cand(E), cand(G), cand(C), cand(B), cand(D), and cand(A)
may become s-nodes. The nodes in cand(⋅) are checked by
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(1) 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠− = Φ; 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟− = Φ;
(2) for each deleted edge 𝑒 = (𝑢, 𝑢)do
(3) 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠− = 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠− ∪ {𝑢};
(4) 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟− = 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟− ∪ {𝑢 and all ancestor nodes of 𝑢};
(5) sort 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟− according to the inverse topological of 𝑃;
(6) for each node 𝑢 in 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟− do
(7) if 𝑢 ∈ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠− then
(8) for each 𝑤 ∈ 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢) do
(9) check if 𝑤 keeps the child relationship of 𝑢;
(10) if 𝑤 keeps the child relationship of 𝑢 then
(11) 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢) = 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢) ∪ {𝑤}; 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢) = 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢)\{𝑤};
(12) 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑢) = 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑢) ∪ {𝑤};
(13) else
(14) for each 𝑤 ∈ 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢) do
(15) if there exist 𝑤 which is a child of 𝑤 such that (𝑢, 𝑢)∈ 𝐸𝑝, 𝑤

 ∈ 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑢) then
(16) check if 𝑤 keeps the child relationship of 𝑢;
(17) if 𝑤 keeps the child relationship of 𝑢 then
(18) 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢) = 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢) ∪ {𝑤};
(19) 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢) = 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢)\{𝑤};
(20) 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑢) = 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑢) ∪ {𝑤};
(21) repeatly filter 𝑠𝑖𝑚(⋅) according to the parent and child relationships of nodes in the

subgraph constructed by 𝑠𝑖𝑚(⋅) to get added𝑚𝑎𝑡(⋅) and updated 𝑠𝑖𝑚(⋅) and 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(⋅);

Algorithm 1: iDeltaP IncGPM for edge deletions.
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Figure 4: An example for pattern graph changing.

the order {G, E, D, C, B, A}. That is, the nodes in cand(G)
are checked first, and the nodes in cand(A) are checked
at last. E, G, and C all have out-edges deleted, so all the
nodes in their candidate matching sets are checked. For the
nodes in cand(B), cand(D), and cand(A), only if they have a
child changing from c-node to s-node, they will be checked.
Therefore, cand(C), cand(D), cand(A), cand(G), cand(E), and
cand(B) are only visited once. In other words, the optimized
scheme reduces the visited times of cand(⋅).

For multiple edges inserted to the pattern graph, the
similar optimization method is adopted. nodes+ contains all
the source nodes of inserted edges. If some nodes in sim(𝑢)
may become c-nodes because of edge insertions, then 𝑢 is
in filtorder+. filtorder+ is ordered by the reverse topological
sequence of the pattern graph. nodes+ and filtorder+ are used
to reduce the visited times of sim(⋅) andmat(⋅).

5. Experiments and Results Analysis

The following experiments evaluate our proposed algorithm.
Runtime is used as a key assessment of algorithms. In
addition, in order to show the effectiveness of incremental
algorithms visually, improvement ratio (IR) is proposed,
which is the ratio of runtime saved by incremental matching
algorithms to the runtime of ReComputing algorithm. Two
real data sets (Epinions and Slashdot [30]) are used for
experiments. The former is a trust network with 75879 nodes
and 508837 edges. The latter is a social network with 82168
nodes and 948464 edges. In previous work, we experimented
with normal size and large size pattern graphs, respectively,
and the results show that the complexity and effectiveness of
incrementalmatching algorithm are not affected by the size of
pattern graph.Therefore, in this paper, by default, the number
of nodes in P (|𝑉𝑝|) is 9, the original number of edges in P
(|𝐸𝑝|) is 8 (resp., 16) for insertions (resp., deletions) and 9 for
both insertions and deletions.

In order to evaluate the improvement of our proposed
algorithm, iDeltaP IncGPM, PGC IncGPM, andReComput-
ing are all performed on Epinions and Slashdot under dif-
ferent settings. Each experiment was performed 5 times with
different pattern graphs, and the average results are reported
here. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5. The
histogram represents the runtime of algorithm, and the line
chart represents the improvement ratio of iDeltaP IncGPM
and PGC IncGPM to ReComputing.

Figure 5(a) (resp., Figure 5(b)) shows the runtime of
three algorithms over Epionions (resp., Slashdot) for inser-
tions on pattern graphs. The 𝑋-axis represents the num-
ber of insertions on P, “+2” represents that two edges
are inserted to P, “+4” represents four edges are inserted
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Figure 5: The runtime of different algorithms when pattern graph changed.

to P, and so on. The figure tells us the following: (a)
when insertions are no more than 10, the runtime of
PGC IncGPM and iDeltaP IncGPM is significantly shorter
than that of ReComputing, and iDeltaP IncGPM has the
shortest runtime; (b) when insertions are 12 (new inserted
edges account for 60% of the edges in 𝑃 ⊕ Δ𝑃), the runtime
of PGC IncGPM is longer than that of ReComputing, while
iDeltaP IncGPM still gets the shortest runtime; (c) the
improvement ratio of iDeltaP IncGPM and PGC IncGPM
decreases with the increase of edge insertion, but the decrease
of iDeltaP IncGPM is smaller. The more inserted edges, the
better iDeltaP IncGPM than PGC IncGPM. When 12 edges
are inserted to 𝑃, the IR of iDeltaP IncGPM is 40% on
average, and the IR of PGC IncGPM is 33% on average.
Therefore, iDeltaP IncGPM is better than PGC IncGPM.The

reason is that PGC IncGPM processes the inserted edges one
by one. Therefore, as insertion increases, its runtime grows
almost linearly. However, iDeltaP IncGPM integrates all the
inserted edges, analyzes whichmatching sets are affected, and
processes them in the appropriate order. This will prevent
some matching sets to be processed repeatedly, which will
shorten the running time.

Figure 5(c) (resp., Figure 5(d)) shows the runtime of three
algorithms over Epionions (resp., Slashdot) for deletions on
pattern graph.The𝑋-axis represents the number of deletions
on 𝑃, “−2” represents that two edges are deleted from 𝑃, “−4”
represents four edges are deleted from 𝑃, and so on. It can be
seen that (a) when deletion changes from 2 to 12, the runtime
of all three algorithms increases, and iDeltaP IncGPMalways
has the shortest runtime; (b) as the deletion increases, the IR
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of PGC IncGPM decreases and the IR of iDeltaP IncGPM
slowly increases. For 12 deletions, the IR of PGC IncGPM
decreases to 7% on average, while the IR of iDeltaP IncGPM
increases to 78% on average. The reason is that as the
deletion increases, the runtime of ReComputing increases
dramatically, while the runtime of iDeltaP IncGPM increases
a little. iDeltaP IncGPM is better than PGC IncGPMbecause
it compositely processes deleted edges and its runtime does
not increase linearly as the number of deleted edges increases.

Figure 5(e) (resp., Figure 5(f)) shows the runtime of
three algorithms over Epionions (resp., Slashdot) for both
insertions and deletions on pattern graph. The 𝑋-axis
represents the number of insertions and deletions on P,
“+2−2” means that two edges are inserted to 𝑃 and the other
two edges are removed from 𝑃, and so on. As shown in the
figure, iDeltaP IncGPM always has shorter runtime than the
others do.

In conclusion, iDeltaP IncGPM effectively improves the
efficiency of PGC IncGPM through the optimization strat-
egy. For the same Δ𝑃, the runtime of iDeltaP IncGPM
is shorter, and as |Δ𝑃| increases, the runtime increases
less; the decrease of IR is also more moderate. Therefore,
iDeltaP IncGPM can be applied to larger changes of the
pattern graph, and it has a wider range of applications.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze PGC IncGPM to find its effi-
ciency bottleneck and propose a more efficient incremental
matching algorithm iDeltaP IncGPM. Multiple insertions
(resp., deletions) are considered together and the optimiza-
tion method for nodes’ matching state detection sequence
is used. Experimental results on real data sets show that
iDeltaP IncGPM has higher efficiency and wider application
range than PGC IncGPM.

Next, we will study the distributed incremental graph
matching algorithm. Real-life graphs grow rapidly in size
and hyper-massive data graphs cannot be centrally stored in
one data center and need to be distributed across multiple
data centers. It is very worthy studying how to make efficient
incremental matching on distributed large graphs.

Notations

𝑃/𝐺: Pattern graph/data graph
𝑢/𝑢: Nodes in 𝑃
V/V: Nodes in 𝐺
Δ𝑃: Changes of 𝑃
Δ𝐺: Changes of 𝐺
𝑃 ⊕ Δ𝑃: New pattern graph
𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢): Nodes in 𝐺 that have same label with 𝑢 but

do not keep child relationship of 𝑢
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢): Nodes in 𝐺 that only keep child

relationship of 𝑢
𝑚𝑎𝑡(𝑢): Nodes in 𝐺 that keep child and parent

relationships of 𝑢
index: The sets including 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢), 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢) and

𝑚𝑎𝑡(𝑢)

𝑐/𝑠/𝑚-𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒: V in 𝐺 such that
V ∈ 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑢)/𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢)/𝑚𝑎𝑡(𝑢)

𝑀(𝑃, 𝐺): The maximummatch in 𝐺 for 𝑃
𝐺𝑟: The result graph, a subgraph represents

𝑀(𝑃,𝐺).
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Shortest path problem has been a classic issue. Even more so difficulties remain involving large data environment. Current
research on shortest path problem mainly focuses on seeking the shortest path from a starting point to the destination, with both
vertices already given; but the researches of shortest path on a limited time and limited nodes passing through are few, yet such
problem could not be more common in real life. In this paper we propose several time-dependent optimization algorithms for this
problem. In regard to traditional backtracking and different node compressionmethods, we first propose an improved backtracking
algorithm for one condition in big data environment and three types of optimization algorithms based on node compression
involving large data, in order to realize the path selection from the starting point through a given set of nodes to reach the end
within a limited time. Consequently, problems involving different data volume and complexity of network structure can be solved
with the appropriate algorithm adopted.

1. Introduction

The single source shortest path problems in graph theory are
very typical questions that enjoy wide applications in real
life, such as network routing path selection, vehicle naviga-
tion, and travel routes. The classic algorithm to solve such
problems is Dijkstra’s Algorithm [1] proposed by Dijkstra in
1959 and a lot of researchers focus on this research area [2–
4]. However, Dijkstra fails to solve problems where routes
are required to go from the starting point, pass the specified
intermediate node, and finally reach the destination—far
more practical problems exemplified as follows:(1) “Postman problem”: the postman starts from the post
office, sends letters to residents, and returns home, where we
need to find the postman a shortest path within a given time.(2) “Limited time problem”: within a limited time,
activities designed for staff members who tracked con-
sent using depth sensors were proposed and they were
carefully reminded of noncompliant activities [5], and a
collaborative smartphone task model is proposed, which
is called Collaboration-Based Intelligent Perception Task
Model (CMST) [6].

(3) “Traveler problem”: calculate a travel route for the
traveler within the specified time, who needs to go from a
designated location, pass a designated scenery spot, and visit
a given place. The total distance should be the shortest or the
total expense should be the lowest [7, 8].(4) “Compression problem”: a new compression method
for large data environment is proposed, which can effectively
reduce the data compression of single nodes and ensure the
quality of data [9]. Due to the large amount of web service
data, a data-driven scheme is based on kernel least mean
squares (KLMS) algorithm [10]. In order to compress the
input to further improve the learning effect, a new QKLMS
is based on entropy-guided learning [11].(5) “Network routing problem”: find an efficient routing
algorithm to solve the problem of path optimization of
wireless sensor network, considering the influences of some
practical factors such as the consumption of the energy of the
nodes and recovery time of routing [12–14].(6) “Laguerre neural network” [15]: it intends to propose
a novel automatic learning scheme to improve the tracking
efficiency while maintaining or improving the data tracking
accuracy. A core strategy in the proposed scheme is the design
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of Laguerre neural network- (LaNN-) based approximate
dynamic programming (ADP).(7) “Energy of the sensor nodes” [16]: a novel prediction-
based data fusion scheme using grey model (GM) and
optimally pruned extreme learning machine (OP-ELM) is
proposed. The proposed data fusion scheme called GM-OP-
ELMuses a dual predictionmechanism to keep the prediction
data series at the sink node and sensor node synchronous.

These problems can be summarized as one graph theory
problem; that is, in a weighted directed graph, a route
goes from a starting point, passes through the designated
intermediate node, and reaches a destination. It is required to
find valid paths within a specified time, calculate the weight
of these paths, and select a path with the lowest weight as the
final result.

To solve this kind of problems, we may traverse the
whole graph and find a shortest path, although theoretically
this traversal algorithm will eventually sort out the optimal
solution; however the time complexity remains high. In view
of this, this paper proposes a node compression routing algo-
rithmwith considered time limits.The study pays attention to
node compression and applies useful information obtained
in path finding to search conditions, readjusting the order
of subnodes and other methods as well. Additionally, the
high time complexity in traditional algorithm is improved,
offering an effective solution to this type of problem.

2. Problem Description

2.1. Mathematical Model of the Problem. Given a weighted
graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) where 𝑉 = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛} is the vertex set, 𝐸 ={𝑒𝑖𝑗 = (𝑖, 𝑗) | 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗} is the edge set. 𝑑𝑖𝑗 (𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗)
is the weight of vertexes 𝑖 to 𝑗, where 𝑑𝑖𝑗 > 0 and 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ̸= ∞;
while 𝑑𝑖𝑗 and 𝑑𝑗𝑖 may be unequal, 𝑉 = {1, 2, . . . , 𝑛} ∈ 𝑉.
We need to find the sequence 𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, . . . , 𝑎𝑛} within a
given time, where 𝑠 is starting point and 𝑡 is the destination,𝑠, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑉 and 𝑠, 𝑡 do not belong to 𝑉, all of the elements in 𝑉
must appear in sequence 𝐴, making the sum of the weights
of all edges of the path formed in sequence 𝐴 minimal, and
loop is not allowed in any path. The mathematical model of
the problem is defined as follows.

Under the condition of Time = 𝑡, solvemin𝐶 = ∑𝑖 ̸=𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝑗×𝑋𝑖𝑗, in order to define the starting point 𝑠 and the destination𝑡 and make sure that there’s only one in-edge and out-edge
on each vertex except the edges of starting point and the
destination paths; we make the following constraints:

𝑋𝑖𝑗 = { 1, edge 𝑒𝑖𝑗 is along the result path
0, edge 𝑒𝑖𝑗 is out of the result path, (1)

where 𝑋𝑖𝑗 is an integer of 0 or 1, 1 represents edge 𝑒𝑖𝑗 on the
result path, and 0 represents edge 𝑒𝑖𝑗 out of the result path,
and𝑋𝑖𝑗 is used to calculate the weight of the resulting path.

∑
𝑖 ̸=𝑗

𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 1, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, (2)

where 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗 means that the result path cannot contain the
edges that the starting node and the end node are the same

node, which means the point in the intermediate node set on
the result path can only occur once and must occur once.

∑𝑋𝑠𝑗 = 1, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑗 ̸= 𝑠. (3)

The formula defines an edge that begins with the starting
nodes which should appear in the result path, and the starting
node in the edge cannot be the end node.

∑𝑋𝑗𝑠 = 0, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑗 ̸= 𝑠. (4)

The formula restricts that the starting node 𝑠 can only be
the starting node in an edge, and it cannot be any other kind
of nodes, such as end node or intermediate nodes.

∑𝑋𝑖𝑡 = 1, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑖 ̸= 𝑡. (5)

The formula restricts that the result path must have an
edge endedwith the end node 𝑡, whichmeans the edge cannot
start with the end point 𝑡.

∑𝑋𝑡𝑖 = 0, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑖 ̸= 𝑡. (6)

The formula restricts that the resulting path cannot con-
tain the edge beginning with the end node 𝑡; that is, the end
node 𝑡 can only be used as the final node on the resulting path.

∑
𝑖,𝑗∈𝑉

𝑋𝑖𝑗 = |𝐴| . (7)

This formula defines the number of edges on the resulting
pathwhich can be the number of nodesminus one; that is, the
resulting path cannot appear with unrelated edges and loops.

For the convenience of subsequent description, the fol-
lowing two definitions are given.

Definition 1 (key nodes). The nodes in𝑉 include othermust-
pass nodes except starting point 𝑠 and destination 𝑡.
Definition 2 (free nodes). All other nodes except the key
nodes are included.

2.2. Simple Example. In the weighted graph 𝐺 shown in
Figure 1, four nodes can be found, namely, 0, 1, 2, and 3;
therefore 𝑉 = {0, 1, 2, 3}, and there are seven edges 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6, so 𝐸 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, where the weight of
the edge is {𝑑01 = 1, 𝑑02 = 2, 𝑑03 = 1, 𝑑21 = 3, 𝑑31 =1, 𝑑23 = 1, 𝑑32 = 1}. To find a path from 0 to 1 via vertexes
2 and 3, we have 𝑉 = {2, 3}. Two paths can be found to solve
this problem: 0→2→3→1 and 0→3→2→1. Since the weight
of edges on the first route is 4, and the weight of the other is
5, the optimal solution should be 0→2→3→1.
3. Improved Backtracking Algorithm: IBA

If using the backtracking method to solve this problem,
theoretically, we can have the optimal solution and of course
other solutions. However, the backtracking method does not
effectively use information constructed in the search process
or the optimal solution to lay a foundation for optimiza-
tion condition of the next-step search. In this section, an
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Figure 1: A simple example of the problem.

improved backtracking method (OPT-Backtrack Algorithm)
is proposed based on traditional backtracking method. The
new IBA retrieves known information and valid results from
the previous search and adds them up to the next search rules
before searching from other nodes. In this way, the search
method and algorithms can be improved, since existing
information and possible results are taken into consideration
for a higher search efficiency.

The addition rule in the improved backtracking algorithm
is shown below.

Rule 1. If the next node happens to be the destination, yet the
current path has not gone through every must-pass node in
the node set, the path will track back and begin searching for
the next node.This rule avoids the generation ofmany invalid
solutions thus improving the algorithm efficiency.

Rule 2. If the current path weight and the weight of the edge
to the next node is greater than or equal to the minimum
weight of the available solution, the path will track back and
continue searching for the next node. If current path has been
found whose current weight and the weight of edge to the
next node is nomore than the existingweight, then there is no
need to search for the next node, because initially the problem
is to find the smallest possible weight of the path.

Rule 3. For those nondestination nodes with zero child
nodes, we should avoid entering the search. If a node is
not destination and has no child nodes, the path shall not
continue; therefore, it is not necessary to search at such nodes
or rather they can be simply deleted from the graph.

The key pseudocode of the improved backtracking algo-
rithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

4. Node Compression Based Search Algorithm

Although search efficiency can be enhanced by the improved
backtracking algorithm to a certain degree, the negative
complexity of the improved backtracking method will also
increase as scale of the graph and solution domain expand.

Improved-Backtrack (𝐺)(1) node=start(2) while usedtime< 𝑡 &&
(node!=end && !𝐴 ∈ nodes)(3) nodes.add(node)(4) record information include
route and weigths(5) for 𝑖 = 1 to children.length(6) add search rule(7) Improvedacktrack (children[𝑖])(8) if result !=null-𝐵(9) return result and weight(10) else(11) return NA

Algorithm 1: The key pseudocode of the improved backtracking
algorithm.

To reduce algorithm complexity, this paper proposes a new
algorithm, node compression based search algorithm:NCSA.

As the scale of graph increases, paths will expand accord-
ingly. The same problem would be finding a path from a
start point, reaching an intermediate node halfway and finally
the destination. To reduce the algorithm complexity, we may
preprocess the graph. The method is to compress the total
number of nodes, remove useless nodes and low-value path
fragments, and then save the only paths that are necessary
to simplify the entire graph; the goal is to compress solution
domain and ultimately improve search efficiency.

4.1. Node Compression Algorithm (NCA). The algorithm is
applicable to the following circumstance: If a node is relatively
remote which only reaches one other node, that is, a node
followed only by one child node, in this case, the search will
follow down the only child node route and will repeat this
wherever there is such a node during the searching process.
What we want to do is to avoid the simple and repeated
calculations in this kind of situation.

Solution to this problem is Node CompressionAlgorithm
(NCA).NCA records the paths through the above-mentioned
nodes when the algorithm is applied for the first time andwill
remove the nodes but retain the path information; therefore,
when the next search continues at this node, only stored path
information will be used to avoid duplicated counting. As a
result, the total number of nodes is compressed and reduced,
making it easier to search for a better solution.

The process is shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, node 1 is followed by the only child node

2, the weight from nodes 1 to 2 is 2, marked as path 1; the
compression process means transferring node 1 information
to node 2 so that node 2 becomes the direct child node of node
0. If compressed, the weight from nodes 0 to 2 is 3, and path
from nodes 0 to 2 is “0 | 1.” This means node 1 is removed
while the path information fromnodes 1 to 2 is retained solely
in node 2. When the next search algorithm reaches node 0,
information retained in node 2 can be used directly without
going back to node 1. So the number of nodes is reduced and
the path will not be searched again.
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Figure 2: The basic idea of compression search algorithm.

4.2. Complete Compression Algorithm: CCA. Since Node
Compression Algorithm (NCA) is used mainly to solve free
nodes with only one child node, if such nodes are many
in the graph, the algorithm efficiency will be significantly
improved. However, if the scale of such nodes is limited, the
basic compression algorithm will take less or no effect, which
limits the effectiveness of compression search algorithm.

In view of the problem of NCA, this paper proposes a
more efficient compression strategy, which compresses all
free nodes in the graph to reduce the complexity of the graph,
improving the search efficiency.

The problem is finding a noncircle path from the starting
node to the destination node while passing through the
intermediate node sets so that the weights of the edges on
paths are as small as possible. When the reachability of nodes
is complex, there will be many more possible paths to reach
nodes of one and another. Since the problem requires that
intermediate node set 𝑉 be passed and, within the set, there
aremultiple reachable paths between nodes, yet only one path
will be selected within the set as one fragment of the final
solution, therefore, we should find out all reachable paths
while saving the path with the smallest weight. As the search
algorithm reaches a corresponding node, the valid path will
be retrieved from the stored information while the original
nodes on the path can be removed from the graph, reducing
useless nodes and repetitive counting.With this compression
method, only the starting point, destination, the intermediate
node set, and their interconnected path information will
remain, simplifying the entire graph to a large extent with
excellent compression efficiency.

Just like Figure 1, it can be seen as a simplified graph, and
only the starting point, destination, and intermediate node set
are preserved. In this way, we can achieve good compression
efficiency by selecting the reachable path with the smallest
path.

4.3. Improved Complete Compression Algorithm: ICCA. In
order to further improve compression efficiency, this section
continues to adjust and improve node compression by the
three steps.

4.3.1. Adjusting Child Nodes Order by Weight. In the search
process, algorithm can be done based on the weight of
feasible solutions (see Rule 2 of IBA). First the order of
subnodes is sorted according to the weight size from small to
large. When algorithm searches the path, subnodes carrying

smaller weight are searched with priority so that paths with
smaller weight are easily obtained. As a result of this search
strategy, other paths with larger weight can be skipped. This
certainly reduces unnecessary search processes with greater
efficiency.

4.3.2. Adjusting Child Nodes Order by the Sequence of Passing
Nodes (from Small to Large). From the perspective of proba-
bility, when a new node is inserted into a graph, the more the
nodes a path passes, the more likely the repeated path will
be generated. Therefore, under the condition of same weight,
the nodes with fewer subnodes will be given priority since the
paths that follow will make fewer repeated attempts, making
it easier to find the solution path.

4.3.3. Removing Child Nodes with Larger Weight. This strat-
egy is only applicable to high-complexity graphs. After com-
pression, the remaining nodes will connect one and another
to form paths; complexity of the graph might be still high.
There would be the case where one path might be an effective
solution but the nodes it passes carry excessive weight, so the
path will not be considered the final solution. In this case,
removing large weight nodes will lower the graph complexity
and improve search efficiency. In addition, it will save time
and figure out a better solution with a lower weight path.

By analysis, the spatial complexity of IBA is 𝑂(𝑛), while
the spatial complexity of NCA, CCA, and ICCA is 𝑂(𝑛2),
where 𝑛 is the total number of nodes in the graph. ICCA
can quickly select the shortest paths according to the weights
of nodes and the nodes with smaller weights and delete the
nodes with larger weights from the compression of large
networks efficiently.

5. Experimental Analysis

5.1. DataDescription andAnalysis. Without loss of generality,
experiment data are from the cases of 2016 Huawei Software
Elite Competition; these quoted examples are based on the
network topological graph of Huawei’s network routers,
switches, and other network elements when Huawei estab-
lished its own network facilities.

5.1.1. Problem Description. Given a weighted graph 𝐺 =(𝑉, 𝐸), 𝑉 is the vertex set, 𝐸 is the directed edge set, and each
directed edge contains the weight. For a given vertex 𝑠, 𝑡, and
a subset𝑉 of𝑉, find a nonringing directed path 𝑃 from 𝑠 to 𝑡
within a given time so that 𝑃 passes through all vertices in𝑉
(the order of passing is not required), making the total weight
of all directed edges on path 𝑃 as small as possible.

5.1.2. Data Description. (1) All weights in the graph are
integers within [1, 20].(2)The starting point of any directed edge is not destina-
tion.(3)The number of directed edges connecting vertex 𝐴 to
vertex 𝐵 may be more than one, whose weight may or may
not be the same.(4)The total number of vertices of the directed graph will
not exceed 600, and the number of each vertex out-degree
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(the number of directed edgeswith these points as the starting
point) does not exceed 8.(5)The number of elements in 𝑉 does not exceed 50.(6) The nonringing directed path 𝑃 starts from 𝑠 to 𝑡,
where 𝑃 is a directed connected path consisting of a series
of directed edges from 𝑠 to 𝑡, with no repeated path allowed.(7)The weight of a path is the sum of all weights on the
directed edges of the path.

5.1.3. Data Format. (1) In the graph, each line contains the
following information:

{LinkID, SourceID,DestinationID,Cost},
where LinkID is index of directed edge, SourceID is index of
the starting vertex of the directed edge, DestinationID is the
index of destination vertex of the directed edge, Cost is the
weight of the directed edge. The index of vertex and that of
directed edge are numbered from 0 (not necessarily continu-
ous, but the case ensures that the index does not repeat).(2) Path information includes

{SourceID,DestinationID, IncludingSet},
where SourceID is the starting point of the path, Desti-
nationID is the destination of the path, and IncludingSet
represents the must-pass vertex set 𝑉, and different vertex
indexes are segmented with “|.”
5.1.4. Experiment Environment. Windows 7 64-bit operating
system, with Intel core i5 processor, jre1.6, 32-bit java virtual
machine, up to 4G memory, is used.

5.2. Experiment Methods and Result Analysis

5.2.1. IBA, NCA, and CCA Comparison. To verify back-
tracking method and IBA, NCA, and CCA algorithms, four
sets of experiments will be conducted with the solution
time limited to 10 seconds. From Experiments 1–4, the total
number of nodes and edges in the graph will be gradually
increased, while the number of intermediate nodes will be
kept unchanged. Experiment results will be compared by the
weight of final path result and time spent.

Experiment 1. Total nodes are 10; must-pass nodes are 3;
edges are 39.

Figure 3 shows the experimental result fromExperiment 1
and it presents the fact that IBA has higher efficiency than the
backtracking method. Efficiency difference is not remarkably
obvious in NCA and CCA because the compression process
takes time and also the efficiency becomes even less obvious
if the complexity of the graph is low.

Experiment 2. Total nodes are 20; must-pass nodes are 5;
edges are 55.

Figure 4 shows the experimental result from Experi-
ment 2 and it presents the fact that IBA, NCA, and CCA have
a greater efficiency than backtracking method. Efficiency
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Figure 3: Experimental results of Experiment 1.
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Figure 4: Experimental results of Experiment 2.

of CCA is the highest while IBA and NCA have a similar
efficiency because of few remote nodes.

Experiment 3. Total nodes are 30; must-pass nodes are 10;
edges are 135.

Figure 5 shows the experimental result from Experi-
ment 3 and it presents the fact that the superiority of CCA
proves obvious as graph complexity gradually improves.

Experiment 4. Total nodes are 40; must-pass nodes are 10;
edges are 229.

Figure 6 shows the experimental result from Experi-
ment 4 and it presents the fact that backtracking method
indicates low efficiency if complexity of the graph is even
higher; in contrast, CCA efficiency performs reasonably well.

Experiment results have shown that IBA has a higher
efficiency than backtrackingmethod judged by either weights
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Figure 5: Experimental results of Experiment 3.
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Figure 6: Experimental results of Experiment 4.

or search time. NCA shows only a slight advantage over IBA
because remote nodes in the graph are very limited. In par-
ticular, judging from all dimensions, CCA has proved signi-
ficant quality in searching the results with superior efficiency
to other algorithms, indicating the effectiveness of CCA in
solving such problems.

5.2.2. CCA and ICCA Comparison. It is observed from the
previous four experiments that the respective efficiency of
backtracking method, IBA, and NCA decreases drastically as
the sum of nodes increases. Therefore, there is no research
value to add up more nodes to the graph. This section con-
tinues to compare between CCA and ICCA.

Experiment environment will remain the same as those
of Experiments 1–4; experiment will gradually increase total
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Figure 7: Experimental results of Experiments 5–9.

nodes and edges, while the size of intermediate nodes set will
also increase. Comparison will be based on the following five
experiments.

Experiment 5. Total nodes are 60, must-pass nodes are 10,
and edges are 285.

Experiment 6. Total nodes are 100, must-pass nodes are 15,
and edges are 516.

Experiment 7. Total nodes are 200, must-pass nodes are 20,
and edges are 997.

Experiment 8. Total nodes are 400, must-pass nodes are 28,
and edges are 2178.

Experiment 9. Total nodes are 600, must-pass nodes are 50,
and edges are 3418.

Figure 7 shows the experimental results which have indi-
cated that compared to CCA, ICCA obtains better solutions.
Therefore, the improved strategy in Section 4.3 is proved to
be effective.

6. Conclusion

Problems like postman problem, traveler problem, bus line
design, network routing problem, and other similar cases can
be abstracted as the path finding graph model as discussed
in this study. IBA and NCA are applicable to medium-sized
problems. NCA is recommended to solve graphs that contain
many remote nodes, while CCA and ICCA are more efficient
in dealing with large-scale problems with great algorithm
complexity. Additionally, ICCA is able to promote search
efficiency when subnodes are readjusted.

As the size of problem becomes larger, CCA and ICCA
may not be able to search the whole solution space completely
with the optimal solutionwithin a given time. In this case, the
compression idea will be integrated into heuristic algorithms
such as genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm to expect
a far more efficient search algorithm so as to resolve routing
problems with larger scales.
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The class imbalance problems often reduce the classification performance of the majority of standard classifiers. Many methods
have been developed to solve these problems, such as cost-sensitive learning methods, synthetic minority oversampling technique
(SMOTE), and random oversampling (ROS). However, the existing methods still have some problems due to the possible
performance loss of useful information and overfitting. To solve the problems, we propose an adaptive ensemble method by using
the most advanced feature of self-adaption by considering an average Euclidean distance between test data and training data, where
the average distance is calculated by 𝑘-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm. Simulation results are provided to confirm that the
proposed method has a better performance than existing ensemble methods.

1. Introduction

Imbalanced data refers to a data set that has great differences
in the number of the classes. Currently, imbalanced data
has been applied to real-word domain and plays a key
role in civilian and government applications, such as text
classification [1], facial age estimation [2], speech recognition
[3], and governmental decision-making support systems [4].
The research of imbalanced data is of great significance in the
fields of credit fraud, data mining, and illegal account inva-
sion. Hence, more and more researchers pay great attentions
to class imbalanced issues due to the fact that the traditional
classification of imbalanced data processing is not suitable for
classifying minority classes. Imbalanced problem also caught
the attention of related areas such as machine learning and
data mining [4].

The present study focusesmore on binary class imbalance
problem, where data set is sorted into majority classes and
minority classes. In the data set, the traditional balanced
data means that the numbers of each class are equal, and
the imbalanced data means that the numbers of the various
classes are significantly different. The details of binary class

imbalanced and balanced data are shown in Figures 1(a) and
1(b). The traditional classification algorithms, such as naive
Bayes [5], random forest [6], 𝐾-nearest neighbors (KNN)
[7], and RIPPER [8], aim at generating models that can
optimize the accuracy over classification, but they neglect
the minority class. In order to solve the problem mentioned
above, many methods have been proposed about binary
class imbalanced data in data level and algorithm level,
respectively. In the data level, the major idea is to transform
imbalanced into balanced data mainly by using sampling
method or to create new examples for imbalanced into
balanced data, such as SMOTEandROS,while the algorithm-
level solutions primarily include ensemble learning methods
[9] and cost-sensitive analysis. Generally speaking, these
methods solved the problem of imbalanced data in the
accuracy of minority classes. However, there still exist some
drawbacks in these traditional imbalanced data classification
methods for handling binary class imbalanced data problems
[10]. For example, boosting and bagging based ensemble
methods may lose some valuable information in the iteration
process owing to the use of samplingmethods. As a result, this
may cause the data overfitting problem.Moreover, it is hard to
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Majority class

Minority class

(a) An example of binary imbalanced data, wheremajority class is 58 and
minority class is 17

Balanced data

(b) An example of binary balanced data, where majority
data is equal to minority data

Figure 1: A figure illustration of imbalanced data (a) and balanced data (b).

get the optimized misclassification cost in the cost-sensitive
learningmethods, and differentmisclassification costs lead to
different classification results. Hence, the classification results
are not stable.

To overcome the above problems, we proposed an adap-
tive ensemble method that is an improvement of existing
ensemble method [10]. Our main idea is to transform imbal-
anced binary problem into multiple balanced problems, which
neither reduce the number of majority classes nor increase that
of the minority classes. Then we build multiple base classifiers
to deal with these balanced problems and lastly we use an
adaptive ensemble rule to assemble the base classification
results obtained from base classifiers. Common ensemble
rules including Max Rule, Majority Vote Rule, Product
Rule, Min Rule, and Sum Rule were proposed in [11] and
several novel ensemble rules including MaxDistance Rule,
MinDistance Rule, ProDistance Rule, MajDistance Rule, and
SumDistance Rule were put forward in [10]. In [10], the
test results indicate that their methods have a better perfor-
mance compared with many conventional imbalanced data
processing methods over some standard imbalanced data
sets. Meanwhile, the results of their experiments proved that
SplitBal + MaxDistance has a better performance than other
combinations. Throughout this paper, SplitBal + MaxDis-
tance is referred to as SMD.

We have two improvement points for SMD and we define
it as SplitBal +MaxDistanceandAvePr (SMDA), which shares
the same process with SMD except the ensemble rule. By
using base classification algorithms including naive Bayes,
random forest, logistic regression, and SVC [12], empirically,
our proposedmethod is evaluated over 38 highly imbalanced
data sets. After that, the numerical results show that our
method is superior to SMD.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the works related to our research. Section 3 shows
the proposed method. Section 4 reports our experimental
procedure, describes details on the setup of experiments, and
analyzes the processed data results. Finally, in Section 5, we
summarize the study and draw the conclusion.

2. Related Work

Over the past decades, the imbalanced data problem has
always been a difficult problem in data mining. There are

Table 1: Related work list.

Data level [9, 13, 14]
Algorithm level

Ensemble learning [10, 11]
Cost-sensitive learning [15]

also other data characteristics such as data shift [13] and class
overlapping [14], which can influence the performance of
conventional classification algorithms for dealingwith imbal-
anced problems. However, we still focus on the imbalance
characteristic between classes.

So far, many measures have been proposed to solve
the binary class imbalance problem [10–14, 16–21]. These
measures can be broadly by data level and algorithm level,
as shown in Table 1. The existing measures can adapt the
imbalanced class in algorithm level, while preprocess of
measures can adjust data from being imbalanced to balanced
in data level. Our methods could be regarded as in algorithm
level; in this section, we will introduce some methods that
belong to algorithm level.

The algorithm level includes cost-sensitive learning,
ensemble learning, and recognition-based learning. (1)Cost-
sensitive learning approaches obtain the lowest classification
error by adjusting the class misclassification cost. MetaCost
[15] is a kind of this algorithm, which uses cost-sensitive
procedure tomake the classification algorithm cost-sensitive.
(2) Ensemble learning is used to reduce the variance and bias
by integrating the results of many classification algorithms on
imbalanced data. Representatively, boosting can adaptively
identify the samples, which is classified as error, so it can
obtain a good performance on imbalance problem. Bagging
improves the classification performance by processing the
base classifiers. (3) Autoassociation, RIPPER, and recogni-
tion based learning provide the discriminationmodel created
on the examples of the target class alone which have been
certified to be effective in dealing with high-dimensional and
complicated binary imbalanced data.

However, these ensemble methods may have some
unavoidable drawbacks such as changing the raw data spa-
tial distribution or lead to overfitting caused by sampling
methods. In addition, these ensemble algorithmsmay lose the
connection between the test data and training data. In other
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Figure 2: Framework of our proposed adaptive ensemble method for handling binary imbalanced data.

words, test data can be classified as the class which is closer
than the spatial distribution distance. Our method avoids
some weaknesses of these traditional imbalanced problems
processing methods mentioned previously by transforming
the imbalanced problem into several balanced ones; thus it is
not like the existing imbalance problems handling methods.
Furthermore, our method takes into account the distance
between data factors in the ensemble rule, because, in theory,
the closer they are, the more similar they are, and our
ensemble method is adaptive, which is different from SMD.

3. Our Proposed Method

Our proposed method includes three parts: data balancing,
modeling, and classifying. Figure 2 describes the frame of
the proposed method. For data balancing, in the process
of our method, we first divide the majority data set into
several parts which are equal to the amount of minority class
data. Then we combine the part with the minority class into
a new balanced data set. So many balanced data sets are

received. For modeling, next, each new balanced data set is
used to create a base classifier with a given base classification
algorithm. As for classifying, lastly, these base classification
results are put into an adaptive ensemble classifier to classify
test data. In themodeling component, we directly apply a base
algorithm to every balanced data set. Subsequently, we will
introduce two procedures of data balancing and classifying as
follows.

3.1. Data Balancing. Existing measures to balance the imbal-
anced data usually lead to the loss of information as well
as overfitting. Therefore, it can be realized to transform
imbalanced data set into multiple balanced data sets without
importing noise data or lessening the raw data. It is well
known that the majority of class data sets are usually more
than the minority in an imbalanced data set. So we divide the
majority class data set into multiple sets, and each set is equal
to minority class in number. Considering the similarities of a
class, we can split the majority class data set into multiple sets
(SplitBal). Then each set is added to the minority class data
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Table 2: The strategies and descriptions for MaxDistance Rule.

Rule Strategy

MaxDistance
𝑅1 = arg max

1≤𝑖≤𝑘

𝑝𝑖1
𝐷𝑖1 + 1

,

𝑅2 = arg max
1≤𝑖≤𝑘

𝑝𝑖2
𝐷𝑖2 + 1

Test data

The distance with 
minority class

The distance with 
majority class

Figure 3: Figure illustration of the average distance.

set to build a new balanced data set. Lastly, we could obtain
multiple balanced data sets.

3.2. Classifying. After modeling, we can build multiple clas-
sifiers with the processed balanced data acquired from data
balancing. Then we can get some classification results from
these classifiers. Next we combine these classification results
together. Like [9], we make some assumptions as follows:
assume that there are 𝑘 binary class data sets and two class
labels; the class labels are 𝐶1 and 𝐶2. Then we could get
𝐾 base classifiers with a given base algorithm. For the 𝑖th
classifier (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘), it will classify the test data as 𝐶1
with the probability 𝑃𝑖1 and as 𝐶2 with the probability 𝑃𝑖2.
Moreover, 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 represent the ultimate ensemble results
for classes 𝐶1 and 𝐶2, respectively. Five ensemble rules and
their description and details are shown in [10]. But these
ensemble rules just adopt the results of the classification
while overlooking the connection between the test data and
training data. The test data tends to be grouped into the
class whose average Euclidean instances are closer to the test
data. A new multilabel classifier that uses neighbor distance
was mentioned in [22]. Considering the average Euclidean
instances between the test data and the training data, five
novel ensemble rules were proposed in [9]. In these ensemble
methods, 𝐷𝑖𝑗 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 2) indicate the
average Euclidean distance between new data and the data
with class label 𝐶𝑗 in the 𝑖th data. From Figure 3, we can
learn the process of obtaining 𝐷𝑖𝑗 with KNN. The details of
MaxDistance are shown in Table 2.

However, in the rules𝑅1 = argmax1≤𝑖≤𝑘(𝑝𝑖1/(𝐷𝑖1+1)) and
𝑅2 = argmax1≤𝑖≤𝑘(𝑝𝑖2/(𝐷𝑖2 + 1)), a fixed value should be
added in the denominator with the purpose of preventing
the average Euclidean distance from being equal to 0. Then

Table 3: The strategies for AdaptiveMaxDistance Rule.

Rule Strategy

AdaptiveMaxDistance
𝑅1 = arg max

1≤𝑖≤𝑘

𝑝𝑖1
𝐷𝑖1 + 𝛼

+ average (𝑃𝑖1)

𝑅2 = arg max
1≤𝑖≤𝑘

𝑝𝑖2
𝐷𝑖2 + 𝛼

+ average (𝑃𝑖2)

the results of experiment in [10] show that the value can
be defined anywhere from 0 to 1, so they add the distance
with 1. But we argue that the value added to average in the
denominator could be defined with 0, and the value also
should be adaptive from 0 to 1 with different classification
algorithms. The reasons are as follows. (1) The average
distance 𝐷𝑖𝑗 could not be 0, because from Figure 3 we can
know that it is impossible for the new data to be the same as
all the train data. (2)Whenwe use different base classification
algorithms, the value added to average in the denominator
should be mutative. So we define the added value as 𝛼,
which ranges from 0 to 1. (3) From the MaxDistance Rule,
we can find that the effect of 𝑃𝑖𝑙 is weak even though it
has been considered as the best important decision element
in most traditional algorithms. And in [22], we find that
EMLA (average of 𝑃𝑖𝑙) always has a better performance than
other ensemble rules, so we combine the EMLA with 𝑅1 =
argmax1≤𝑖≤𝑘(𝑝𝑖1/(𝐷𝑖1 +𝛼)) and 𝑅2 = argmax1≤𝑖≤𝑘(𝑝𝑖2/(𝐷𝑖2 +
𝛼)) as shown in Table 3. Finally, the classification results 𝑅1
and 𝑅2 are obtained with the ensemble rules in Tables 2 and
3, respectively. If 𝑅1 ≥ 𝑅2, the test data is considered as 𝐶1;
otherwise it is considered as 𝐶2.

4. Numerical Simulation

In this paper, we have adopted 38 public imbalanced data sets
which came from Keel data set repository [23]. The details of
these 38 data sets are shown in Table 4, including imbalance
radio, total attributes (ATT), total number of data sets, and
the number of minority (positive) class data sets. For more
detailed information about the employed data sets, interested
authors are referred to http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/imbalanced
.php.

We use the 5-fold cross-validation strategy in the follow-
ing experiment. Four different base classification algorithms,
naive Bayes, random forest, logistic regression, and SVC,were
selected as base classifiers. We use AUC [24] as our algorithm
metric which has more advantages than 𝐺-Mean and 𝐹-
Measure [25]. In our experiment, every AUC of every data
set will be tested repeatedly and then take an average.

Our study in this paper made up two experiments. The
first experiment is to determine the added value in our rule.
Then the second experiment is to compare the proposed
method SMDAwith SMDmethod when handling the imbal-
anced binary problems using different base classification
algorithms.

Experiment 1. We first use the data set yeast3 (shown in
Table 5) to test the AUC value of our method by using
different values in our ensemble rules. Then we choose the

http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/imbalanced.php
http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/imbalanced.php
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Table 4: Statistic summary of the 38 highly imbalanced data sets.

Data set ATT Instance Minority IR
(1) Yeast3 9 1484 163 8.10
(2) Ecoli03 8 336 35 8.60
(3) Yeast2vs4 9 514 51 9.08
(4) Ecoli067vs35 8 222 22 9.09
(5) Ecoli0234vs5 8 202 20 9.10
(6) Glass015vs2 10 172 17 9.12
(7) Yeast0359vs78 9 506 50 9.12
(8) Yeast0256vs3789 9 1004 99 9.14
(9) Yeast02579vs368 9 1004 99 9.14
(10) Ecoli046vs5 7 203 20 9.15
(11) Yeast1289vs7 9 947 30 30.57
(12) Ecoli0267vs35 8 224 22 9.18
(13) Glass04vs5 10 92 9 9.22
(14) Ecoli0346vs5 8 205 20 9.25
(15) Ecoli0347vs56 8 257 25 9.28
(16) Yeast05679vs4 9 528 51 9.35
(17) Vowel0 14 988 90 9.98
(18) Ecoli067vs5 7 220 20 10.00
(19) Glass016vs2 10 192 17 10.29
(20) Led7digit 8 443 37 10.97
(21) Ecoli01vs5 7 240 20 11.00
(22) Glass06vs5 10 108 9 11.00
(23) Glass0146vs2 10 205 17 11.06
(24) Glass2 10 214 17 11.59
(25) Ecoli0147vs56 7 332 25 12.28
(26) Ecoli0146vs5 7 280 20 13.00
(27) Shuttlec0vs4 10 1892 123 13.87
(28) Yeast1vs7 8 459 30 14.30
(29) Glass4 10 214 13 15.46
(30) Ecoli04 8 336 20 15.80
(31) Pageblock13vs4 11 472 28 15.86
(32) Glass016vs5 10 184 9 19.44
(33) Glass5 10 214 9 22.78
(34) Yeast2vs8 9 482 20 23.10
(35) Yeast4 9 1484 51 28.10
(36) Yeast5 9 1484 44 32.73
(37) Ecoli0137vs26 8 281 7 39.14
(38) Yeast6 9 1484 35 41.40

Table 5: The data set of Yeast3.

Data set ATT Instances Minority IR
Yeast3 9 1484 163 8.10

fixed value which can make the best AUC. In experiment,
the values are 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. From Figure 4, we
can know that 𝛼 should be defined as 1, 0, 1, and 0 when the
base classification algorithms are naive Bayes, random forest,
logistic regression, and SVC, respectively.

Experiment 2. Performance results are evaluated in compar-
isons of SDMA and SMD. For every imbalanced data set, the
detailed AUC values for both methods with the four different
base classification algorithms are shown in Table 6. The end
of the row represents the average of AUC values of the two
methods with each classification algorithm. From Figure 5,
we can observe that there are 33 AUC values of SMDA which
are greater than or equal to SMD by using logistic regression.
In addition, 25 AUC values of SMDA are greater than SDMA
using SVC, while they are greater than or equal to SMD using
random forest. It is noticed that 30 AUC values of SMDA are
great than or equal to SMD using naive Bayes. In Figure 6, we
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Table 6: AUC value for SMDA and SMD using different classification algorithms.

DATA Logistic regression SVC Random forest Naive Bayes
SMDA SMD SMDA SMD SMDA SMD SMDA SMD

Yeast3 0.9617 0.9600 0.9521 0.8529 0.9757 0.9773 0.9093 0.8355
Ecoli03 0.9259 0.9309 0.9211 0.8997 0.9415 0.9349 0.8955 0.9037
Yeast2vs4 0.9206 0.9192 0.9211 0.8655 0.9755 0.9720 0.8798 0.8487
Ecoli067vs35 0.9497 0.8697 0.8508 0.8677 0.9551 0.9594 0.8433 0.8326
Ecoli0234vs5 0.9398 0.8809 0.9396 0.9425 0.9873 0.9845 0.7885 0.8595
Glass015vs2 0.5556 0.5644 0.7600 0.7033 0.8033 0.7678 0.7022 0.6877
Yeast0359vs78 0.8044 0.7877 0.7012 0.5987 0.8334 0.8457 0.7312 0.6032
Yeast0256vs3789 0.8443 0.8429 0.8190 0.7928 0.8473 0.8393 0.7156 0.6893
Yeast02579vs368 0.9380 0.9379 0.9142 0.8958 0.9579 0.9589 0.9214 0.8251
Ecoli046vs5 0.9593 0.9343 0.9283 0.9523 0.9903 0.9861 0.8924 0.8792
Ecoli0267vs35 0.9198 0.8932 0.8315 0.8797 0.9373 0.9382 0.8369 0.8286
Glass04vs5 0.9538 0.9470 0.9667 0.9667 1.0000 1.0000 0.9875 0.9875
Ecoli0346vs5 0.9444 0.8375 0.9278 0.9486 0.9833 0.9819 0.8931 0.8986
Ecoli0347vs56 0.9388 0.8982 0.9178 0.9371 0.9720 0.9712 0.8896 0.8957
Yeast05679vs4 0.8479 0.8437 0.8333 0.7439 0.9142 0.9134 0.7835 0.7151
Vowel0 0.9833 0.9826 0.9992 0.9997 0.9991 0.9988 0.9715 0.9340
Ecoli067vs5 0.8910 0.8359 0.9308 0.9231 0.9654 0.9731 0.8064 0.8385
Glass016vs2 0.6529 0.6265 0.7211 0.6760 0.7824 0.7770 0.6897 0.6843
Led7digit 0.9530 0.9525 0.9619 0.9615 0.9549 0.9538 0.9462 0.9427
Ecoli01vs5 0.9767 0.9580 0.9488 0.9453 0.9872 0.9918 0.8581 0.8186
Glass06vs5 0.9094 0.8404 0.9839 0.9739 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Glass0146vs2 0.7048 0.6663 0.7336 0.7324 0.8276 0.8480 0.7287 0.7169
Glass2 0.6923 0.6752 0.8447 0.8175 0.8213 0.8011 0.7252 0.7293
Ecoli0147vs56 0.9393 0.9016 0.9236 0.9255 0.9736 0.9742 0.8076 0.8045
Ecoli0146vs5 0.9412 0.9284 0.9480 0.9500 0.9863 0.9882 0.8076 0.8045
Shuttlec0vs4 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9757 0.9757
Yeast1vs7 0.8273 0.8268 0.7849 0.6529 0.8306 0.8368 0.7835 0.6054
Glass4 0.9316 0.8585 0.9595 0.9662 0.9663 0.9655 0.8688 0.8814
Ecoli04 0.9831 0.9815 0.9911 0.9100 0.9928 0.9928 0.9203 0.9428
Pageblock13vs4 1.0000 0.9985 0.7889 0.9119 0.9984 0.9968 0.9623 0.8959
Glass016vs5 0.8912 0.8765 0.9526 0.9559 0.9912 0.9882 1.0000 1.0000
Glass5 0.8725 0.8600 0.9350 0.9230 0.9925 0.9875 0.9950 0.9950
Yeast2vs8 0.8574 0.8546 0.7663 0.7256 0.8806 0.8795 0.8038 0.7758
Yeast4 0.8740 0.8743 0.8692 0.8154 0.9307 0.9277 0.8368 0.7837
Yeast1289vs7 0.7782 0.7776 0.6606 0.5877 0.7960 0.7974 0.7741 0.5185
Yeast5 0.9803 0.9859 0.9827 0.9373 0.9912 0.9912 0.9861 0.9524
Ecoli0137vs26 0.9164 0.9385 0.9443 0.9702 0.9611 0.9684 0.9572 0.9084
Yeast6 0.9254 0.9235 0.9273 0.8529 0.9482 0.9478 0.9516 0.9394
Average 0.8919 0.8729 0.8879 0.8674 0.9382 0.9370 0.8654 0.8386

can see that the averageAUCvalues of ourmethod are greater
than SMD overall. Therefore, we can obtain that that SMDA
has a better performance than SMD in dealing with the data
sets mentioned above.

5. Conclusion

An adaptive ensemble method based on spatial characteris-
tics for dealing with the binary class imbalanced problems

has been given in this paper. Different from the existing
methods mentioned in this paper, our method firstly uses an
adaptive ensemble rule for dealing with imbalanced binary
problem. Furthermore, our method neither alters the raw
data distribution nor suffers from unexpected mistakes or
data loss.

Our method applies random splitting to the majority
class instances to transform the imbalanced binary class
data into multiple balanced binary class data. After that, we
use a base classification algorithm to build multiple base
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Figure 5: The performance comparison of SMDA (our proposed)
and SMD (existing method [10]).

classifiers. Finally, we use the proposed adaptive ensemble
rule to assemble the classification results received from base
classifiers. The experimental results show that (i) the added
variable value to the distance in our methods is adaptive,
which changes with the classification algorithm and ranges
from 0 to 1, and (ii) our ensemble rule SMDA has a better
performance than SMD, sowe could obtain that the proposed
method currently performs better than the existing methods
mentioned in this paper.
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This paper addresses the problems of similarity calculation in the traditional recommendation algorithms of nearest neighbor
collaborative filtering, especially the failure in describing dynamic user preference. Proceeding from the perspective of solving the
problem of user interest drift, a new hybrid similarity calculation model is proposed in this paper.This model consists of two parts,
on the one hand the model uses the function fitting to describe users’ rating behaviors and their rating preferences, and on the
other hand it employs the Random Forest algorithm to take user attribute features into account. Furthermore, the paper combines
the two parts to build a new hybrid similarity calculation model for user recommendation. Experimental results show that, for data
sets of different size, the model’s prediction precision is higher than the traditional recommendation algorithms.

1. Introduction

Traditional collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms usually
calculate similarity betweenusers or items based onuser-item
ratingmatrix, and in the light of the calculated similarity they
choose the nearest neighbor and construct prediction scores
to generate recommendation lists. Therefore, the similarity
calculation decides the precision and quality of recommenda-
tions produced by the heuristic CF algorithm. However, the
present traditional heuristic CF recommendation algorithms
suffer from a range of problems in similarity calculation,
such as the failure in finding changes of user interest; that is,
by directly computing similarity on the basis of statistics, it
considers user ratings and center ratings only while ignoring
other factorswhen rating, such as user attributes, timeweight,
and user rating habits.

In order to solve the problems of similarity calculation
in traditional heuristic CF recommendation and improve
its performance, Luo et al. [1], Anand and Bharadwaj [2],
and Lopes et al. [3] proposed the global similarity measure.
Based on the traditional similarity algorithms, the global
similarity measure takes the transitive relationships among
users into account to calculate the global similarity and
build the user’s nearest neighborhood set. Results of Lopes’

experiments indicated that, in case of the extremely sparse
data set, the combination of traditional similarity algorithms
and the global similarity measure can improve the accuracy
of recommendation. Li et al. [4] proposed the concept of
fluctuation factor. He considered the influence of fluctuation
factors and removed the influence of them by 𝑧-scoremethod
when computing the similarity between users. Shen et al. [5]
proposed a two-stage similarity learning algorithm, in which
at the first stage it utilizes PCC to calculate the similarity and
obtains the nearest neighbor, and at the second stage it uses
the reduced gradient method to learn the similarity, which
improves the recommendation accuracy. Gao and Huang
[6] proposed the idea based on the model of item gravity
attribute. Its similarity calculation contains two parts: one of
which is the similarity obtained by the traditional calculation;
the other part firstly defines the weight value of the item
attribute, and then the initial similarity is calculated by the
model of item gravity attribute, and, after the two similarities
areweighted, the effect of the rating time is taken into account
to calculate the final similarity value.

Starting from different perspectives, the studies above
aimed at strengthening the association between users and
items to improve the similarity between users or items
and get the optimal nearest neighbor set, finally improving
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the recommendation accuracy and quality on this basis.
However, when strengthening the association between users
and items, we can take some factors into account, such as
the demographic characteristics of users and the time decay
caused by the time-effect of ratings, which have certain effects
on the association. It is very effective to consider user attribute
features when dealing with the problem of user’s cold start.

Therefore, the paper proposes a new similarity calculation
method: RIT-UA algorithm. The RIT-UA algorithm consists
of two parts: one is the similarities of user rating-interest,
which considers the similarities of user rating and interest
as well as the changes and effects of the two under the
constraints of rating time and confidence coefficient between
users; the other part is the similarities of the user attributes,
which takes into account the influence of the user attribute
feature on the recommendation and calculates the similarity
of the user attributes after getting the weight of each attribute
feature. In the end, RIT-UA algorithm fits the two parts
linearly. The experimental results show that, compared with
the traditionalmethods, the algorithmproposed in this paper
can obtain better prediction accuracy.

2. Related Work

In studies of recommendation system, though in recent
years the recommender systems have been studied frequently
and developed sufficiently, there are still some common
problems, such as data sparsity, cold start, and user interest
drift. In order to deal with these problems and improve the
recommendation precision and accuracy, researchers may
take many aspects into account, including the basic user
attribute feature and the time and place where the user
behavior occurred, and researches about these came into
being correspondingly.

Demographic Recommender System (DRS) is an impor-
tant part of recommender systems. Demographic charac-
teristics can be used to identify the user’s type and their
preferences, and the system can sort users according to their
attribute features and generate recommendations based on
the sorting results. DRS plays a great supporting role in
dealing with the problems of user cold start and data sparsity.
Many of the present studies have proved that user attribute
features can improve the accuracy in recommendations. Luo
et al. [7] used improved quantized kernel least mean square
(EQ-KLMS) algorithm, which improved the efficiency of
machine learning and improved the accuracy of weather fore-
cast. Beel et al. [8] elaborate the role of user attribute features
in the recommended process and analyze and demonstrate
that the user’s attribute characteristics have a significant
impact on click-through rates on recommender systems.
From the perspective of tourism recommendation, Wang et
al.’s [9] experiments proved that the combination of machine
learning method (Naive Bayes, Bayesian network, and SVM)
and demographic characteristics can improve the prediction
accuracy of tourism recommendations. Zhao et al. [10] used
visual tracking sensors to acquire biometric information and
then used machine learning based biometrics to improve
the accuracy of recognition. Combined with user attribute
features, Al-Shamri [11] constructed five similarity measures,

respectively, based on user preference modeling method, and
the experimental results showed that the combination of user
attribute features improves the recommendation accuracy
of recommender systems. Santos et al. [12] applied user
attribute features in real recommendation environment to
mine and analyze the context constraints in the scene. Chen
and He [13] constructed the user demographic vector by
the user information, and, on this basis, took the corated
item and the item’s frequency into account to figure out a
new similarity. The experimental results showed that this
approach can solve the problem of cold start effectively
and improve the recommendation accuracy. Luo et al. [14]
achieve QoS prediction with automatic parameter tuning
capability by using approximate dynamic programming,
through online learning and optimization, without the need
for preknowledge or prediction model identification. Then,
through the use of a kernel least mean square algorithm [15],
the lack ofWeb services QoS is forecasting.The experimental
results show that the method can effectively solve the cold
start problem and improve the prediction accuracy.

With the intensive development of recommender systems
research, in order to obtain better recommendations and
improve recommendation quality, many researchers began to
incorporate contextual information into the research of the
recommender systems. Relatively speaking, the time infor-
mation is easier to collect among contextual information, and
it provides significant value for researches on improving the
diversity of timing sequence of the recommender systems,
which has become a hot topic in the current studies [16].
Koren [17] used matrix factorization (SVD), which regards
time as an important feature and add it to the feature data
set of user-item, and solved the problem of user interest
drift effectively. Karatzoglou et al. [18] and Xiong et al.[19]
regarded the time information as the third eigenvector,
employing the approach of tensor factorization to show the
dynamic changes of time. According to the user’s rating
history, Rong et al. [20] divided it into several periods and
analyzed the user’s preference distribution in each period and
quantified their preferences. Li et al. [21] split user preferences
to stages over time and proposed the cross-domain CF
framework. The experiments proved that the algorithm not
only improves the recommendation prediction accuracy but
also solves the problem of user interest drift.

3. Description of RIT-UA Algorithm

In the context of relatively sparse data, from the perspective of
solving the problem of user interest drift, this paper proposes
the RIT-UA algorithm on the basis of the traditional similar-
ity calculation, with the introduction of factors (such as the
user attribute characteristics and time decay of rating) which
influence user’s rating behaviors. The RIT-UA algorithm
consists of two parts: one is the similarities of rating-interest,
and the other part is the similarities of the user attributes.

3.1. The Similarities of Rating-Interest. The similarities of
rating-interest are composed of rating similarity and interest
similarity, mainly considering two aspects: users’ preference
for items and user’s rating habits. Meanwhile, based on the
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Table 1: User-item rating matrix.

Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4
User 1 4 5 - 1
User 2 - 2 3 2
User 3 1 - 3 4
User 4 - 2 - 3

two aspects, the effect of time decay of rating is intro-
duced and the confidence coefficient between users is also
introduced with the combination of the fluctuation factor
proposed in literature [4]. In the end, the similarities of
rating-interest between users are obtained.Thewhole process
is described as follows.

3.1.1. Rating Similarity. In the field of e-commerce systems,
Rating or Voting is generally used to obtain the user’s direct
preference for items. Assuming that the degree of user’s
preference for items is classified as 5 levels, which is {adore,
love, like, dissatisfied, and dislike}, and the corresponding
grades are {5, 4, 3, 2, 1}. Consequently, the results will produce
a ratingmatrix.The rating preferencematrix of user-item can
be shown in Table 1.

Table 1 is a rating matrix of user-item. In the rating
matrix, when the ratings of two users are closer, it indicates
that their preferences are similar. When the ratings of two
users are the same, it implies that the users share the same
preferences. If there is big gap between ratings, then it means
that the two users have opposite preferences. Therefore, in
order to describe the nonlinear correlation of the similarity
between users’ ratings, the paper constructs sigmoid func-
tion to express the similarity of user ratings based on the
literature [22], in which sigmoid function is put forward as
the expression of the similarity. In this paper, the sigmoid
function is also used to represent the similarity betweenusers.
The equation is shown below:

sim (𝑢, V, 𝑖)rate = 2 ⋅ (1 − 11 + exp (− 𝑟𝑢𝑖 − 𝑟V𝑖)) . (1)

Equation (1) represents the similarity between the ratings
for item 𝑖 from user 𝑢 and user V. 𝑟

𝑢𝑖
represents the ratings

for item 𝑖 from user 𝑢 and 𝑟V𝑖 represents the ratings for item 𝑖
from user V.

3.1.2. Interest Similarity. Every user has their own rating
habits. For instance, some users who do not stick to rifles
always tend to give a high score, while some rigorous users
who paymuch attention to details is likely to give a low score.
Because they are more strict with the score, they do not give
high scores easily. Hence, the description of user habits is
helpful to improve the prediction accuracy. For the user rating
habits and the inherent attributes of the item, Koren [17] used
an equation to define them, as shown in equation (2), that is,
regarding user’s own rating habits as a factor having an impact
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Figure 1: Changes of Ebbinghaus forgetting curve.

on rating. In (2) 𝑏
𝑢
stands for the user’s own rating habits,

while 𝑏
𝑖
stands for the user’s rating for item 𝑖.

𝑏
𝑢𝑖
= 𝜇 + 𝑏

𝑢
+ 𝑏
𝑖
. (2)

Therefore, within the range of rating for items, when a
user tends to score highly and likes an object, he/she usually
gives a high score for it. However, even though the user
does not like the object, he/she will not give a low score and
vice versa. Therefore, according to the average score given
by the user for an item, his/her interest and preference of
rating habits can be showed. Similarly, based on literature
[22], which proposed sigmoid function as the expression of
the similarity, the paper also constructs sigmoid function to
express the similarity of user interests, shown in

sim (𝑢, V, 𝑖)interest = 1
− 11 + exp (− (𝑟

𝑢𝑖
− 𝑟
𝑢
) (𝑟V𝑖 − 𝑟V)) .

(3)

Equation (3) represents the similarity of the interest of
user 𝑢 and user V on item 𝑖. Then, combining the rating
similarity and interest similarity between users, we get a
computational equation, shown as

sim (𝑢, V)score = sim (𝑢, V, 𝑖)rate + sim (𝑢, V, 𝑖)interest . (4)

3.1.3. Time Factor. Generally speaking, treating user behav-
iors that occurred at various time equally leads to the
shortage of effective quantitative analysis. Time factor shows
the degree of changing tendency of user interest drift. The
closer the rating information to the present time, the better
recommendation effects it has and vice versa. Based on this,
some studies used linear and nonlinear functions to quantify
the rating behaviors over time.

In the literature [23], in order to solve the difficult prob-
lem of tracking the changes of user interest, the Ebbinghaus
forgetting curve is put forward for the research of user interest
fitting. Changes of Ebbinghaus forgetting curve is shown in
Figure 1. Based on the literature [23], combinedwith the trend
of Ebbinghaus forgetting curve this paper uses the following
function to describe the trend of user interest drift, that is,
draw the impact direction of the time factor, as shown in

𝑓 (Δ𝑡) = 2𝑒−𝛼Δ𝑡1 + 𝑒−𝛼Δ𝑡 ∈ (0, 1] . (5)
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Δ𝑡 represents the time difference between users’ rating on
item 𝐼, which is the parameter, and in this paper, we set it
as 0.005. After taking time-effect into account, therefore, the
new computational equation for similarities of user rating-
interest arrives:

sim (𝑢, V)score = 1𝐼𝑢V ∑𝑖∈𝐼
𝑢V

(sim(𝑢, V)score ⋅ 𝑓 (Δ𝑡)) . (6)

|𝐼
𝑢V| represents the number of items corated by user 𝑢 and

user V.

3.1.4. Confidence between Users. When the user data is
extremely sparse and the number of corated items is very
small, there is a large fortuitous factor in the similarity
calculation. Li et al. [4] eliminate this effect by using the
fluctuation factor. Based on this, the paper introduces the
number of corated items to adjust the weight of similarity
through nature exponential, shown as

confident (𝑢, V) = exp( 𝐼𝑢 ∩ 𝐼V
max (𝐼𝑢 ∩ 𝐼𝑤) − 1) . (7)

Equation (7) represents the confidence coefficient
between user 𝑢 and user V, stands for the item rated by user𝑢, stands for the item rated by user V, shows the corated items
of user 𝑢 and user V, represents the corated item between
user 𝑢 and the nearest neighbor, and stands for the nearest
neighbor set.

After taking confidence coefficient into account, the
adjusted equation to calculate the similarity of user rating-
interest arrives:

sim (𝑢, V)score = sim (𝑢, V)score ⋅ confident (𝑢, V) . (8)

3.2. The Similarity of User Attributes. Considering the simi-
larity of user attributes, on the one hand it can improve the
accuracy of prediction, and on the other hand it can solve
the problem of new user’s cold start; that is, when there is
no other available rating data, data of user attribute features
can be used to build models and give recommendations. As
for the description about the similarity of user attributes,
literature [20] divided the user attributes into numerical
attributes and name attributes and defined and expressed
them, respectively. From the perspective of being easy to
understand and implement, this paper defines the similarity
of user attributes as follows.

For single user attribute, it is expressed as sim(𝑢, V, 𝑖)attr =1/0.
It indicates that when user 𝑢 and user V share the same

attribute 𝑖, the value is 1; otherwise the value is 0.
simattr (𝑢, V) = ∑

𝑖∈Attr
𝑤 ⋅ sim (𝑢, V, 𝑖)attr. (9)

In (9) 𝑤 is the value of feature weight of user attribute 𝑖.
In order to obtain all weight values of each feature attribute,
this paper chooses the feature selection algorithm of Random
Forest to calculate the importance degree of each user
attributes feature and generates a rank of it. Then we conduct
experiments according to the rank and acquire the relative
importance weight value of each attribute further.

Algorithm 1 RIT-UA similarity calculation
Input:

Testset
Algorithm(1) For user in Testset do:(2) For item in Testset[user] do:(3) //get co-rated items(4) Users: getCorateditemsUserset(item)(5) //get the similarity between user and Users(6) calculateRituaSimilarity(Users, user)(7) //According similarity select neighbors(8) getTonKNeighbors(K)(9) //calculate predicted rating(10) rating: getRating(Neighbors)(11) end for(12) end for

Algorithm 1: Description of RIT-UA algorithm.

3.3. Similarity Calculation Based on RIT-UA. Sections 3.1 and
3.2 consider the similarity of rating-interest and the similarity
of user attributes, respectively; hence we carry out weighted
combination for the two and get a new computational
equation of similarity:

sim (𝑢, V) = 𝛼 ⋅ simscore (𝑢, V) + 𝛽 ⋅ simattr (𝑢, V) . (10)

In (10), 𝛽 = 1 − 𝛼. After the computational equation of
similarity is obtained, we get the prediction equation of user
to item, shown as

𝑟
𝑢𝑖
= 𝑟
𝑢
+ ∑V∈𝑈 sim (𝑢, V) ⋅ (𝑟V𝑖 − 𝑟V)∑V∈𝑈 |sim (𝑢, V)| . (11)

𝑟
𝑢
and 𝑟V mean the average scores of user 𝑢 and user V,

respectively, and 𝑈 stands for the neighbor set of users 𝑢.
The description of RIT-UA similarity algorithm is in

Algorithm 1.
Therefore, from the description in Algorithm 1we can see

that the time complexity of operating RIT-UA algorithm is𝑂(𝑚 ∗ 𝑛), where 𝑚means the number of users and 𝑛means
the number of items.

4. Description of RIT-UA Algorithm

4.1. Experimental Data Sets. Taking into account the open-
ness and authority of data sets, at the same time, our
simulation experiment is based on the scoring matrix, so we
chose two data sets, namely, Movielens-100k and Netflix, to
carry out experimental analysis and comparison.The process
is shown as follows.

4.1.1. Movielens-100k Data Set. The data set is a film rating
data set provided by the GroupLens Research. The data set
contains 100,000 ratings from 943 users for 1682 movies,
where each user has rated 20 movies at least, and the rating
interval is {1–5} which is shown as Table 2. Meanwhile, the
sparseness of the data set is 1−100000/(943∗1682) = 93.7%.
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Figure 2: Changing tendency of the number of user-rated items (descending order).

Table 2: User-item rating matrix.

Movielens-100k Netflix
Users 943 4861
Items 1682 5080
Ratings 100000 387939
Rating scale {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
Sparseness of data 93.7% 98.4%
Figure 2(a) shows the number of items rated by users on the
ML-100k data set in a descending order. From the figure, we
can see that the number of items rated by many users is less
than 100. In order to test the performance of the algorithm,
the data set is divided into two parts: 80% as the training set
and 20% as the test set.

In ML-100k data set, there are only 4 attributes about
users’ attribute feature: gender, age, occupation, and zip code.

4.1.2. Netflix Data Set. Netflix data set is a section of the
original Netflix Game data. After the proper data cleaning,
the data set contains 387,939 ratings from 4861 users for 5080
objects, where each user has rated 20 objects at least, and the
rating interval is {1–5} which is shown as Table 2.

The sparseness of the data set is 1−387939/(4861∗5080) =98.4%, and Figure 2(b) shows the number of items rated by
users on the ML-100k data set in a descending order. From
the figure, we can see that the number of items rated by a large
number of users is less than 100. Similarly, in order to test the
performance of the algorithm, the data set is divided into two
parts: 80% as the training set and 20% as the test set.

In the process of cleaning the Netflix data set, since there
is no user attribute feature data in it, according to the features
of the user attribute data of ML-100k, this paper randomly
generates data of three user attributes in Netflix through
the simulation experiment: gender, age, and occupation. The
range of age attribute is {10–65}, the occupation attribute has
20 occupations with the range {0–19}, and the value of gender
is given within the range {0–2}. Because of the high sparsity
of our data sets, we use resource scheduling and processing
methods for sparse data [24, 25].

4.2. Experiment Evaluation Quantity. Generally speaking,
there are evaluation quantities such as MAE (mean abso-
lute error) and RMSE (root mean squared error) in the
experimental evaluation about prediction precision in rec-
ommender systems. After comparison, RMSE (root mean
squared error) is used as the evaluation quantity in this paper.
The equation is

RMSE = √∑
𝑖∈Test (𝑟𝑢𝑖 − 𝑟𝑢𝑖)𝑁Test

 . (12)

|𝑁Test| represents the size of test data set and refers to
the real rating value while referring to the predicted rating
value. The smaller the value shown by RMSE, the higher the
predicted precision; that is, the smaller the value, the closer
the prediction.

4.3. Experimental Process and Analysis

4.3.1. Experiment 1: Experimental Analysis of theWeight Value
of User Attribute Feature. From (9) we can see that, in order
to obtain the weighted value of each user attribute feature, the
Random Forest algorithm is chosen in this paper.

Random forests are an ensemble learning method that
can analyze the complicated interactive feature data, even
under the influence of certain data noise it is very robust, and
it is very efficient in feature learning and analysis. Its variable
importance measure can be a feature selection tool for high
dimensional data. In recent years, it has been widely used
in various kinds of prediction, feature selection, and outlier
detection [26].

Therefore, we obtain the weight value of each user
attribute feature with Random Forest algorithm on ML-100k
and Netflix data set. The experimental results are shown in
Figures 3 and 4.

On ML-100k data set, from Figure 3 we can see that
among the 4 attributes (age, gender, occupation, and zip
code) gender is the most important, indicating that gender
attribute exerts a significant role in recommendation and the
user rating is more similar when it relates to this attribute.
Compared to the gender attribute, zip code attribute exerts
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Figure 3: Ranking of theweight value of user attributes feature (ML-
100k).
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Figure 4: Ranking of the weight value of user attributes feature
(Netflix).

a relatively low role in recommendation so its weight value
is low correspondingly. But the other two attributes age
and occupation show relatively medium influence of feature
weight, as the experiment implies whoseweight value is about
0.284 and 0.186, respectively.

The illustration parts of Figures 3 and 4 show the domain
of walker of possible weight values for each feature. For
the Netflix data set, the gender and age attributes have
very obvious effects in recommendation, and the overall
importance rank of the weight value is similar to ML-100k.

In order to test the relative optimal weight values of
every and each attribute of (age, gender, occupation, and
zip code) and (age, gender, and occupation) on the ML-
100k and Netflix data sets, we carry out several sets of
comparative experiments in this paper, and experimental
results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. From Figures 5 and
6 we can see that on ML-100k data set when “age, gender,
occupation, and zip code” are given the values “0.3, 0.3, 0.25,
and 0.15,” respectively, we get better experimental results. As
for Netflix data set, when “age, gender, and occupation” are
given the values “0.5, 0.4, and 0.1,” respectively, we get better
experimental results.Therefore, the values above will be used
in the following experiments.

4.3.2. Experiment 2: Experimental Analysis of the Weight
Value of Alpha and Beta. According to (10), in order to get
the values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 which will generate relatively good
experimental results, we used the RIT-UA algorithm to carry
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Figure 5: Experiment comparison of weight values of different user
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Figure 6: Experiment comparison of weight values of different user
attributes (Netflix).

out the following groups of experiments based on ML-100k
and Netflix data sets. The experimental results are shown in
Figures 7 and 8.

From results shown by Figures 7 and 8 we can see that,
for ML-100k data set, when 𝛼 = 0.75 and 𝛽 = 0.25, we
get relatively better experimental results. And, for Netflix
data set, when 𝛼 = 0.7 and 𝛽 = 0.3, the relatively better
experimental results are obtained.

4.3.3. Experiment 3: Experimental Analysis of the Comparison
with Other SimilarityMeasures. In order to verify the validity
of the algorithm proposed in this paper, we compare it with
other similarity measures, including the Pearson similarity,
the adjusted cosine similarity (Acosine), the PIP [27] similar-
ity, and theNHSM [28] similarity on theML-100k andNetflix
data sets.The experimental results are shown in Figures 9 and
10, respectively.

From Figure 9 we know that, on ML-100k data set, the
overall experimental results show that, with the increase of
neighbors, the algorithm of this paper outperforms others
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gradually. At the beginning stage when the number of neigh-
bors is within [10, 30], the results of the algorithm proposed
by this paper are close to those of PIP but slightly better than
that of PIP in later period.The experimental results of NHSM
are good when the number of neighbors is within [10, 30]
but worse in later period. The experimental results of PCC
andAcosine are worse than other algorithms. OnNetflix data
set, from Figure 10 we know that the algorithm proposed in
this paper outperforms other algorithms gradually with the
increase of neighbors. NHSM outperforms others when the
number of neighbors is within [10, 40] but performs not so
well as the algorithm proposed by this paper later.

4.3.4. Experiment 4: Comparison of Precision on Data Sets
of Different Sizes. Based on ML-100k data set, the paper
chooses 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of the data set, respectively.
Neighbors 𝑘 = 20 as a prerequisite, and we verify the
comparison of precision of different algorithms on data set
of various sizes. Fivefold cross validation is used to get the
average value of experimental results, which is shown as
Figure 11.
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Figure 9: Experimental comparison of different similarity algo-
rithms (ML-100k).
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Figure 10: Experimental comparison of different similarity algo-
rithms (Netflix).

From Figure 11 we can see that the proposed algorithm
produces better and stable results on varied sizes of ML-
100k data sets, indicating that, in the case of sparse data, the
proposed algorithm has higher identification degree. As for
the other three algorithms, performance of PIP algorithm is
relatively stable, and RMSE value is relatively low. However,
for NHSM algorithm, RMSE value is higher when the data
set is relatively sparse, while, with the sizes of the data set
increase, the NHSM algorithm performs better and becomes
more stable.

5. Conclusion

Aiming at some problems in traditional similarity calcula-
tion, this paper proposes a new similarity calculation model.
Themodel describes and expresses aspects such as user rating
preference, user rating habits, and time factor. Furthermore,
user attributes feature is taken into account for its influence
on user ratings, and the role of each attribute feature played in
recommendation is studied.Then Random Forests algorithm
is used to calculate theweight value of each attribute.Thefinal
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experimental results show that, compared to other similarity
measures, the approach proposed in this paper improves the
recommendation precision significantly, and even in the case
of sparse data it still shows better experimental results. The
deficiency of experiments is that since the user attribute data
is relatively small in data set, there is no obvious difference
when calculating the feature weight value of user attributes,
as the part of user attributes data is private and not easy to
obtain, which inevitably cast a shadow on the experiments.
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Text classification has always been an interesting issue in the research area of natural language processing (NLP). While entering
the era of big data, a good text classifier is critical to achieving NLP for scientific big data analytics. With the ever-increasing size
of text data, it has posed important challenges in developing effective algorithm for text classification. Given the success of deep
neural network (DNN) in analyzing big data, this article proposes a novel text classifier using DNN, in an effort to improve the
computational performance of addressing big text data with hybrid outliers. Specifically, through the use of denoising autoencoder
(DAE) and restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), our proposed method, named denoising deep neural network (DDNN), is able
to achieve significant improvement with better performance of antinoise and feature extraction, compared to the traditional text
classification algorithms. The simulations on benchmark datasets verify the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed text
classifier.

1. Introduction

While entering the era of big data with the development of
information technology and the Internet, the amount of data
is getting geometric growth. We are entering information
overload era. The issue that people are facing is no longer
how to get information, but how to extract useful information
quickly and efficiently from massive amount of data. There-
fore, how to effectively manage and filter information has
always been an important research area in engineering and
science fields.

With the rapid increase of the amount of data, informa-
tion representation is also diversified, mainly including text,
sound, and image. Compared with sound and image, text
data uses less network resources and is easier to be uploaded
and downloaded. Since other forms of information can be
also expressed by text, text has become the main carrier of

information and always occupies a leading position in the
network resources.

Traditionally, it is time-consuming anddifficult to achieve
the desired results of text processing, and it can not adapt to
the demand of information society for explosive growth of
digital information. Hence, effectively obtaining information
in accordance with the user feedback can help users to get
the information quickly and accurately. Then, text classifica-
tion becomes a critical technology to achieve free human-
machine interaction and contribute to artificial intelligence.
It can address the messy information issue to a large extent,
so that users can locate the information accurately.

1.1. Text Classification. The purpose of text classification is to
assign large amounts of text to one or more categories based
on the subject, content, or attributes of the document. The
methods of text classification are divided into two categories,
including rules-based and statistical classification methods
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[1, 2]. Among them, the rules-based classification methods
need more knowledge and rules base in this field. However,
the development of rules and the difficulties of updating them
make the application of this method relatively narrow and
suitable for only a specific field. Statistical learning methods
are usually based on a statistic or some kinds of statistical
knowledge; these methods establish learning parameters of
the corresponding data model through the sample statistics
and calculation on the train set and then conduct the training
of the classifier. In the test stage, the categories of the samples
could be predicted according to these parameters.

Recently, a large number of statistical machine learning
methods are applied to the text classification system. The
application of the earliest machine learning method is naive
Bayes (NB) [3, 4]. Subsequently, almost all the important
machine learning algorithms have been applied to the field
of text classification, for example,𝐾 nearest neighbor (KNN),
neural network (NN), support vector machine (SVM), deci-
sion tree, kernel learning, and some others [5–10]. SVM uses
the shallow linear model to separate the objective. In low
dimensional space, when different types of data vectors can
not be divided, SVM will map it to a high dimensional space
through kernel function and finds the optimal hyperplane.
In addition, NB, linear classification, decision tree, KNN, and
othermethods are relativelyweak, but theirmodels are simple
and efficient; then those methods are accordingly improved.

But these models are shallow machine learning methods.
Although they have also been proven to be able to efficiently
address some of the issues in the case of simple or multiple
restrictions, when facing complex practical problems, for
example, biomedical multiclass text classification, the data
is noisy and dataset distribution is uneven classification and
shallowmachine learning model and generalization ability of
integrated classifier method will be unsatisfactory.Therefore,
the exploration of some other new methods, for example,
deep learning method, is necessary.

1.2. Deep Learning. With the success of deep learning meth-
ods [11, 12], some other improvement for NN, for example,
deep belief network (DBN) [13], has been developed. Here,
DBN is designed on the basis of the cascaded restricted
Boltzmannmachine (RBM) [14] learning algorithm, through
unsupervised greedy layer pretraining strategy combining the
supervision of fine-tuning training methods. It can tackle the
problem of complex deep learning model optimization, so
that the deep neural network (DNN) has witnessed the rapid
advancements.

Meanwhile, DNN has been applied to many learning
tasks, for example, voice and image recognitions [15]. For
example, since 2011, Microsoft and Google’s speech recog-
nition research team achieved a voice recognition error rate
reduction of 20%–30% using DNN model, stepping forward
in the field of speech recognition in the past decades. In 2012,
DNN technology in the ImageNet [15] evaluation task (image
recognition field) improved the error rate from 26% to 15%
[16].

Moreover, the automatic encoder (AE) as a DNN repro-
duces the input signal [17, 18]. Its main principle is that
there is a given input; it first encodes the input signal using

an encoder and then decodes the encoded signal using
a decoder, while achieving the minimum reconstruction
error by constantly adjusting the parameters of encoder and
decoder [19]. Additionally, there are some improvements to
AE, for example, sparse AE and denoising AE [17, 18]. The
performance of some machine learning algorithms could be
further improved through the use of those AEs [20].

Recently, deep learningmethods have a significant impact
on the field of natural language processing (NLP) [11, 21].

1.3. Status Analysis. Due to the complex feature of large text
data, and different effects of noise, the performance is not
satisfactory when dealing with large dataset using traditional
text classification algorithms.

More recently, deep learning has been applied to a series
of classification issues with multiple modes successfully.
Then, the user can effectively extract the complex semantic
relations of the text by using deep learning-based methods
[11, 22]. With the popularity of deep learning algorithms,
DNNhas some advantages in dealingwith large-scale dataset.
In this article, motivated by DNN, the denoising deep neural
network (DDNN) is designed and the feature extraction is
conducted by using this model.

For the shallow text representation (feature selection),
there is a problem of missing semantics. For the deep text
representation of the model based on the linear calculation,
the selection of the threshold is added to the classifier
training, which actually destroys the self-taught learning
ability of the text. Meanwhile, for text classification of mul-
tilabel and multicategory, there is also a problem of ignoring
label dependencies and lack of generalizing ability. To cope
with the above problems, some improvements are achieved
through deep learning methods. For example, a two-layer
replicated softmaxmodel (RSM) was proposed in [23], which
is better than latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), that is, a
semantically consistent topicmodel [24]. However, themodel
is designed using weighted sharing technique and there are
only two layers. In the process of dimension reduction, the
missing information of documents is relatively larger, and the
ability of noise handling is poor, resulting in little difference
between different documents using the model.

In order to avoid such limitations and develop a better
approach, this article proposes a DDNN model through the
combination of some state-of-the-art deep learningmethods.
Specifically, in our model, the data is denoised with the help
of denoising autoencoder (DAE), and then the feature of
the text is extracted effectively using RBM. Compared with
those traditional text classification algorithms, our proposed
algorithm can achieve significant improvement with better
performance of antinoise and feature extraction, due to the
efficient learning ability of hybrid deep learning methods
used in this model.

The reminder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we give a technique analysis forDAE [25] and RBM
[26]. Then, our proposed text classifier is presented in Sec-
tion 3, where more attention is paid for the implementation
of DDNN. Section 4 provides some simulation results and
discussions. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.
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2. Background

In this article, we use two kinds of state-of-the-art deep
learning models, that is, DAE and RBM [25, 26].

2.1. Denoising Autoencoder (DAE). Generally, the structure
of AE [27] is shown in Figure 1. Here, the whole system
consists of two networks, that is, encoder and decoder. Its
purpose is to make the reconstruction layer output as similar
to the input as possible. The coding network will code and
calculate the input x and then reconstruct the result h to r by
the decoder. And denoising automatic coding is developed
according to the automatic coding, it will learn a more
robust representation of the input signal and has stronger
generalization ability than ordinary encoders by adding noise
to the training data.

2.2. Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). As shown in
Figure 2, RBM network has two layers [28, 29]. Here, the
first layer is the visual layer (v), also called the input layer,
which consists of 𝑚 visible nodes. And the second layer is
the hidden layer (h), that is, the feature extraction layer,
and it consists of 𝑛 hidden nodes. If V is known, then
𝑃(ℎ/V) = 𝑃(ℎ1/V) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑃(ℎ𝑛/V) and all hidden nodes are
conditional independent. Similarly, all the visible nodes are
also conditional independent when the hidden layer h is
known, the nodes within the layer are not connected, and the
nodes from different layers are fully connected.

3. The Proposed Text Classifier

3.1. Denoising Deep Neural Network (DDNN)

3.1.1. Framework. Here, a DDNN is designed using DAE and
RBM, which can effectively reduce the noise while extracting
the feature.

The input of the DDNN model is a vector with fixed
dimension. Firstly, we conduct the training by the denoising
module composed of two layers, named DAE1 and DAE2,
using unsupervised trainingmethods. Here, only one of them
is trained each time, and each training can minimize the
reconstruction error for the input data, that is, the output of
the previous layer. Because we can calculate the encoder or
its potential expression based on the previous layer 𝑘, so the
(𝑘+1)th layer could be processed directly using the output of
the 𝑘th layer, until all the denoising layers are trained.

The operation of this model is shown in Figure 3.
After being processed through the denoising layer, the

data enters the portion of RBM, which can further extract
the feature that is different from the denoising autocoder
layer. The feature extracted after this part will be more
representative and essential. Figure 4 is the diagram for the
RBM feature extraction.

This part is constructed by stacking two layers of RBM.
Training can be conducted by training RBM from low to high
as follows.

(1) The input of bottom RBM is the output of the
denoising layer.

(2)The feature extracted from the bottom RBM is taken
as the input of the top RBM.

Because RBM can be trained quickly by contrastive
divergence (CD) learning algorithm [30], this training frame-
work avoids the high complexity calculation of directly
getting a deep network with one training by dividing it
into multiple RBMs training. After this training, the initial
parameter values of some pretraining models are obtained.
Then, a backpropagation (BP) NN is initialized using these
parameters; the network parameters are fine-tuned by the
traditional global learning algorithm using the dataset with
tags. Thus, the function can converge to the global optimal
point.

The reason for choosingDAEhere is that, in the process of
text classification, data will be inevitably mixed into different
types and intensity of noise, which tends to affect the training
of the model, resulting in deterioration of the final classifi-
cation performance. DAE is a preliminary extraction of the
original features, and its learning criteria is noise reduction.
In the pretraining stage, adding a variety of different strength
and different types of noise signals to the original input signal
can make the encoding process obtain better stability and
robustness. It is shown in Figure 5.

Moreover, the reason for choosing RBM is that RBM is
characterized by the fact that it can simulate the discrete
distribution of arbitrary samples and it is very suitable for
feature expression when the number of hidden layer units is
sufficient.

3.1.2. Implementation. The DDNN model consists of four
layers, that is, DAE1, DAE2, RBM1, and RBM2. The layer
v is both visual layer and the input layer of the DDNN
model. Each document in this article is represented by a
fixed dimension vector, where𝑊1,𝑊2,𝑊3, and𝑊4 represent
the connection weight between the layers, respectively. In
addition, ℎ1, ℎ2, ℎ3, and ℎ4 represent each hidden layer
corresponding to the output layers DAE1, DAE2, RBM1, and
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RBM2, respectively. DAE2 layer is the output layer of the
denoising module, and also the input layer of the two-layer
RBMmodule. RBM2 is the output layer of the DDNNmodel
which represents the feature of the document, and it will
be compared with the visual layer v. This layer is the high-
level feature representation of the text data. The subsequent
text classification task is also addressed on the basis of this
vector. For all nodes, there is no connection between the same
layer nodes, but the nodes between those two layers are fully
connected.

Specifically, the introduction of the energy model is to
capture the correlation between variables, while optimizing
the model parameters. Therefore, it is important to embed
the optimal solution problem into the energy function when

DAE
noise reduction

noise signal reconstructed signal

Figure 5: Noise reduction with DAE.

training the model parameters. Here, RBM energy function
is defined as

𝐸 (V, ℎ) = −
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝑚

∑
𝑗=1

𝑤𝑖𝑗ℎ𝑖V𝑗 −
𝑚

∑
𝑗=1

𝑏𝑗V𝑗 −
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝑐𝑖ℎ𝑖. (1)

Here, (1) represents the energy function of each visible node
and hidden node connection structure. Among them, 𝑛 is the
number of hidden nodes, 𝑚 is the number of visible layer
nodes, and 𝑏 and 𝑐 are the bias of visual layer and hidden layer,
respectively. The objective function of the RBM model is to
accumulate the energy of all the visible nodes and the hidden
nodes. Therefore, it is necessary for each sample to count the
value of all the hidden nodes corresponding to it, so that the
total energy can be calculated.The calculation is complex. An
effective solution is to convert the problem into probabilistic
computing.The joint probability of the visible and the hidden
node is

𝑃 (V, ℎ) = 𝑒−𝐸(V,ℎ)
∑V,ℎ 𝑒−𝐸(V,ℎ) . (2)

By introducing this probability, the energy function can
be simplified, and the objective of the solution is to minimize
the energy value. There is a theory in statistical learning
that the state of low energy has higher probability than high
energy, so we maximize this probability and introduce the
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free energy function. The definition of free energy function
is as follows:

FreeEnergy (V) = − ln∑
ℎ

𝑒−𝐸(V,ℎ). (3)

Therefore,

𝑃 (V) = 𝑒FreeEnergy(V)
𝑍 , 𝑍 = ∑

V,ℎ
𝑒−𝐸(V,ℎ), (4)

where𝑍 is the normalization factor.Then, the joint probabil-
ity 𝑃(V) can be transformed into

ln𝑃 (V) = −FreeEnergy (V) − ln𝑍. (5)

The first term on the right side of (5) is the negative value
of the sum of the free energy functions of the whole network,
and the left is the likelihood function. As we described in the
model description, the model parameters can be solved using
maximum likelihood function estimation.

Here, we first construct a denoising function module for
the original features. It is mainly composed of a DAE. The
two-layer DAE is placed at the bottom of the model so as
to make full use of the character of denoising. The input
signal can be denoised by reconstructing the input signal
through unsupervised learning, so that the signal entering the
network is purer after being processed by the encoder. Then
the impact of noise data on the subsequent construction of
the classifier will be reduced.

The second module is developed using DBN. It is gen-
erated through RBM; then the ability of feature extraction
in this model will be improved. Furthermore, the model
can obtain the complex rules in the data, and the high-level
features extracted aremore representative. In order to achieve
better sorting results, we use the extracted representative
feature as an input for the final classifier after further
extraction using RBM.

Considering the complexity of the training and the
efficiency of themodel, a two-layerDAEand a two-layerRBM
will be used.

3.2. Text Classification Using DDNN. Here, the final DDNN-
based text classifier is developed. And there are three key
modules in its architecture, as shown in Figure 6.

3.2.1. Text Preprocessing Module. First, the feature words
processed here are mapped into the vocabulary form [31–33].
Then, the weights are counted using TF-IDF (term frequency,
inverse document frequency) algorithm [34]. In addition,
using vector to represent the text is implemented.Meanwhile,
it is also normalized.

3.2.2. Feature Learning Module. The DDNN mentioned in
Section 3.1 is used to implement feature learning.

3.2.3. Classification Identification Module. In this module,
we use Softmax classifier in classification, and its input
is the feature which is learned from the feature learning
module. In the classifier, the hypothetical text dataset has 𝑛
texts from 𝑘 categories, where the training set is expressed
as {(𝑥(1), 𝑦(1)), (𝑥(2), 𝑦(2)), . . . , (𝑥(𝑛−1), 𝑦(𝑛−1)), (𝑥(𝑛), 𝑦(𝑛))} and
𝑥(𝑖) represents the 𝑖th training text, and 𝑦 represents different
categories (𝑦(𝑖) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘−1, 𝑘}).Themain purpose of the
algorithm is to calculate the probability of 𝑥 belonging to the
tag category, for the given training set 𝑥. Here, that function
is as shown in

ℎ𝜃 (𝑥(𝑖)) =
[[[[[[[
[

𝑃 (𝑦(𝑖) = 1 | 𝑥(𝑖); 𝜃)
𝑃 (𝑦(𝑖) = 2 | 𝑥(𝑖); 𝜃)

...
𝑃 (𝑦(𝑖) = 𝑘 | 𝑥(𝑖); 𝜃)

]]]]]]]
]

= 1
∑𝑘𝑗=1 𝑒𝜃𝑇𝑗 𝑥(𝑖)

[[[[[[[[
[

𝑒𝜃𝑇1 𝑥𝑖

𝑒𝜃𝑇2 𝑥(𝑖)
...

𝑒𝜃𝑇𝑘 𝑥(𝑖)

]]]]]]]]
]

.

(6)

Each subvector of vector ℎ𝜃(𝑥(𝑖)) is the probability value that𝑥
belongs to different tag categories, and the probability value
is required to be normalized, so that the sum of probability
value of all the subvectors is 1. And 𝜃1, 𝜃2, . . . , 𝜃𝑘−1, 𝜃𝑘 ∈ R𝑛+1

represents the parameter vectors, respectively.
After getting 𝜃, we can obtain the previously assumed

function ℎ𝜃(𝑥). It can be used to calculate the probability
value that text 𝑥 belongs to each category.The category which
has the biggest probability value is the final classified result by
the classifier algorithm.

4. Simulation Results and Discussions

In this article, simulations are conducted in two steps. First,
we analyze the key parameters that affect the performance
of the DAE and the RBM models (the basic components of
DDNN model) and implement the simulation with appro-
priate parameters. Second, we compare the DDNN with NB,
KNN, SVM, and DBN using the data with noise and the data
without noise and verify the effectiveness of the proposed
DDNN.

4.1. Evaluation Criterion of Text Classification Results. For the
text classification results, we mainly use the accuracy as a
classification criterion. This index is widely used to evaluate
the performance in the field of information retrieval and
statistical classification.

If there are two categories of information in the original
sample, there are a total of 𝑃 samples which belong to
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category 1, and category 1 is positive. And there are a total
of 𝑁 samples which belong to category 0, and category 0 is
negative.

After the classification, TP samples that belong to cate-
gory 1 are divided into category 1 correctly, and FN samples
are divided into category 0 incorrectly. And TN samples that
belong to category 0 are divided into category 0 correctly, FP
samples are divided into category 1 incorrectly.

Then, the accuracy is defined as

Accuracy = TP
TP + FP

. (7)

Here, the accuracy can reflect the performance of the classi-
fier.

The recall is defined as

Recall = TP
TP + FN

= 1 − FN
𝑃 . (8)

It can reflect the proportion of the positive samples classified
correctly.

The 𝐹-score is defined as

𝐹-score = 2 × Recall × Accuracy
Recall + Accuracy

. (9)

It is a comprehensive reflection of the classification of data.

4.2. Dataset Description. In our simulations, we test the
algorithm performance using two news datasets, namely, 20-
Newsgroups and BBC news datasets.

The 20-Newsgroups dataset consists of 20 different news
comment groups in which each group represents a news
topic. There are three versions in the website (http://qwone
.com/∼jason/20Newsgroups/). And we select the second ver-
sion, that is, a total of 18846 documents, and the dataset has
been divided into two parts, where there are 11314 documents
for the train set and 7532 documents for the test set. The
distribution of the 20 sample details can be found in that
website. Note that, in our simulations, the serial number of
those 20 labels varies from 0 to 19.

The dataset of BBC news consists of several news docu-
ments on the BBCwebsite (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/busi-
ness/market data/overview/). The dataset includes a total
of 2225 documents corresponding to five topics, that is,
business, entertainment, politics, sports, and technology.
Similarly, we randomly select 1559 documents for train set,
and 666 documents for a test set.

4.3. Simulation Results. All the simulations are conducted
according to the following. The operating system is Ubuntu
16.04. The hardware environment is NVIDIA Corporation
GM204GL [Tesla M60]. The software environment is Cuda
V8.0.61 and cuDNN 5.1. Deep learning framework is Keras,
while using sklearn and nltk toolkits.

4.3.1. Impact of Parameters. For all deep learning algorithms,
the parameter tuning greatly affects the performance of
simulation results. For the DDNN, the parameters which we

mainly adjust include the plus noise ratio of the data, the
number of hidden layer nodes, and the learning rate.

In order to test the robustness of the DDNN, we set the
plus noise ratio of the training set to 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001.
The result are shown in the Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, the stability of the model can be
guaranteed within the range of plus noise ratio (0.01, 0.001),
but when the plus noise ratio is too high, that is, higher than
0.1, the data will be damaged especially for the sparse data,
and it will affect the classification performance. Moreover,
the performance of the classifier to robust feature extraction
will be weakened if the plus noise ratio is too low. Hence, we
set the plus noise ratio finally to 0.001. After we conduct the
simulation, we set the noise factor as 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04,
and 0.05 to verify the denoising performance of the proposed
model.

The number of the input layer nodes is fixed according
to the result of the weight using TF-IDF algorithm. Since the
main purpose of DAE is to reconstruct original data, we set
the numbers of the input layer nodes and output layer nodes
to the same value. Because the number of the hidden layer
nodes is unknown, we set the numbers of the two hidden-
layer nodes in DAE to 1600 and 1500, 1700 and 1500, and
1800 and 1500, respectively. In addition, the numbers of the
two hidden-layer nodes in RBM are set as 600 and 100, 700
and 100, and 800 and 100, respectively. Then, we conduct the
simulation. Andwe set the learning rate to 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001.
The results are shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, the performance of the DDNN
model will be better when the numbers of two hidden-layer
nodes are set to 1700 and 1500 for DAE and 700 and 100 for
RBM, respectively. And the learning rate should be set to 0.01.

4.3.2. Comparisons and Analysis. In this article, we compare
our DDNNmodel with NB, KNN, SVM, and DBN models.

In text preprocessing, we select the frequency of the
first 2000 words to simulation and set batch size with 350.
Compared with the DDNN model (two-layer DAE and two-
layer RBM) proposed in this article, the DBN model is also
set to four layers. The number of iterations in the pretraining
phase is 100, and the model updating parameter is 0.01.

Here, we take the BBC news dataset for an example to
show the process of training. From Figures 7 and 8, we can
see that, with the increase of epoch, the loss of training
is decreasing and the accuracy is increasing towards test
datasets, which shows that the effect of training is well.

Table 3 compares the results of DDNNwith other models
using the BBC news dataset and Table 4 compares them using
the 20-Newsgroups dataset. Moreover, we compare these
models in consideration of different types of data, including
the data without noise and the data with a noise factor of 0.01,
0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05. Here, it is noted that, for each vector
of text extracted, the standard normal distribution of noise
factor multiplication is added. If a dimension is less than 0, it
is directly set to 0. In this article, the accuracy rate (Accuracy),
recall rate (Recall), and 𝐹-Score are observed to evaluate the
performance of classifier. Take the calculation of Accuracy,
for example. Towards each classifier, we firstly calculate the
accuracy of each category according to the metric (7) and

http://qwone.com/~jason/20Newsgroups/
http://qwone.com/~jason/20Newsgroups/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business/market_data/overview/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business/market_data/overview/
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Table 1: Text classification performance of DDNN with different plus noise ratio.

Plus noise ratio Noise factor
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

0.001 0.7530 0.7529 0.7479 0.7450 0.7349 0.7287
0.01 0.7536 0.7561 0.7550 0.7542 0.7443 0.7378
0.1 0.5379 0.5310 0.5270 0.5179 0.5027 0.4978

Table 2: Text classification performance of DDNN with different parameters.

Learning rate DAE RBM Accuracy

0.01
1600 1500 600 100 0.9640
1700 1500 700 100 0.9700
1800 1500 800 100 0.9686

0.02
1600 1500 600 100 0.9655
1700 1500 700 100 0.9654
1800 1500 800 100 0.9670

0.03
1600 1500 600 100 0.9625
1700 1500 700 100 0.9627
1800 1500 800 100 0.9491
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Figure 7: The test accuracy in the training process for BBC news
dataset.

then compute the average of these subaccuracies as the result.
The simulation data is the optimal classification result after
running many times.

After comparing DDNN model with shallow submodel,
including KNN and SVM, from those analysis results in
Tables 3 and 4, DDNN achieves a better performance. The
reason is that when the training set is sufficient, the DDNN
can be fully trained, so that the parameters of the network
itself can reach the optimal value as much as possible
to fit the distribution of training data, and the high-level
features extracted from the underlying features are more
discriminative for the final classification function.

Compared with the DBN model, DDNN first uses the
DAE model to train the classification results more accurately
in the case that the two layers of the model are the same (they
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Figure 8:The test loss in the training process for BBC news dataset.

are all four layers). This is because the first two layers in the
DDNN model are with DAE, which can effectively reduce
the impact of noise data, and the DDNN model can be more
flexible to adjust the parameters. On the other hand, due to
the use of DAE as the initial layer, the dimension of data can
also be reduced preliminary.

As shown inTables 3 and 4, the classification performance
of NB, KNN, and SVM is obviously decreased when the
dataset is adjustedwith noise factor, and theDNNNhas better
antinoise effect for only about 1% decline.

Furthermore, Table 5 shows the running time of different
models. We can easily find that, for each sample, the NB
classifier holds the shortest running time and SVM classifier
holds the longest running time.Meanwhile, it can be seen that
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Table 3: Text classification performance with different models using BBC news dataset.

Classifier Plus ratio noise
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

Accuracy

NB 0.9659 0.9560 0.9339 0.8736 0.8186 0.7852
KNN 0.9375 0.9325 0.9284 0.9373 0.9119 0.9260
SVM 0.9715 0.9701 0.9672 0.9583 0.9340 0.9075
DBN 0.9462 0.9434 0.9268 0.9076 0.8789 0.8479
DDNN 0.9700 0.9685 0.9582 0.9541 0.9381 0.9286

Recall

NB 0.9655 0.9550 0.9294 0.8453 0.7387 0.6652
KNN 0.9354 0.9324 0.9279 0.9369 0.9114 0.9249
SVM 0.9715 0.9700 0.9670 0.9580 0.9309 0.8964
DBN 0.9459 0.9429 0.9249 0.9039 0.8769 0.8393
DDNN 0.9700 0.9685 0.9580 0.9535 0.9399 0.9249

𝐹-score
NB 0.9657 0.9555 0.9316 0.8592 0.7766 0.7202
KNN 0.9364 0.9324 0.9281 0.9371 0.9116 0.9254
SVM 0.9715 0.9700 0.9671 0.9581 0.9324 0.9019
DBN 0.9460 0.9431 0.9258 0.9057 0.8779 0.8436
DDNN 0.9700 0.9685 0.9581 0.9538 0.9390 0.9267

Table 4: Text classification performance with different models using 20-Newsgroup dataset.

Classifier Noise factor
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

Accuracy

NB 0.7506 0.7274 0.6895 0.6678 0.5887 0.4633
KNN 0.6136 0.6161 0.6213 0.6142 0.6043 0.5978
SVM 0.7598 0.7527 0.7294 0.6968 0.6652 0.6453
DBN 0.7235 0.7207 0.7041 0.6849 0.6562 0.6252
DDNN 0.7536 0.7561 0.7550 0.7542 0.7443 0.7378

Recall

NB 0.7483 0.6693 0.5053 0.3526 0.2613 0.2027
KNN 0.5959 0.6000 0.6070 0.6034 0.5939 0.5820
SVM 0.7525 0.7415 0.6966 0.6094 0.4891 0.3833
DBN 0.7149 0.7120 0.6990 0.6826 0.6439 0.6250
DDNN 0.7459 0.7500 0.7549 0.7534 0.7439 0.7320

𝐹-score
NB 0.7494 0.6971 0.5832 0.4615 0.3619 0.2820
KNN 0.6046 0.6079 0.6141 0.6088 0.5991 0.5898
SVM 0.7561 0.7471 0.7126 0.6502 0.5637 0.4809
DBN 0.7192 0.7163 0.7015 0.6837 0.6500 0.6251
DDNN 0.7497 0.7530 0.7549 0.7538 0.7441 0.7349

Table 5: The running time of different models (ms).

Classifier Dataset
BBC news 20-Newsgroups

NB 0.005 0.006
KNN 0.150 0.870
SVM 1.660 12.060
DBN 0.110 0.180
DDNN 0.120 0.210

the DDNN classifier can keep good classification speed while
achieving good classification performance.

5. Conclusion

This article combines the DAE and RBM to design a novel
DNN model, named DDNN. The model first denoises the
data based on the DAE and then extracts feature of the
text effectively based on RBM. Specifically, we conduct the
simulations on the 20-Newsgroups and BBC news datasets
and compare the proposed model with other traditional clas-
sification algorithms, for example, NB, KNN, SVM, andDBN
models, considering the impact of noise. It is verified that
the DDNN proposed in this article achieves better antinoise
performance, which can extract more robust and deeper
features while improving the classification performance.

Although the proposed model DDNN has achieved
satisfactory performance in text classification, the text used in
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the simulations is long-type data. However, considering that
there are also some short text data in text classification task,
we should address this issue using the model DDNN. More-
over, to further improve the computational performance in
the implementation of deep learning methods, in the future
we can also design some hybrid learning algorithms by
incorporating some advanced optimization techniques, for
example, kernel learning and reinforcement learning, into the
framework of DDNN, while applying it in some other fields.
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Accurate click-through rate (CTR) prediction can not only improve the advertisement company’s reputation and revenue, but also
help the advertisers to optimize the advertising performance. There are two main unsolved problems of the CTR prediction: low
prediction accuracy due to the imbalanced distribution of the advertising data and the lack of the real-time advertisement bidding
implementation. In this paper, we will develop a novel online CTR prediction approach by incorporating the real-time bidding
(RTB) advertising by the following strategies: user profile system is constructed from the historical data of the RTB advertising to
describe the user features, the historical CTR features, the ID features, and the other numerical features. A novel CTR prediction
approach is presented to address the imbalanced learning sample distribution by integrating the Weighted-ELM (WELM) and the
Adaboost algorithm. Compared to the commonly used algorithms, the proposed approach can improve the CTR significantly.

1. Introduction

With the development of the network technology and the
communication technology, the Internet and the mobile
Internet have been developed rapidly. Due to the popularity
of smart phones, a variety of the mobile phone applications
are invented. It is a niche market where the advertisers
and the advertising companies pay more attention to the
click-through rate (CTR) in the online advertising products.
Usually the online advertising can be done in two different
ways: one is the website search based advertising, which
specifically refers to the searching engine depending on the
user’s key words that target the advertising content and the
advertising spot. The other one is the real-time bidding
(RTB) advertising, in which the advertising supplier platform
provides no longer the advertising spot, but the specific users
who visited the advertisement spot. The RTB advertisements
enlarge the online advertising’s directivity and accuracy [1].

Currently, there exists many research works on CTR
prediction for Internet advertising.Menon et al. [2] proposed
the maximum likelihood algorithm to estimate the param-
eters of the CTR probabilistic model. But this model can
only be applied to the existing advertisements rather than

the new advertisements. Richardson et al. [3] proposed the
logic regression model to learn the CTR prediction model
for searching advertising with the model features including
the number of the keywords, the position of the figures in
the page, and the other characteristics of the advertisements.
Chapelle [4] proposed a stochastic regression approach based
on the rate estimation machine learning framework for the
Yahoo! to solve the CTR prediction problem by using four
features as the model inputs.The norm-2 regularization term
is added in the logistic regression model. This method can
produce a sparser model to increase the number of the
nonzero parameters to avoid the overfitting problem. Shao
[5] proposed a high-level feature representation and a click-
by-point prediction method based on the deep network that
combines the high-level features and the basic features by
using deep neural network model.

Most existing work on CTR prediction is focused on
searching advertising that is seriously dependent on the key-
word and the user input. With the development of the intel-
ligent terminals and the mobile Internet, RTB advertising is
increasing rapidly. More and more advertisers are in favor of
the RTB advertising which will become the main trend of
the Internet advertising in the future. At the same time, the
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Table 1: Description of the experimental dataset.

Attribute name Data type Attribute explanation
push time Timestamp Time of bidding request
u id String User ID

exchange id Int Advertising Exchange
Platform ID

c id String Advertising Creative ID
space id String Advertising Position ID
area id Int Area ID
media id Int Meida ID
advertiser id Int Advertiser ID
policy id Int Policy ID
user agent String Agent of browser
user ip String User ip
if click Int If click
if show Int If show

price base Double Lowest price for bidding
the advertising position

price win Double Price for winning the
advertising position

url String URL

research work on the RTB CTR prediction is still at the
beginning stage.

In this paper, wewill study the novel big data based online
CTR prediction problem by incorporating RTB advertising
with user profile system. A novel CTR prediction approach
will be presented by integrating theWeighted-ELM (WELM)
and the Adaboost algorithm to address the imbalanced learn-
ing sample distribution. We will perform the experiments
using real advertising datasets to verify the effectiveness of
the proposed approach.

2. The Experimental Dataset and the
Evaluation Criteria

In this section, the experimental dataset and the evaluation
criteria used in this study named Area Under Curve (AUC)
will be briefly described.

The experimental dataset used in this paper for CTR
prediction is the original data log provided by a domestic
advertising company in China. There are 16 attributes in the
original data log, with the details shown in Table 1.

2.1. User Profile. Since the advertising log has large amount of
data, we divide the above 16 attributes into 4 categories:
the user’s characteristics, the temporal characteristics, the ID
characteristics, and the numerical characteristics.

2.1.1. The User’s Characteristics. In early practice, when the
demand side platform receives the bidding request from the
advertising agent, normally the user’s information is not ana-
lyzed and all users were used for advertising. It is proved that
this way of the information delivery cannot achieve the
desired results as the u id andmedia id attributes used in the

Data pretreatment
Subsystem 

User graph subsystem
Knowledge

base
Keyword split

service

Advertising Original
Log Web spider data Third-party data

Data store (hdfs, redis database)

User graph (natural property, interest)

Figure 1: The block diagram of the user profile system.

approach cannot cater to the users’ interest.Thus the primary
task is to establish the user profile system to obtain the user’s
age, gender, and interest preference for CTR prediction. The
overall structure of the system is shown in Figure 1.

The user profile system mainly includes the following
functions:

(i) Data pretreatment subsystem: take the responsibility
of cleaning and preprocessing the advertising log
data;

(ii) Keyword split service: take the responsibility of seg-
menting the irregular text;

(iii) Knowledge base: take the responsibility of providing
the related mapping tables;

(iv) User graph subsystem: the most important part of
the user graph system: take the responsibility of
integrating various parts of the data to build a user
graph;

(v) Data storage subsystem: take the responsibility of
storing the results of the user graph.

The output of the user graph system includes the user’s
age, gender, and interest preference.The users’ characteristics
are obtained by using i id attribute to match the output of the
user graph system.

2.1.2. The Time Characteristics. The time characteristics
include the field of push time in the log which represents
the time of the ads request. According to the historical data,
the users have different interests at different time periods, so
the probability of a click behavior is also different. Based on
this judgment, we split one day into six time periods which
are late-night, morning, lunch time, afternoon, dinner time,
and evening. The entire time information is organized by a
six-dimensional vector. The six periods of time are shown in
Table 2.

2.1.3. The ID Characteristics. The ID characteristics in the
dataset include the u id, the advertiser id, the media id, the
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Table 2: Information of a whole day.

Period name Period
T1 (late-night) 00:00∼06:00
T2 (morning) 06:00∼11:00
T3 (lunchtime) 11:00∼13:00
T4 (afternoon) 13:00∼18:00
T5 (dinnertime) 18:00∼20:00
T6 (evening) 20:00∼23:00

area id, the c id, the policy id, and the exchange id. There
are a lot of ID attributes in the RTB advertising logs. If we
do not have the filtering process of the characteristics, we
would obtain a vector whose dimension may be up to sev-
eral hundred thousands which increases the computational
complexity seriously. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the
dimensionality of the feature space. We apply the method in
[3] to remove the needless ID attributes that have no impact
or little impact on the click-through rate.

2.1.4.TheNumerical Characteristics. Attributes in the dataset,
such as the price base, the price win, the URL, and the u ip,
affect the advertising’s CTR as well. Take the price win for
example, if the value is 0, it indicates that the advertising is
not a successful bidding. If the value is nonzero, the different
values reflect that the value of the advertising clicking is
different. It is usually considered that the larger the value is,
the better the advertising position is and the greater the prob-
ability of the clicking is. Therefore the numerical attributes
need to be added to the feature vector.

In this paper, we adopted the maximum and minimum
normalizationmethod to normalize each characteristic to the
value between 0 and 1.

2.2. Area Under Curve (AUC). The prediction of the CTR
is a binary classification problem while the proportion of
the positive and negative samples is extremely uneven. In
the actual advertising, the proportion of the positive and the
negative samples is about 3 : 1000 or even lower. The samples
are distributed in different categories unevenly, so the evalu-
ation index of accuracy is not a good criterion to judge the
performance of the classifier.

In this paper, AUC is adopted to measure the effect of
the CTR prediction. In the process of calculating the AUC,
the related curve is called ROC curve (receiver operating
characteristics) [6]. Traditional ROC curve is used inmedical
field. Currently it is often used in the field of data mining,
machine learning, and pattern recognition.

When the ROC curve is drawn, the horizontal coordinate
is FPR (False Positive Rate) and the vertical coordinate is
TPR (True Positive Rate). The values of FPR and TPR can be
calculated according to the formula (1).

FPR = FP
N
= FP
FP + TN

TPR = TP
P
= TP
TP + FN

(1)

Table 3: The AUC value of each ID attribute.

ID attribute exchange id area id media id advertiser id
AUC value 0.5137 0.5412 0.5930 0.5271

In (1), TP represents the fact that the samples are positive
and the algorithm recognizes them as the positive samples;
FP represents the fact that the samples are negative and
the algorithm recognizes them as the positive samples; FN
represents the fact that the samples are positive and the
algorithm recognizes them as the negative samples; TN
represents the fact that the samples are negative and the
algorithm recognizes them as the negative samples [7].

It is obvious that if there are more users to click an
advertisement, the rank of this advertisement will be in the
front and the area under the ROC curve is larger which
indicates that the performance of the advertising is better.

As an example, we draw the receiver operating charac-
teristics (ROC) curves for the exchange id, the area id, the
media id, and the advertiser id by the Weighted-ELM. Each
AUC value of the curve is shown in Table 3.

From Table 3, we can see that the AUC values of the
exchange id and the advertiser id are almost 0.5, which have
no difference from the random results. This phenomenon
has something related to the characteristics of the RTB
advertising. The RTB advertisers do not want their own click
conversion data to be used to optimize the other advertisers’
effectiveness.

Compared to the AUC value of the advertiser id, the
AUC value of the media id is increased slightly and up
to 0.60. This case is related to the user’s interest and the
media id can reflect the user’s interest. If the users visit a few
apps frequently, the probability of clicking the ads would be
increased.

3. The CTR Assessment

In this section, the ELM algorithm will be discussed, which
will be used in the prediction of the CTR. Compared with
the traditional classification algorithms SVM and BP, the
ELM has the advantage of fast learning speed and accurate
estimation results with easily setting the weights. Based on
these advantages, the ELM algorithm has been developed
rapidly since it was proposed several years ago. Because
the proportion of the positive and the negative samples is
extremely uneven, we proposed the Weighted-ELM algo-
rithm to solve the problem in the next subsection. Because
the ELM is the basis of theWeighted-ELM algorithm, we will
firstly describe the original ELM in the following.

3.1. The ELM Algorithm. In recent years, Huang et al. [8–10]
and the other scholars proposed a fast algorithm of single-
hidden layer feedforward neural network named extreme
learning machine (ELM) [11, 12]. The specific structure of the
ELM algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

The input weights and the bias of the hidden node in
the ELM are chosen randomly. They do not need a series of
iterative algorithm, which greatly saves the training time of
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Figure 2: The structure of the ELM neural network.

the neural network. The output weights of the ELM are
obtained by minimizing the squared error loss function to
get the least square solution.Thus the process of determining
the neural network parameters is very simple that savesmuch
time of adjusting the parameters.

The basic idea of the ELM algorithm is as follows.
The training sample set is given as {(𝑋, 𝑇) | 𝑋 =

[𝑋1, 𝑋2, . . . , 𝑋𝑁]𝑇, 𝑇 = [𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑁]}, where the matrix 𝑋
is the input matrix of the neural network and the matrix 𝑇 is
the actual output value of the training sample set. From the
neural network with 𝐿 hidden nodes, we can get

𝐿

∑
𝑖=1

𝛽𝑖 ⋅ 𝐺 (𝑎𝑖 ⋅ 𝑋𝑗 + 𝑏𝑖) = 𝑂𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁. (2)

In this equation, 𝐺(𝑎𝑋 + 𝑏) is the neural network hidden
layer node activation function. Usually it is sig, sin, hardlim,
or tribas function; 𝑎𝑖 is the connection weights between the
𝑖th hidden layer node and the input nodes; 𝑏𝑖 is the bias of the𝑖th hidden node; 𝛽𝑖 is the connection weights between the 𝑖th
hidden layer nodes and the output node.

In the practical application of the algorithm, the output
value of the network is equal or near to the actual output
value. If the sample set and the neural network structure are
close to the target value 𝑇 with the zero error, we can get
‖𝐻𝛽 − 𝑇‖ = 0. The formula of the ELM algorithm can be
abbreviated as

𝐻𝛽 = 𝑇, (3)

where 𝐻 is the output matrix of the neural network hidden
nodes and 𝛽 is the output weight matrix between the hidden
layer nodes and the output layer node.

The main idea of the algorithm is how to get the output
weight matrix 𝛽 to make the training error ‖𝐻𝛽 − 𝑇‖2 and

the output weight matrix ‖𝛽‖ minimum. That means how to
make the following equation’s value minimum:

𝐽 = (𝐻𝛽 − 𝑇)𝑇 (𝐻𝛽 − 𝑇)
𝛽 = 𝐻Γ𝑇,

(4)

where 𝐻Γ is the generalized inverse matrix of 𝐻. If 𝐻𝑇𝐻 is
nonsingular,𝐻Γ = (𝐻𝑇𝐻)−1𝐻𝑇. If𝐻𝐻𝑇 is nonsingular,𝐻Γ =
𝐻𝑇(𝐻𝐻𝑇)−1. If𝐻 is not full column rank,𝛽 could be obtained
by the singular value decomposition (SVD) [5, 13].

3.2.TheWeighted-ELMAlgorithm. The basic ELM algorithm
is very useful for many problems. However, there exist a lot
of classification problems whose samples are imbalance, such
as the advertising click rate problem. In order to solve the
problem of the sample imbalance in the classification, Xu et
al. proposed the Weighted-ELM algorithm [14].

The objective function of the ELM algorithm is

𝐿min = 12
𝛽2 + 𝐶2

𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝜉2𝑖 . (5)

In this equation, the condition is satisfied: ℎ(𝑥𝑖)𝛽 = 𝑡𝑖 −𝜉𝑖, 𝑖 =1, 2, . . . , 𝑁.The first half of formula (5) is called the structural
risk, and the latter part is called the empirical risk.

The objective function of theWeighted-ELM algorithm is

𝐿min = 12
𝛽2 + 𝐶2W

𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝜉2𝑖 , (6)

where W is an N × N diagonal matrix and the value of the
matrix W is related to each training sample. Generally, if x𝑖
belongs to a few classes, the corresponding W𝑖𝑖 should be
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Figure 3: The flowchart of the WELM-Adaboost algorithm.

given a relatively large weight. There are two methods for the
value of 𝑤. The first method is shown in

𝑊𝑖𝑖 = 1
# (𝑡𝑖) (7)

𝑊𝑖𝑖 =
{{{{
{{{{{

𝑘
# (𝑡𝑖) if 𝑡𝑖 > avg (𝑡𝑖)
1

# (𝑡𝑖) if 𝑡𝑖 ≤ avg (𝑡𝑖) ;
(8)

the second method is as follows.
The process of training ELM is equivalent to solving the

following problem:

𝐿ELM = 12
𝛽2 + 12𝐶W

𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝜉2𝑖

−
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑖 (h (x𝑖) 𝛽𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖 + 𝜉𝑖) .
(9)

Similar to the original ELM, 𝛽 is also solved in two ways:

When𝑁 is small,

𝛽 = H𝑇 ( I𝐶 +WHH𝑇)−1WT. (10)

When𝑁 is large,

𝛽 = ( I𝐶 +H
𝑇WH)−1H𝑇WT. (11)

The output of the Weighted-ELM classifier can be given
by

𝑓 (𝑥) = h (x)𝛽. (12)

4. WELM-Adaboost Algorithm

This paper constructs the advertisement click rate prediction
model by the proposed WELM-Adaboost algorithm which
can adjust the weight of the data distribution.

4.1. Adaboost Algorithm. Adaboost algorithm is one of the
typical applications of the Boosting algorithm.The Adaboost
algorithm chooses the very important features to construct a
series of weak classifiers and cascade these weak classifiers to
form a stronger classifier. The advantage of this algorithm is
that it uses theweighted training data instead of the randomly
selected training samples. It combines theweak classifiers and
uses the weighted voting mechanisms instead of the average
voting mechanism.

4.2. The Advertisement Click Rate Prediction Model Based on
the WELM-Adaboost. In this paper, the Weighted-ELM is
used as a weak predictor, and the weight distribution of each
sample is adjusted by using the Adaboost algorithm to obtain
multipleWeighted-ELM classifiers.These classifiers are com-
bined into a strong classifier [14].

The advertisement click rate prediction process based on
the WELM-Adaboost algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

The detailed steps of the algorithm are as follows:

(1) From the sample data, randomly select𝑁 sample data
as the training data. According to the positive and the
negative samples of the distribution ratio, initialize
the weights of each training sample.

(2) For each iteration 𝑚 = 1 : 𝑀, where 𝑀 is the
total number of theweak classifiers, the algorithmwill
repeat the following steps from (a) to (e):

(a) Apply the training samples to a classifier
ELM𝑚(𝑥) with the initial sample weight 𝑤𝑖;

(b) Calculate the weight prediction error from the
weights of the ELM𝑚(𝑥) whose results are mis-
classified samples; the weight prediction error is
calculated according to

err𝑚 = ∑
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖𝐼 (𝑦𝑖 ̸= ELM𝑚 (𝑥𝑖))

∑𝑁𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖
. (13)

(c) Calculate the weight of the sequence 𝛼𝑚 of the
ELM𝑚(𝑥) according to its classification perfor-
mance:
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Table 4: The statistics of the experimental dataset.

Dataset Impression num Click num Click/impression
Training set 180823 544 0.0030
Test set 77496 252 0.0032
total 258319 796 0.0031

𝛼𝑚 = 12 ln(
1 − err𝑚
err𝑚

) . (14)

(d) The weight of the new training sample is
adjusted according to the calculated sequence
weight 𝛼𝑚:

𝑤𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖 ⋅ exp (𝛼𝑚 ⋅ 𝐼 (𝑦𝑖 ̸= ELM𝑚 (𝑥𝑖))) . (15)

(e) Renormalize the sample weight.

(3) After𝑀 iterations, the𝑀-group weak predictors are
obtained. These weak predictors are merged into the
final strong predictor 𝐶(𝑥):

𝐶 (𝑥) = argmax
𝑘

𝑀

∑
𝑚=1

𝛼𝑚 ⋅ 𝐼 (ELM𝑚 (𝑥) = 𝑘) , (16)

where 𝑘 is the number of the categories of the samples.

5. The Experimental Results

The experimental dataset used in this paper is the RTB adver-
tisement raw log data provided by a domestic advertisement
company in Beijing, China. Since the data is too large and the
positive (or the negative) samples are seriously imbalanced,
we randomly extract 1‰ of the data as the experimental data
from the log. Click samples are recorded as positive; the
other (nonclick) samples are negative. The proportion of the
positive and the negative samples of the experimental data
is almost 3 : 1000 which is a typical unbalanced data set. The
statistics of the experimental data is shown in Table 4. In
the table, Impression n means the number of the nonclick
samples and the Click num means the number of the click
samples.

5.1. The CTR Prediction Model. From the above feature
extraction process, we can conclude that the CTR of the
RTB advertisement has a great relationship with the users’
interest and the basic attributes. It has a little relationshipwith
most of the ID characteristics. Finally, we select the temporal
characteristics and the user characteristics like media id,
area id, price base, and price win as the input of the predic-
tion model based on the proposed method.

It is necessary to explore the influence of the number of
the hidden nodes and the activation function on the speed
and the accuracy of the ELM algorithm.

The ELM algorithm provides four kinds of activation
functions. FromFigure 4, we can know that when the number

Table 5: Overall CTR estimation AUC performance.

LR SVM ELM
1 : 5 0.852 0.846 0.951
1 : 10 0.803 0.818 0.838
1 : 20 0.751 0.761 0.840
1 : 50 0.732 0.712 0.839
1 : 100 0.625 0.639 0.682
1 : 150 0.507 0.510 0.508
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Figure 4:The trend of AUC value with different activation function.

of the hidden nodes is the same and the activation function
is sine function, the AUC value is higher than the other three
types of the activation functions about 5%. In addition, the
training speed of the sine function is slower than the sigmoid
function and the tribas function, but faster than the hardlim
function. Considering the training time and the equipment
cost, the number of the hidden nodes is set to 500, and the
activation function is set to sine function.

5.2. The Comparison of the Algorithms’ Performance. We
select logistic regression (LR) model and support vector
machine (SVM) model as the comparison methods which
are commonly used in other papers, and AUC values of three
algorithms are shown in Table 5.

Table 5 shows that the performance of ELM is better
than LR and SVM on all the tested datasets, which shows
that we have chosen the reasonable characteristics and ELM
algorithm is effective as well.

Finally, we selected the traditional ELM algorithm and
the Weighted-ELM algorithm as a contrast method when
the positive and the negative samples’ ratios are set with
different proportions; the trend of the AUC results of the
three algorithms is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen fromFigure 5 that when the positive and the
negative sample ratio is 1 : 5, the three algorithms’ AUC values
can reach 0.9 or more. When the positive and the negative
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Figure 5: The comparison results of AUC of the three algorithms.

sample ratio is 1 : 50, the AUC value of the WELM-Adaboost
algorithm is still above 0.9, but the AUC values of the ELM
algorithm and theWeighted-ELM algorithm reduced to 0.84.
With the increasing ratio of the sample proportion of the
positive and the negative samples, theAUCvalues of the three
algorithms show a decreasing trend, but the AUC value of
theWELM-Adaboost algorithm is obviously higher than that
of the other two algorithms.The proposedWELM-Adaboost
algorithm has a better performance than the other two
methods.

The results are shown in Table 6.
For the WELM-Adaboost algorithm, this algorithm has

trained 20 Weighted-ELMs as the weak classifier. It can be
seen from Table 5 that when the proportion of the positive
and the negative samples reaches 1 : 100, the ELM algorithm
and the Weighted-ELM algorithm have lower AUC value
while the AUC value of the WELM-Adaboost algorithm is
still maintained at more than 0.8. This shows that the pro-
posed WELM-Adaboost algorithm has better performance.

6. Conclusions

This paper firstly applied the advertising company’s big data
to build the user graph system for the purpose of classifying
the advertisement data. The output of this user graph system
includes the user’s age, gender, and the interest preferences,
which are used as the input of the prediction model of CTR.
Experiments show that this kind of features has a significant
effect on the CTR prediction.

The main contribution of the paper is to propose a
WELM-Adaboost algorithm based approach for the CTR
prediction of the RTB advertisement. We applied the real
advertisement dataset to implement the experiments by
applying the AUC value as the measurement criteria. We
compared both the ELM algorithm and the Weighted-ELM
algorithm with the proposed approach. The experimental

Table 6:The Comparison of the AUC value of the three algorithms.

Proportion ELM Weighted-ELM WElM-Adaboost
1 : 5 0.951 0.882 0.962
1 : 10 0.838 0.831 0.919
1 : 20 0.840 0.870 0.932
1 : 50 0.839 0.840 0.919
1 : 100 0.682 0.583 0.838
1 : 150 0.508 0.614 0.789
3 : 1000 0.503 0.569 0.679

results show that the AUC value of the proposed algorithm
is significantly improved compared to the ELM and the
Weighted-ELM based method.

Although this paper has made a systematic study on
the feature extraction and the CTR prediction of the RTB
advertisement, there are still some issues to be improved in
the future.

The deep neural network may be a good way for the
further future study of the CTR prediction.
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The crucial problem of the integration of multiple platforms is how to adapt for their own computing features so as to execute
the assignments most efficiently and gain the best outcome. This paper introduced the new approaches to big data platform,
RHhadoop and SparkR, and integrated them to form a high-performance big data analytics with multiple platforms as part of
business intelligence (BI) to carry out rapid data retrieval and analytics with R programming. This paper aims to develop the
optimization for job scheduling using MSHEFT algorithm and implement the optimized platform selection based on computing
features for improving the system throughput significantly. In addition, users would simply give R commands rather than run Java
or Scala program to perform the data retrieval and analytics in the proposed platforms. As a result, according to performance index
calculated for various methods, although the optimized platform selection can reduce the execution time for the data retrieval and
analytics significantly, furthermore scheduling optimization definitely increases the system efficiency a lot.

1. Introduction

Big data [1] has been sharply in progress unprecedentedly
in recent years and is changing the operation for business
as well as the decision-making for the enterprise. The huge
amounts of data contain valuable information, such as the
growth trend of systemapplication and the correlation among
systems.The undisclosed informationmay contain unknown
knowledge and application that are discoverable further.
However, big data with the features of high volume, high
velocity, and high variety as well as in face of expanding
incredible amounts of data, several issues emerging in big
data such as storage, backup [2], management, processing,
search [3], analytics, practical application, and other abilities
to deal with the data also face new challenges. Unfortunately,
those cannot be solved with traditional methods and thus
it is worthwhile for us to continue exploring how to extract
the valuable information from the huge amounts of data.
According to the latest survey reported from American CIO
magazine, 70% of IT operation has been done by batch

processing in the business, which makes it “unable to control
processing resources for operation as well as loading” [4].
This becomes one of the biggest challenges for big data
application.

Hadoop distributes massive data collections across mul-
tiple nodes, enabling big data processing and analytics far
more effectively than was possible previously. Spark, on the
other hand, does not do distributed storage [5]. It is nothing
but a data processing tool, operating on those distributed
data collections. Furthermore, Hadoop includes not only a
storage component called Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS), but also a processing component calledMapReduce.
Spark does not come with its own file management system.
Accordingly, it needs to be integrated with Hadoop to share
HDFS. Hadoop processing mostly static and batch-mode
style can be just fine and originally was designed to handle
crawling and searching billions of web pages and collecting
their information into a database [6]. If you need to do
analytics on streaming data, or to run required multiple
operations, Spark is suitable for those. As a matter of fact,
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Figure 1: Data retrieval and data analytics Stack.

Spark was designed for Hadoop; therefore, data scientists
all agree they are better together for a variety of big data
applications in the real world.

Through establishing a set of multiple big data analytics
platforms with high efficiency, high availability, and high
scalability [7], this paper aims to integrate different big data
platforms to achieve the compatibility with any existing
business intelligence (BI) [8] together with related analytics
tools so that the enterprise needs not change large amounts of
software for such platforms. Therefore, the goal of this
paper is to design the optimization for job scheduling using
MSHEFT algorithm as well as to implement optimized
platform selection, and established platforms support R com-
mand to execute data retrieval and data analytics in big data
environment. In such a way the upper-level tools relying on
relational database which has stored the original data can run
on the introduced platforms through minor modification or
even no modification to gain the advantages of high effi-
ciency, high availability, and high scalability. I/O delay time
can be shared through reliable distributed file system to
speed-up the reading of a large amount of data. Data retrieval
and data analytics stack has layered as shown in Figure 1.
As a result, according to performance index calculated for
various methods, we are able to check out whether or not the
proposed approach can reduce the execution time for the data
retrieval and analytics significantly.

2. Related Work in Big Data Processing

This paper has introduced data retrieval and data analytics
using R programming in conjunction with RHadoop [9]/
Hadoop [10] and SparkR [11]/Spark [12] platforms to build
a multiple-platform big data analytics system. Furthermore,
the use of distributed file system for fast data analytics and
data storage reduces the execution time of processing a
huge amount of data. First let us aim to understand the funda-
mental knowledge of Hadoop and Spark platforms and then
build their extended systems RHadoop and SparkR for the
purpose of fitting all kinds of relative problems on big data

analytics.This sectionwill introduce their related profiles and
key technologies for both platforms accordingly.

2.1. Distributed Computing Framework with Hadoop.
Hadoop is a well-known open source distributed computing
framework as shown in Figure 2 that provides reliable,
scalable, distributed computing, data storage, and cluster
computing analytics of big data, including a MapReduce [13]
for distributed computing, HDFS [14] distributed file system,
and a distributed NoSQL database HBase [15] which can be
used to store nonrelational data set. There are some tools
that are based on Hadoop applications. First Apache Pig can
perform complexMapReduce conversions on a huge amount
of data using a simple scripting language called Pig Latin.
Next ApacheHive [16] is a data warehousing package that lets
you query and manage large datasets in distributed storage
using a SQL-style language called HiveQL. Third Apache
Sqoop is a tool for transferring large amounts of data
between Hadoop and structured data storage as efficiently as
possible. Further Apache Flume is a distributed and highly
scalable log collection system that can be used for log data
collection, log data processing, and log data transmission.
ThenApache Zookeeper is a distributed application designed
for the coordination of services, it is mainly used to solve the
decentralized applications often encountered in some data
management issues. Final Apache Avro is a data serialization
system designed to support intensive data, the application of
huge amounts of data exchange.

Examples of applications using Hadoop are given as fol-
lows. Caesars entertainment, a casino gaming company, has
built a Hadoop environment [17] that differentiates customer
groups and creates exclusive marketing campaign for each
group. Healthcare technology company Cerner uses Hadoop
to build a set of enterprise data centers [18] to help Cerner
and their clients monitor the health of more than one million
patients a day. The dating site eHarmony uses Hadoop to
upgrade their cloud systems [19], enabling it to send millions
of messages for matching friend dating every day.

2.2. Parallel Processing Framework with Spark. Spark is an
open source parallel processing framework released by the
Apache Software Foundation that supports in-memory pro-
cessing and dramatically increases the execution speed of big
data analytics, as shown in Figure 3. Spark is also designed for
fast computing, high availability, and fault tolerance. Using
its internal memory capabilities, Spark can be a great choice
for machine learning and graph computation, as well as a
great choice for big data analytics. Its main functions and
positioning are the same as Hadoop MapReduce. Through
In-memory cluster computing [20], it hopes to eliminate I/O
latency caused by a lot of relay files swapped betweenmemory
and disk during MapReduce. Theoretically, the processing
speed could be hundreds of times higher than the Hadoop.
Spark is written in Scala, but also supports Scala, Java, and
Python programming; the underlying storage system can also
be directly compatible with HDFS.

Examples of Spark’s applications are given as follows.
Microsoft launched Spark for AzureHDInsight [21], allowing
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users to use Spark for Azure HDInsight to solve big data chal-
lenges in near real-time, such as fraud detection, clickstream
analytics, financial alerts, and more. Yahoo used Spark for
the development of Audience Expansion in the application
of advertising [22] to find the target user. Cloudera devel-
ops Spark Streaming’s flexibility [23] to enable Cloudera’s
customers to build complete IoT applications on a unified
platform.

2.3. IntegratedDevelopment Environment for R. Over the past
decade, programming language R has been highly enhanced
and greatly upgraded significantly to break the original limit
in the past. In academy and industry, R becomes one of the
most important tools for the research such as computational
statistics, visualization, and data science. Millions of statis-
ticians and data scientists use R to solve problems from
counting biology to quantitative marketing. R has become
one of the most popular programming language for the
analytics of scientific data and finance. R is not only free,

compact, and part of the open source that can run on many
platforms, but also integrates data analytics and plotting
functions all in one. It may add many additional packages
to enhance system’s functions, similarly comparable to the
functions of commercial software, and can be viewed as
one of major tools of contemporary data analytics. R is
mainly used to analyze data, and thus the master node in a
cluster installs R where big data access through HDFS has
been available, or a stay alone computer for centralized
processing installs R where small data access through NTFS
has achieved. It is noted that data stored in NTFS can be
transferred to HDFS via Sqoop [24]/Flume [25] or Hive.

2.4. RHadoop Based on Hadoop. Hadoop is capable of dis-
tributed computing and can store large amounts of data, but
there is still a lot of information that needs to be analyzed
professionally. However, R itself is not able to read the data
size more than the size of memory in computer, and hence
there is data size limit for processing big data. Therefore, it
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turns out the integration of Hadoop and R called RHadoop as
a sort of data analytics service. In such a way, R will not only
handle professional analytics, but it will also allow to easily
utilizeHadoop features, such as the ability to access HDFS via
rhdfs package and through the rmr2 package [26] to call
MapReduce for accomplishing the distributed computing.
The framework of RHadoop is shown in Figure 4.

2.5. SparkR Based on Spark. SparkR is an R suite developed
by AMPLab that provides Spark with a Resilient Distributed
Dataset (RDD) [27] API that allows R to carry out distributed
computing using Spark. SparkR was merged into Spark in
April 2015 and was released with Spark 1.4 in June 2015, so
deploying SparkR requires installing Spark 1.4 or later and
installing R related packages, including rJava [28] and rhdfs
[29]. rJava lets R call objects, instances, and methods writ-
ten in Java to make it less difficult for R to call Java-
owned resources, such as Spark and Hadoop, and rhdfs, like
RHadoop, to access HDFS. The framework of SparkR is
shown in Figure 5. Although RHadoop mentioned above can
activate distributed computing with R programming, its effi-
ciency is not as good as SparkR. SparkR, adopting in-memory
cluster computing, needs more memory resources than
RHadoop. In order to avoid shutting down the task due to
hardware resources limitation, both RHadoop and SparkR
can be installed together for being interchangeably used at
same site. In addition, in order to determine themost suitable
analytical tools, we also need a matching algorithm to carry
out the distributed computing successfully.

Table 1: Recipe of compatibility packages.

Software Version
Hadoop (including RHadoop) 2.6.0
Spark (including SparkR) 1.4.0
R 3.2.2
Oracle Java (JDK) 8u66
Scala 2.10.4
rJava 0.9.7
rhdfs 1.0.8
rmr2 3.3.1

3. System Implementation Method

This paper aims to develop the optimization for job schedul-
ing using MSHEFT algorithm so that system obtains the
best throughput. After scheduling all of input queries in a
job queue, system is then able to dispatch the job at top of
the queue to one of big data analytics platforms through
automatic platform selection. Regarding clustering and dis-
tributed parallel computing, a cloud computing foundation
has been established to implement virtualization architecture
because virtual machine has the feature of flexible control in
hardware resource and thus it is quite suitable to act as a
container provided an environment for the exploration of big
data analytics.

3.1. Virtual Machine Deployment. Figure 6 shows a cloud
computing [30] with high performance, high availability, and
high scalability where server farm at the top layer and storage
farm at the bottom layer are built for this study. In order to
realize virtualization, an open source virtual machine man-
agement (VMM) or hypervisor Proxmox Virtual Environ-
ment (PVE) [31] based on KVM is used to implement virtual
machine clustering; the status of virtual machine clustering
can be effectively monitored through PVE, and the resource
configuration of each virtual machine can be dynamically
adjusted [32]. Since the platform performance is very closely
related to I/O latency, the efficiency of both hard disk and net-
work access should be increased in hardware configuration.

3.2. Recipe of Compatibility Packages. The most difficult
aspect of integration of a lot of open source packages in a
system is compatibility suite and that is one of the crucial
problems of system integration as well. In this paper we pro-
posed a recipe to resolve the challenge of suite compatibility.
Several packages will be integrated to establish multiple big
data analytics platforms in this paper and all of them are open
source software, which are developed and maintained by dif-
ferent open source communities. A lot of software has com-
plex dependency and compatibility problems. The recipe of
packages proposed in this paper includes Hadoop, Spark, R,
Scala, rJava, rhdfs, and rmr2, which are fully compatible for
stable operation in the proposed approach as listed in Table 1.

3.3. Optimized Platform Selection. The program of automatic
platform selection assigns a task to an appropriate big data
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analytics platform according to the size of remaining amount
of memory in a working virtual machine. The function and
property for both RHadoop and SparkR are identical in a
sense because they can access the same HDFS and support R
syntax. Although these two platforms are the same function,
they are different in the demand environment and executive
manner. The memory size of 20G for each server in the
experiments is given, and it sets the remaining amount of
memory size 0.6G in a virtual machine in cluster denoted
Level 1 (roughly 3% of total amount of memory) and 15G
Level 2 (approximately 75% of total amount of memory) as
the cut-off points. In Figure 7, the program automatically
chooses nothing to carry on the task as the remaining amount
of memory is less than 3%; RHadoop would be applied as the
remaining amount of memory lies between L1 and L2, and
hence SparkR could be employed as the remaining amount of
memory is higher than L2.

3.4. Optimization for Job Scheduling. Heterogeneous Earliest
Finish Time (HEFT) [33] is an exploratory scheduling algo-
rithm, which is used for scheduling the communication time
of previous set of dependent task of heterogeneous network.

HEFT is based on one of list scheduling algorithms, where
their characteristics are to establish a priority list in the first
step. According to the sorted priority list, HEFT assigns each
task to a suitable CPU to make the task completed as soon
as possible. The pseudocode of HEFT algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1. HEFT tries to search for local optimization and
eventually makes the whole local optimums. In the test of
automatic platform selection, the total of 20GB memory is
configured, and it is found that all of analytics platforms can
be used when the remaining amount of memory is greater
than or equal to L1; in addition, it is better to use RHadoop in
case of being less than L2, and SparkR shall be used in case of
being greater than L2. Job dispatched to RHadoop platform
has run a kind of in-disk computing mode such that it may
encounter data swap between disk and memory occasion-
ally. Instead, in-memory computing mode has employed in
SparkR platform and thus SparkR needs much more mem-
ory allocated for computing. HEFT algorithm is modified
to Memory-Sensitive Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
(MSHEFT)where the priority is considered first; then the size
of data file is considered as the second condition, and finally
an extra factor is considered, which is “remaining amount
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(1) Compute rank𝑢 for all nodes by traversing graph upward, starting from the exit node.(2) Sort the nodes in a list by nonincreasing order of rank𝑢 values.(3) while there are unscheduled nodes in the list do(4) begin(5) Select the first task 𝑛𝑖 in the list and remove it.(6) Assign the task 𝑛𝑖 to the processor 𝑝𝑗 that minimizes the (EFT) value of 𝑛𝑖.(7) end
Algorithm 1: The HEFT algorithm.

(1) Compute rank𝑢 for all nodes by traversing graph upward, starting from the exit node.(2) Sort the nodes in a list by nonincreasing order of rank𝑢 values.(3) while there are unscheduled nodes in the list do(4) Compare priority.(5) begin(6) Compare job size(7) Select the first task 𝑛𝑖 in the list and remove it.(8) begin(9) if the remaining memory size > 0.6GB(10) begin(11) what is the value of the remaining memory size?(12) Assign the task 𝑛𝑖 to the processor 𝑝𝑗 that minimizes the (EFT) value of 𝑛𝑖.(13) end if(14) waiting the remaining memory size and go line 9.(15) end(16)end
Algorithm 2: The MSHEFT algorithm.

of memory.” In Algorithm 2, the pseudocode of MSHEFT
algorithm has been presented. Job processing flow chart is
shown in Figure 8.

3.5. Execution Procedure. The execution procedure has been
shown in Figure 9.With the user interface, the process is des-
ignated to monitor the status of each node in the server farm.
MSHEFT algorithm for scheduling optimization together
with platform selection has decided to choose an appropri-
ate platform for execution according to the current status
monitored through user interface. The proposed approach
including MSHEFT algorithm plus platform selection can be
denoted MSHEFT-PS in this paper. When the analytics task
has finished, the results will be stored back to HDFS and the
whole process will be terminated. In addition, job schedul-
ing using first-come-first-serve FCFS will be adopted for
each single analytics platform Rhadoop or SparkR, denoted
FCFS-SP, in the experiment to check how it performs as a
single platform applied. Furthermore, the platform selection
mechanism integrated FCFS, denoted FCFS-PS, has also been

employed to test the systemperformance under the condition
of remaining amount of memory in a virtual machine in
which a certain node has been resident.

3.6. Performance Evaluation. In order to compare the com-
putation efficiency among the several algorithms, the perfor-
mance index [2] has been evaluated based on the necessitated
equations, which are derived first frommeasuring access time
of data of a single item for a certain dataset on (1), next
calculating average access time based on a variety of data
size among the datasets on (2), then inducing a normalized
performance index among the datasets on (3), and finally
resulting in a performance index according to a series of tests
on (4). In these equations we denote the subscript 𝑖 the index
of data size, 𝑗 the index of dataset, and 𝑘 the index of test
condition and the subscript 𝑠 indicates a single item in a spe-
cific dataset. Eq. (1) calculates the average access time (AAT)
for each data size. In (1), AAT𝑖𝑗𝑘 represents average access
time with the same data size, and 𝑁𝑖𝑘 stands for the current
data size. Eq. (2) calculates the average access times overall
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AAT𝑠𝑗𝑘 for each test (i.e., write, read, and compute) on a spe-
cific platform, in which AAT𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑘 represents the average access
time of each dataset; please refer back to (1), and 𝜔𝑖 stands for
weight for a weighted average. The following formula will
evaluate the performance index (PI) [10]. Eq. (3) calculates

the normalized performance index for a specific platform.
Eq. (4) calculates the performance index overall for a specific
platform, SF1 is a constant value that is used here to quantify
the value of performance index in the range 0–100, and 𝑊𝑘
stands for weight for a weighted average.

AAT𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑘 = AAT𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑁𝑖𝑘 , where 𝑠 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑑; 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑙; 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚; 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛, (1)

AAT𝑠𝑗𝑘 =
𝑙∑
𝑖=1

𝜔𝑖 ⋅ AAT𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑘 , where 𝑠 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑑; 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚; 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛; 𝑙∑
𝑖=1

𝜔𝑖 = 1, (2)
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PI𝑗𝑘 = 1/AAT𝑠𝑗𝑘
maxℎ=1,2,...𝑚 (1/AAT𝑠ℎ𝑘) , where 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚; 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛, (3)

PI𝑗 = ( 𝑛∑
𝑘=1

𝑊𝑘 ⋅ PI𝑗𝑘) ⋅ SF1, where 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚; 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛; SF1 = 102, 𝑛∑
𝑘=1

𝑊𝑘 = 1. (4)

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

This section categories data into simulation data and actual
data for test with two cases; the first case (Case 1) uses the
test data generated randomly with Java programming; the
second case (Case 2) adopts the actual data collected from
the Internet. Proxmox Virtual Environment can be used to
dynamically adjust the resource allocation to set up the
experimental environments according to different memory
remaining amounts, as listed in Table 2, so as to implement
effect tests on various platforms.

4.1. Generated Data Set and Experimental Environment for
Case 1. Case 1 tests each platform with first-come-first-serve
algorithm to perform different sizes of test data, R commands
having different complexity, and different priorities to all of
queries so as to compare the execution time in various
environments as is shown in Table 2. R commands for test
are as shown in Table 3. In this experiment, there are three
methods applied to test. The first approach uses first-come-
first-serve algorithm (FCFS) for each single platformRHaoop
or SparkR, denoted FCFS-SP.The second one is an optimized
platform selection (PS) utilized to choose an appropriate
platform for execution according to the remaining amount of
memory in a virtualmachine but it is still based on FCFS, thus
denoted FCFS-PS. The third method introduced the opti-
mization for job scheduling using MSHEFT algorithm
employed to reschedule all of input queries in an ascending
order in a job queue according to the smallest size of data file
first. Once a job has been dequeued and launched, it based
on PS will also choose an appropriate platform for execution,
thereby denoted MSHEFT-PS. In short, three approaches
including FCFS-SP, FCFS-PS, and MSHEFT-PS will be
implemented in this paper. The test methods are shown
in Table 4. With four fields, test data have been randomly
generated with Java programming where the first column is
the name of the only key string, the second column is random
integer from 0 to 99, the third column is a random integer
from 100 to 199, and the fourth column is the generated
integer sequence number. Designated data size for test is
shown in Table 5.

4.2. Experimental Results in Case 1. As a result, two plat-
forms, RHadoop and SparkR, have performed for several
test data sets with different priorities, data sizes, and R com-
mands. As listed in Table 6, the proposed approachMSHEFT-
PS has been implemented in the different order of jobs
in a queue when comparing with the other methods. Per-
formance comparisons of test are shown in Figures 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, and 15. The average execution time of proposed

approach MSHEFT-PS is faster than the other methods,
FCFS-SP and FCFS-PS. The normalized performance index
and performance index are listed inTables 7 and 8.This shows
that the proposed approach outperforms the others in Case 1.
4.3. Data Collection and Experimental Environment for Case2. Case 2 has collected the actual data sets and the designated
data size for test as shown in Table 9. The concerned
approaches as listed in Table 3 have applied for measuring the
average execution time according to different data themes.
Similarly, Table 1 has listed two test environments and R
command I test is listed in Table 2 as well.

4.4. Experimental Results in Case 2. Executable job list in
Case 2 is shown in Table 10. Performance comparisons of test
are shown in Figures 16 and 17.The experimental results show
that the average execution time of the proposed approach
MSHEFT-PS is much lower than the other methods, FCFS-
SP and FCFS-PS, over three different conditions. The nor-
malized performance index and performance index are listed
in Table 11. Notice that the performance of our proposed
approach is superior to the others in Case 2.
4.5. Discussion. There is no specific mechanism so far to esti-
mate job execution time for Rhadoop or SparkR. Accord-
ing to the report in Apache Spark website at https://spark
.apache.org/, it noted that run programs up to 100x faster
than Hadoop MapReduce in memory, or 10x faster on disk.
Technically speaking, SparkR job execution will similarly be
up to 100x faster than RHadoop job execution in-memory, or
up to 10x on disk as mentioned above. In this paper, the
experiments show that run program for a specific job using
SparkR is up to 9.7x faster than RHadoop. However, the
average in SparkR job execution is nearly 3.9x faster than
RHadoop job execution.

5. Conclusion

This paper found that even though the analytics platforms
have the same configuration and functions, their perfor-
mance still has resulted in different efficiency in different
experimental conditions when applying scheduling opti-
mization for multiple big data analytics platforms. The per-
formance efficiency can be greatly improved by making the
optimization for job scheduling, automatically detecting clus-
tering state, and then choosing an appropriate platform for
job processing. According to the experiments in Case 1 with
simulation data and Case 2 with actual data, it is found that
the remaining amount of memory is less and the scale of

https://spark.apache.org/
https://spark.apache.org/
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Figure 10: Execution time of R command I in test environment I of Case 1.

Table 2: Test environment.

Environment Description

Test environment I
Adjust 10GB memory space and give it to a
virtual machine executing big data
processing

Test environment II Configure 20GB memory space of a virtual
machine executing big data processing

Table 3: R command test.

Command Description
R command I Only search special field

R command II Only search special field, and add comparison
conditions

R command III
Search special field, add comparison
conditions, and execute the commands with
while or for

Table 4: Test method.

Method Description

FCFS-SP Use command of enforced R to execute such
platform, and then input R command

FCFS-PS Directly input R command

MSHEFT-PS Use command of set to set working quantity, and
then input R command

data set is larger, which will much more highlight the impor-
tance of scheduling optimization and platform selection. In
addition to the job scheduling using MSHEFT algorithm
and optimized platform selection proposed in this paper,
this system is capable of integrating new analytics platform to
it by adding new big data analytics tools with related R shells
to system, without any further changes in others.
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Figure 11: Execution time of R command II in test environment I of
Case 1.
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Figure 12: Execution time of R command III in test environment I
of Case 1.
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Table 5: Designated data size and its priority in Case 1.
Sequence Priority Data size Code name
1 1 850G A
2 3 30G B
3 1 400G C
4 2 10G D
5 5 500G E
6 3 630G F
7 2 1 T G
8 4 20G H
9 5 100G I
10 1 700G J

Table 6: Executable job list in Case 1.
Method Job

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10
FCFS-SP A B C D E F G H I J
FCFS-PS A B C D E F G H I J
MSHEFT-PS C J A D G B F H I E

Table 7: Normalized performance index in Case 1.
Operation FCFS-SP-

RHadoop
FCFS-SP-
SparkR FCFS-PS MSHEFT-

PS
R command I 0.319 0.787 0.799 1.000
R command II 0.441 0.884 0.895 1.000
R command III 0.481 0.880 0.885 1.000

Table 8: Average normalized performance index and performance index in Case 1.
Method Average normalized

performance index Performance index

FCFS-SP-RHadoop 0.413 41.34
FCFS-SP-SparkR 0.850 85.03
FCFS-PS 0.859 85.94
MSHEFT-PS 1.000 100.00

Table 9: Designated data size and its priority in Case 2.
Sequence Priority Data size Data theme Code name
1 4 10G World-famous masterpiece WC
2 1 250G Load of production machine: Overlaoding OD
3 2 250G Load of production machine: Underloading UD
4 3 1 T Qualified rate of semiconductor products YR
5 1 750G Correlation among temperature and people’s power utilization TE
6 4 750G Correlation among rainfall and people’s power utilization RE
7 1 100G Flight information in the airport AP
8 5 500G Traffic violation/accidents TA
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Figure 13: Execution time of R command I in test environment II of Case 1.
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Figure 14: Execution time of R command II in test environment II
of Case 1.
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Figure 15: Execution time of R command III in test environment II
of Case 1.
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Figure 16: Execution time of experimental environment I in Case 2.
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Figure 17: Execution time of experimental environment II in Case2.
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Table 10: Executable job list in Case 2.
Method Job

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
FCFS-SP WC OD UD YR TE RE AP TA
FCFS-PS WC OD UD YR TE RE AP TA
MSHEFT-PS AP OD TE UD YR WC RE TA

Table 11: Average normalized performance index and performance
index in Case 2.
Method Average normalized

performance index Performance index

FCFS-SP-RHadoop 0.314 31.42
FCFS-SP-SparkR 0.753 75.32
FCFS-PS 0.760 76.02
MSHEFT-PS 1.000 100.00
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